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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

It has been well-documented that code-switching is a normal part of a bilingual’s everyday 

life. Numerous studies have shown that bilinguals code-switch for a wide variety of 

reasons such as changing the subject (Nishimura 1995a), emphasising a word or phrase 

(Fotos 1995) and showing familiarity (Ariffin & Rafik-Galea 2009). It has also been shown 

that code-switching is employed by language learners for an equally wide variety of 

functions, such as repairing a previously uttered mistake (Fotos 1995) and when a word 

is forgotten during a classroom exercise (Mori 2004). 

 

But what about those who have not learnt a language formally (i.e. in a classroom); do 

they code-switch? And if they do, how are they able to pick up the words of another 

language they have not learnt before and use them as successful code-switches most of 

the time? And why would they want to code-switch at all? 

 

Based on these questions, the following thesis will use corpus linguistic analytic techniques 

to compare the code-switch frequencies found within a community of practice of three 

types of Learners: those who have learnt Japanese at an educational institute as a second 

language (Learners), those who have only learnt it alone (e.g. with books) (Active Non-

Learners) and those who have not learnt it at all (Passive Non-Learners). The community 

of practice chosen for this study is the fanfiction community of Kuroshitsuji (“Black 

Butler”) – a popular Japanese anime and manga in the western world. 

 

Various studies have used communities of practice to study code-switch phenomena (e.g. 

Leppänen & Piirainen-Marsh 2009; Leppänen 2007; Fina 2007), but there are few on 

written communities of practice, especially in Japanese-English code-switching where 

Japanese is the L2 (e.g. Stott 2006).  

 

This thesis will explore why Learners and Non-Learners code-switch through close 

analysis of the authors’ responses to a questionnaire about their code-switch choices, with 

a particular focus on why Non-Learners code-switch at all; do they code-switch more than 

Learners? Do they acquire language through fan made subtitles (for example) and do they 

use it in order to show solidarity with the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction community? 
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In short, this study will explore the following questions: Do Non-Learners code-switch 

from English to Japanese in fanfiction written in a Japanese fandom? If so, how and why 

do they code-switch? Do Active and Passive Non-Learners code-differently? Do Learners 

and Non-Learners code-switch differently? And why do these differences or similarities 

occur? 

 

The aim of this thesis in terms of current code-switching research, is to influence others 

to look at the code-switching found not only in the speech of language learners or 

bilinguals, but also in that of those who have not learnt a particular language. It also hopes 

to influence the choice of materials for code-switching research by not only using written 

material but fanfiction as the choice of medium. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

This section will take a brief look at the history of the study of code-switching as well as 

the gaps of sociolinguistic research this study hopes to fill. It will also explain a few of the 

more important terms used in this thesis before concluding with the three studies that 

have had the most influence on this thesis. 

 

2.1 Code-switching 
 

Code-switching, that is, the switching between one language and another, has only 

become popular during the past 40 or so years. In fact, its exact definition is still debated 

by researchers (Nilep 2006; Stott 2006): Is a code a language or a language variety? Should 

code-switches only count as instances of code-switching if they are intrasentential or 

intersentential? Are borrowed words different to loan words and when do they count as 

code-switches? These are the questions researchers continue to discuss and as such, the 

exact definition of code-switching is yet to be decided (Stott 2006). 

 

The meaning of code-switching in this paper will follow that of Stott (2006) as his choice 

of materials and analytic methods are the closest to the ones used here. Stott (2006, p.33) 

uses code-switching simply to mean a switch between one language and another, more 

specifically, between Japanese and English. He includes both intrasentential and 

intersentential switches – although this study will not distinguish between the two – and 

borrowed words are included in the sense that the in-group “borrows” words from 

another language to become part of the in-group language. (This excludes established 

loanwords which are not counted as code-switches.) 

 

It was originally suggested in the early 1950s that bilinguals’ frequent code-switching was 

due to poor parenting (Nilep 2006, p.5) or that it occurred randomly due to a lack of 

knowledge of either language being spoken (Fotos 1995, p.4) and was therefore regarded 

as abnormal, probably due to ideologies of linguistic purity (Milroy & Milroy, as cited in 

Fotos 1995, p.4). However, it was suggested as early as 1954 that code-switching is not 

only natural and common but is also experienced by everyone, not only bilinguals, and is 

an important element in language change (Nilep 2006, p.5). This change in perception of 

code-switching is particularly interesting as even now, attitudes towards code-switching 
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are often negative with opinions such as code-switching being a sign of immaturity or 

conceit surfacing, as will be seen later in Section 5.3. 

 

According to Nilep (2006), although code-switching research began in the 1940s, linguists 

tend to note the starting point as 1972 with the research of Blom and Gumperz. John J. 

Gumperz had already published influential code-switching research by the time he started 

collaborating with Jan-Petter Blom in the 1960s. Together they published several analyses 

that showed code-switching is affected by the setting, topic and participants involved. 

Although they were not the first to suggest this (see Ervin-Tripp 1964), Gumperz, 

together with Blom, made the notion of social factors affecting code-switching popular 

and as such, their research has become a “touchstone in code-switching research” (Nilep 

2006, p.7). 

 

Currently, there are two main fields of code-switching research in linguistics: that which 

focusses on code-switching at a syntactic level, examining the restraints put on code-

switching and using those findings to study syntax in general, and that which focusses on 

language acquisition and the use of different languages in different social contexts, for 

example, using a particular language variety to show friendliness (Nilep 2006; Fotos 1995). 

This second field is where the current study lies.  

 

Most Japanese-English code-switching research thus far has looked at the speech of 

bilinguals or language learners, especially with a focus on native Japanese speakers (e.g. 

Azuma 1997; Fotos 1995; Nishimura 1995a, 1995b). There is little Japanese-English code-

switching research on either English speakers code-switching into Japanese (e.g. Stott 

2006; Mori 2004), those who have presumably not learnt Japanese (e.g. Azuma 1997; Stott 

2006), or code-switching in written text (e.g. Stott 2006). The lack of written code-

switching research is unfortunate as with the globalisation of the Internet, there is an 

abundance of organic written conversational material to work with. Although written 

material may be viewed as being less “authentic” as it is not as spontaneous as spoken 

material, this should not devalue the code-switching found. As Stott (2006, p.32) states, 

written code-switching is “subject to more conscious choice (and thus purpose) than 

seems to occur in spoken interaction”. Furthermore, certain aspects of written material, 

especially in the case of fanfiction, could be considered as more “authentic” or 

spontaneous than the prose. One example of this in fanfiction would be author notes – 
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notes added throughout the fanfic by the author to communicate with the reader about 

certain aspects of the story whether it be replying to reviews, or further explaining or 

defending a certain aspect of the storyline – as they are normally used as a communicative 

method between author and reader and are often unedited.  

 

2.1.1 Code-switching of Non-Learners 

 

As it has already been stated, most Japanese-English code-switching research focusses on 

the code-switching of either [balanced] bilinguals (e.g. Yamamoto 2001; Nishimura 1995a, 

1995b; Fotos 1995, 1990) or language learners (e.g. Azuma 1997; Fotos 1995) and those 

studies that do use what will be referred to as Non-Learners in this study, tend to be 

unaware of how much knowledge of the L2 the participants have (e.g. Stott 2006; Moody 

2006; Azuma 1997). This study has an advantage over Azuma’s (1997), Stott’s (2006) and 

Moody’s (2006) studies as the L2 educational background of the participants is definite, 

due to direct contact. As such, certain L2 knowledge related labels could be applied to 

the participants. 

 

A Non-Learner as presented in this study is someone who has not learnt the L2 (in this 

case, Japanese) formally, i.e. at an educational institute (e.g. university). They may have 

learnt it actively as a self-studier (Active Non-Learner), or not at all (Passive Non-Learner). 

An Active Non-Learner may have learnt Japanese with language learning books, by taking 

a trip to Japan for the purpose of being immersed in the language, or by watching movies 

in Japanese with English subtitles with the purpose of learning Japanese. A Passive Non-

Learner on the other hand may or may not have picked up Japanese through watching 

shows in Japanese or by visiting Japan, but are unaware they have learnt it in this manner 

or that these are language learning tools.  

 

But in what kind of situations would Non-Learners code-switch? What would drive them 

to code-switch and how would they know when to? 

 

2.1.2 Code-switching in a Community of Practice 

 

It has been suggested, and shown, time and time again (Stott 2006; Lo 1999; Nishimura 

1995a etc.) that code-switching occurs, among other reasons, due to the speaker’s wish 

to show familiarity with a particular in-group such as a community of practice. Lo (1999, 
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pp.461-2) mentions that “speakers’ beliefs about what types of variation are allowable as 

well as the permeability of linguistic and cultural boundaries can affect their acceptance 

of others as competent co-members of a given speech community” and goes on to say 

“[o]ne of the ways that co-membership in a speech community may be indexed is through 

code-switching”. In other words, the linguistic variations found within a speech 

community (e.g. code-switch choice) affect the acceptability of members into the in-

group; using one variation over another can show solidarity or separation from a 

particular community of practice. 

 

The notion of a community of practice was created by Wenger and Lave in 1991 (Rebaza 

2009, p.50; Holmes & Meyerhoff 1999, p.174) but was not brought into language and 

gender research until a year later by Eckert and McConnell-Ginnet (Holmes & Meyerhoff 

1999, p.174). Wenger (n.d., p.1) defines a community of practice as a group of people 

who “share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better 

as they interact regularly”. Wenger (n.d., p.1) is very specific about what constitutes as a 

community of practice, stating that “not everything called a community is a community 

of practice”. According to Wenger (n.d., pp.1-2), a community of practice must consist 

of a domain, a community and a practice. The domain in this sense is a shared interest; 

an interest that forms the identity of the community of practice and those that belong to 

it. The community is not only a group of people with this shared domain, but one with 

people who interact to “engage in joint activities and discussions, help each other, and 

share information” (Wenger n.d., p.2). The practice in community of practice is not only 

something concrete such as painting, writing or building, but also the discussions and 

sharing of stories that lead to this. Wenger (n.d., p.2) gives the example of nurses 

developing ways to care for patients through lunchtime discussions, but in terms of 

fanfiction, this would be the reviewing process where fanfiction writers develop their 

styles through critique from their readers. 

 

Eckert (2006, p.1) uses a similar definition to Wenger (n.d.), but uses a broader meaning 

stating that a community of practice is a “collection of people who engage on an ongoing 

basis in some common endeavour”. This can range greatly from, for example, a group of 

factory workers, to a youth gang, to a casual book club; any group where there are 

members that share a common interest and perform a particular task that communicate 

with each other, can be considered to be a community of practice (Eckert 2006). 
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Eckert (2006, p.1) states that it is logical to assume those in a community of practice will 

share certain linguistic conventions as “[i]n the course of regular joint activity, a 

community of practice develops ways of dong [sic] things, views, values, power relations, 

ways of talking” and “the participants engage with these practices in virtue of their place 

in the community of practice” as well as “the place of the community of practice in the 

larger social order”. In other words, members of a community of practice will naturally 

develop, in the example of language, certain language conventions which will further give 

the community a place in society. These [linguistic] conventions are made due to a 

phenomenon known as “sense-making” (Eckert 2006, pp.1-2). It is important for those 

in the community of practice to share a mutual understanding in order to carry out the 

function of the community of practice together; it allows the community of practice to 

become a group in relation to the society it is a part of.  

 

One of the differences between a community of practice and a speech community is that 

a community of practice is not necessarily bound by factors such as age, socioeconomic 

status, race or even geographic location, as speech communities tend to be (Eckert 2006) 

and speech communities do not require shared practices as communities of practice do 

(Holmes & Meyerhoff 1999, p. 179). Although speech communities certainly have their 

place in research and should not be undermined, the idea of linguistic practices and 

conventions occurring despite these differing factors is of particular interest: how can 

those from different speech communities come together to share certain linguistic 

conventions to create a sense of community?  

 

This idea of linguistic patterns evident in a community of practice combining the 

demographics found in speech communities is of particular importance for this study and 

sociolinguistic research in general. The community of practice this study will be using is 

that of a fanfiction community: a group of people from varying backgrounds 

collaborating online with fictional works centred in a particular fandom. 

 

2.1.2.1 Fanfiction and Fandom as a Community of Practice 

 

Fanfiction is “the publicly shared writings of enthusiasts of various popular cultural media 

who build from existing literary tropes, settings, characters, and storylines to construct 

their own fictional narratives” (Thorne 2010, p.144). Authors in a particular fandom, that 

is a fan community of a particular popular work, group or other cultural phenomenon, 
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write original fictional stories (fanfics) based in the fandom for others in the fan 

community to read and provide reviews, critiques or suggestions (Thorne 2010; Leppänen 

& Piirainen-Marsh 2009).  

 

But fanfiction is more than just the sharing of fanfics. The readers and writers of 

fanfiction form communities; communities with their own, perhaps unspoken, style 

guidelines. While the more popular authors of a fanfiction community (perhaps 

subconsciously) form these guidelines, the sometimes intensive reviewing system from 

readers focussing on anything from characterisation to linguistic style, serve to uphold 

them (Thorne 2010, pp.145-6; Leppänen & Piirainen-Marsh 2009, pp.273-7). These 

guidelines are what make the fanfiction accessible as described further by Thorne below. 

 

Thorne (2010, pp.144-5) points out that, as fanfiction is a process of remixing aspects of 

a canon2, the act of writing a fanfic works in a similar way to how a foreign language is 

acquired. Thorne (2010, p.145) cites Bakhtin’s description of language learning as a 

process of assimilating the words other people use rather than the words of the language 

alone. In other words, in the same way that language learners pick up new words and 

phrases by hearing and reading them as they are used by other speakers and language 

learners of that language, fanfiction writers use tropes, characters and other aspects of the 

canon as they are used in the canon and by other fanfiction writers. This could be 

extended to the use of code-switches; perhaps certain code-switches are used more 

frequently than others as they are familiar or common throughout the fandom’s fanfiction 

community, as, if they were not, the fanfic may become incomprehensible and unreadable.  

 

At its base, a fanfiction community is a group of people who come together to engage in 

an ongoing basis in some common endeavour (creating and sharing stories written in a 

particular fandom) – the definition of a community of practice as given earlier by Eckert 

(2006). Leppänen and Piirainen-Marsh (2009, p.273) mention that fanfiction writers often 

employ the usage of repetition, for example, a catchphrase of a particular character or a 

particular scenario in the canon that the author has extended into a fanfic. This repetition 

not only fits the previously mentioned language learning process, but also makes the 

                                                      
 

2 Canon will be used throughout this section as a placeholder for any basis of a fandom, whether it be an 
original written work or a popular music group. 
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authors’ texts “sufficiently similar to the original source discourse, thus ensuring that they 

are seen as acceptable and credible by other fans” (Leppänen & Piirainen-Marsh 2009, 

p.273). As Leppänen and Piirainen-Marsh (2009, p.273) write, this acceptability is a “key 

value in fan fiction” and is “often maintained and enforced with the help of an explicit 

language policy agreed upon in the fan fiction community”. Leppänen and Piirainen-

Marsh (2009, pp.274-7) also note how code-switching is used in the fanfiction they 

collected for their data analysis. They found that English code-switching was used in 

otherwise Finnish fanfiction as it was borrowed from the original English canon source 

(Leppänen & Piirainen-Marsh 2009, p.276). This, once again, expresses the language 

learning process described above. 

 

What is perhaps most interesting to linguistic research is that fanfiction communities do 

not generally consist of only one language community; as they tend to be online 

communities, their members are from all over the world with varying native languages, 

language abilities and cultural experiences (Thorne 2010, p.146). This means, using 

fanfiction as research material for sociolinguistics overcomes any limitations that may 

exist in focussing on only one particular, often small, speech community.  

 

But why does code-switching occur in these fanfiction communities at all? How can it be 

assumed that the whole community understands these particular words in Japanese? And 

how is it that those who have not learnt Japanese at all are still able to code-switch 

successfully most of the time?  To understand how code-switching is used to show in-

group solidarity, it is necessary to take a look at Myers-Scotton’s Markedness Model. 

 

2.2 Myers-Scotton’s Markedness Model 

 

Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, p.5) states that her Markedness Model (MM) is based on the 

premise that “all linguistic codes or varieties come to have social and psychological 

associations in the speech communities in which they are used”. In terms of the present 

study, this means the decision to code-switch or not code-switch is affected by the in-

group: “What community norms would predict is unmarked; what is not predicted is 

marked […]. [A predicted code] meets the beliefs and desires of those persons in the 

community who have sufficient power to set norms” (ed. Myers-Scotton 1998, p.5). This 

does not necessarily mean that all code-switches are marked and therefore avoided – in 
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fact, as the results of this study will later show, it can be quite the opposite – but there 

are certain code-switches that are less marked (or more unmarked) than others. In other 

words, as Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, pp.5-6) mentions, “codes fall along a continuum as 

more or less unmarked” but “there is often a dominant unmarked choice (in terms of 

frequency […]), especially when the situation or genre is relatively conventionalized”.  

 

Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, p.20) illustrates how speakers (or writers) make certain code 

decisions based on politeness strategies (to be polite), communication accommodation 

(to accommodate or diverge from the in-group) and optimisation (gain) for the speaker. 

As Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, p.20) explains, this does not necessarily mean a speaker will 

choose a code in order to be polite or to accommodate the in-group, but may also use a 

code to do the opposite.  This means a certain code may be chosen over another in order 

to appear agreeable with a community of practice and thereby gain acceptance. In this 

study this could be in order to make the story more appealing to readers in order to gain 

positive reviews from the fanfiction community. This agreeability would be an instance 

of unmarkedness: where a code-switch is expected, familiar and accepted in the 

community. The opposite would be an instance of markedness: where a code-switch is 

unfamiliar and unacceptable in the community. Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, pp.26-9) 

mentions that the use of marked code-switches can be for many different reasons, 

including but not limited to wishing to establish a new unmarked code-switch, exploring 

the possibility of a marked code-switch becoming an unmarked code-switch or showing 

off linguistic repertoire. 

 

Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, p.27) also mentions that it can be assumed that unmarked codes 

will appear more frequently in a speech community as the speakers know either 

consciously or unconsciously that everyone else is the speech community is aware of what 

is marked and what is unmarked and that the unmarked choice is more frequent. In terms 

of this study, this would apply to certain code-switches being used more often as they are 

deemed as being more familiar (as the members of the community of practice have 

noticed them being used more often) and therefore accepted. In this way, frequently used 

code-switches become more and more unmarked the more they are used and seen as they 

become the ‘norm’. 
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Looking at the Markedness Model theory briefly outlined above, it is clear how 

participants in a community of practice would code-switch to show their familiarity or 

solidarity with that community of practice (or in-group). It should be expected, then, that 

Non-Learners would also make use of code-switching for this purpose. 

 

2.3 Three Studies: Fotos, Azuma and Stott 
 

This section will examine the three main influential studies this thesis stems from. It will 

look not only at what they studied themselves but also how their studies are important 

for the thesis and how it hopes to build upon them. These three studies will also be 

reflected upon in Section 6. 

 

The first is a study from Sandra S. Fotos (1995), of which the methodology for this 

research is based upon, the second is a study from Shoji Azuma (1997) which inspired 

the use of Non-Learners for code-switch observation, and the last is a study from Nigel 

Stott (2006) which is the closest related study to this paper. 

 

In 1995 Fotos published a study, Japanese-English Conversational Codeswitching in Balanced and 

Limited Proficiency Bilinguals. It looked at the type of code-switches along with their 

frequency and function between the discourse of Japanese-English balanced bilinguals 

and limited proficiency bilinguals. The discourse used for analysis was recorded by Fotos 

which she then transcribed and analysed. Fotos counted the frequencies of the code-

switches depending on their syntactic category as corpora and recorded them in a table 

along with their distribution percentages. She then tested for statistical significance in the 

differences of frequencies in her data. This format of result display was highly influential 

on this thesis and was also used in Stott’s (2006) study, although it is unclear whether or 

not his usage came from Fotos directly. There are several differences between the 

methodology of Fotos’ (1995) study and the one used in this paper, as Fotos had a 

different focus, but it served as a basis for the methodological framework.  

 

The importance of Fotos’ (1995) study to this thesis lies in the comparison of bilinguals 

with limited proficiency bilinguals and her desire to show that “regardless of the proficiency 

level of the speaker, Japanese-English switching is grammatical and serves useful discourse 

management functions in the conversation” (Fotos 1995, p.5, emphasis added) as a lot of 
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Japanese-English code-switching research at the time focussed on code-switching 

patterns and functions in bilinguals alone (Fotos 1995, p.5). She found that even though 

the language learners were less proficient in their L2, they were still able to code-switch 

successfully and found similar patterns in usage between the bilinguals and the limited 

proficiency bilinguals. These findings led to the question: if language learners are able to 

code-switch successfully, what about Non-Learners?  

 

Azuma’s (1997) study, Lexical Categories and Code-Switching: A Study of Japanese/English Code-

Switching in Japan looked at the differences in code-switching between native Japanese 

speaker language learners, with a rather high English proficiency who had just returned 

from a year of study in America, and Japanese disc jockeys, whose English knowledge 

was unknown. The examination of what this study classifies as Non-Learners made this 

an extremely important study. Azuma (1997, p.1), like Fotos (1995), noticed that a lot of 

Japanese-English code-switching research focussed on Japanese-American bilinguals who 

had been raised in America and therefore attempted to fill a gap by examining Japanese-

English code-switching in Japan.  

 

After analysing five hours of speech of both groups, Azuma (1997) found that the 

speakers in her data did not code-switch as often as the Japanese-American bilinguals of 

Nishimura’s 1985 study (as cited in Azuma 1997, p.3), but they did have a rather broad 

range of lexical types and made use of both intersentential and intrasentential code-

switching. Furthermore, not only did the disc jockeys code-switch, they code-switched 

more frequently than the returned students (Azuma 1997, p.4). However, as it was unclear 

as to the L2 capability of the disc jockeys, it is difficult to conclude from Azuma’s data 

alone that Non-Learners really do code-switch more than language learners. Furthermore, 

the data collected was spoken. Azuma (1997), like Fotos (1995), focused on the lexical 

nature of code-switches, but went into greater detail as to how all code-switches fell into 

a noun-like category. This was not the focus of the current research and therefore the 

methodology was not adopted. 

 

The most influential study to this thesis is that of Stott (2006), A Study of Code-Switching in 

Newsletter Articles Written by Native English Speakers Residing in Japan. Stott’s study looked at 

the Japanese-English code-switching of English teachers in the JET programme in a 

newsletter written for other English teachers in Japan. The most important factor in 
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Stott’s study in relation to this paper is that all the code-switching was written; he had 

authors, not speakers to analyse. Written code-switching analysis differs from spoken 

code-switching analysis; there can be less opportunity to discuss with those being analysed 

their code-switching usage or their code-switching attitudes; factors such as intonation 

and body-language are near impossible to analyse and there is also the perhaps 

controversial idea that the text is self-edited, or even edited by a third party, as opposed 

to spontaneous discourse.  However, Stott (2006, p.47) wished to help broaden code-

switching research in sociolinguistics. 

 

Stott’s (2006) focus was on how code-switching was used to form a community of 

practice (albeit in not so many words). He looked at how the English teachers code-

switched into Japanese with each other to form a common ground; to show they were 

part of the same community and shared similar experiences. He looked at the differences 

in code-switching based on a few different factors: code-switch frequency (intrasentential 

vs intersentential), frequency of code-switching overall, Japanese ability, age and article 

topic (Stott 2006, pp.43-7). 

 

Stott (2006, pp.43-6) did not find a connection between Japanese ability and code-switch 

frequency but he did find that age and article topic may have played a large role in code-

switch frequency. He gave some suggestions as to why code-switching was used, such as 

in-group solidarity, habit and respect for Japanese language and culture, but admitted his 

inability to question the authors directly left these as nothing more than suggestions (Stott 

2006, pp.47-8). Stott (2006, p.48) concluded with how code-switching is generally viewed 

negatively and how it is important to, rather than criticise it, accept its normality, especially 

as those who code-switch tend to be those with the negative views: “these same English 

teachers should be more accepting of the linguistic behaviour of the society in which they 

find themselves”. 

 

One important point about Stott’s (2006) work is that he included code-switches that 

were not explained – as it was assumed the reader would understand them – but excluded 

those that were explained by the author (Stott 2006, p.35). He also made a distinction 

between borrowing and code-switching dependant on whether or not the code-switch 

appeared in an English dictionary (Stott 2006, pp.34-5). This thesis took on a similar 
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approach to code-switch identification and will be looked at in more detail in Section 

4.2.2. 
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3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND EXPECTED RESULTS 

 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the patterns of Japanese-English code-

switching found in the fanfiction of Non-Learners in a Japanese fandom. It will not only 

look into how Non-Learners code-switch but also why they code-switch; what are their 

opinions on the use of Japanese words in an otherwise English fanfic? Do they like code-

switching? Do they dislike code-switching? Is the decision to code-switch affected by the 

community of practice? 

 

This study will also look at how Non-Learners code-switch by comparing the code-switch 

frequencies between different groups of authors categorised by which version of the 

canon they are familiar with (Canon Type) to see if there is a correlation between code-

switch frequency and exposure to Japanese through the canon – for example, do those 

who have seen the anime only in English code-switch less than those who have seen it 

with Japanese audio and English fan-translated subtitles? 

 

In order to put the code-switch frequencies into perspective, this study will also compare 

the frequencies of Non-Learners with Learners as well as divide the Non-Learners 

themselves into those who have learnt Japanese at some level (e.g. with books) but not at 

an educational institute (Active Non-Learners), and those who have not learnt Japanese 

at all (Passive Non-Learners). The study will compare the attitudes of the different groups 

along with their frequency patterns in order to find reasoning for the differences or 

similarities in frequency.  

 

Beyond the frequency comparisons between Learners, Non-Learners and Canon Type 

exposure, the other main purpose of this thesis is to find out if and how the community 

of practice affects the ways in which Non-Learners code-switch; do Non-Learners code-

switch because they feel they have to in order to fit into the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction writing 

community? Do they code-switch less due to a stigma in the community? And do the 

attitudes held within the community actually affect the code-switch frequencies? 
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3.1 Research Questions 
 

The research questions for this study are as follows: 

 

1 Do Non-Learners use Japanese code-switching in fanfiction written in 

a Japanese fandom? 

- If so, how and why do they code-switch? 

 

2  Do different types of Non-Learners (Active & Passive) use Japanese 

code-switching differently in fanfiction written in a Japanese fandom? 

- If so, how and why do they code-switch differently? 

 

3  Do Non-Learners and Learners use Japanese code-switching 

differently in fanfiction written in a Japanese fandom? 

- If so, how and why do they code-switch differently? 

 

3.2 Expected Results 
 

Here follows my own hypothesis as to what results will be found. This hypothesis is based 

on my own observations and bias prior to this research. Whether it is proven to be true 

or untrue is both interesting and important to my research. 

 

I hypothesise that, in contrast with Stott’s (2006, p.43) findings where differences in code-

switching was not found to be statistically significant in terms of Japanese ability, Learners 

use less code-switching than Non-Learners in an attempt to keep the L2 ‘pure’ and not 

‘degraded’ to the status of being able to be put ‘randomly’ into another language; where, 

if Japanese is used, the entire language should be used, not only parts of it in an otherwise 

English language context. I hypothesise that Non-Learners will code-switch in an attempt 

to show they are familiar with the canon and belong in the fandom, rather than to show 

they have learnt Japanese. In this way, I hope to find that code-switching is used more as 

a way to show familiarity with the canon and fandom community than language skill. 
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In concordance with the research questions above, in particular, I expect that: 

 

1 Non-Learners do code-switch. 

- Non-Learners use honorifics, adjectives and interjections more 

frequently than other code-switches. 

- Non-Learners code-switch to show they belong in the Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction community as they have been influenced by code-

switching in the Canon Type they are familiar with. 

 

2  Active and Passive Non-Learners code-switch differently with Passive 

Non-Learners code-switching more frequently than Active Non-

Learners. 

- The code-switch differences are due to the different ways in which 

the Non-Learners have been exposed to Japanese (self-education 

vs Canon Type influence) as well as the Active Non-Learners 

having a more negative attitude towards code-switching. 

- Passive Non-Learners code-switch more than Active Non-

Learners in order to fit into the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction community. 

 

3  Learners and Non-Learners code-switch differently with Non-

Learners code-switching more frequently. 

- The differences in frequency are due to the differing ways in which 

the two groups have been exposed to Japanese (formal education 

vs self-education or Canon Type influence) with Learners having 

a more negative attitude towards code-switching than Non-

Learners. 
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

 

The materials section will describe the materials used to collect the data for both 

quantitative and qualitative analysis. It will begin with the text used to form the corpora 

and will be followed by the questionnaires sent to the authors and the questions they 

asked. It will also include some of the more important decisions made when selecting text 

for the corpora. The methodology section will illustrate in detail how the corpora were 

compiled and prepared for analysis as well as how the analyses were carried out.  

 

4.1 Materials 
 

4.1.1 Fanfiction 

 

The main source of text for this study upon which the quantitative analysis was carried 

out was that of Kuroshitsuji (“Black Butler”) fanfiction, obtained from the publically 

accessible domain of FanFiction.Net with each author’s permission. 

 

Fanfiction was chosen for code-switch analysis due to its written format, it generally not 

being edited by a third party, the relative prevalence of code-switching in fanfiction 

(Leppänen & Piirainen-Marsh 2009; Leppänen 2007) and its existence in a community of 

practice. This community of practice can either be the whole fandom, fanfiction writers 

and readers within the fandom or the fanfiction community as a whole. As community 

of practice is the main focus of this study, this was an important feature the data needed 

to have. 

 

FanFiciton.Net was chosen as the source database mostly due to its size. At the time of 

compiling the data, the domain had over 12 000 Kuroshitsuji fanfics, with roughly 5 200 of 

those in English. Due to its size, it was hoped that fanfiction from a wider range of 

authors, in terms of age, nationality, education etc. would be collected for data analysis as 

opposed to if the fanfiction was collected from a tight-knit Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 

community where certain rules governing genre, characters, subject matter or even 

language may have come into play and skewed the final results. As it happens, 
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FanFiction.net has no such restrictions on genre, subject matter or, more importantly, 

code-switching3. 

 

Kuroshitsuji (“Black Butler”) is a manga written by Yana Toboso that has been adapted 

into several different forms including but not limited to anime, musicals, drama CDs and 

a live action film. It is set in Victorian England and follows the story of a young orphaned 

earl named Ciel who, after being forced to watch the murder of his parents and brutally 

tortured, makes a deal with the demon Sebastian to end his suffering and do his bidding 

in return for his soul. Consequently, Sebastian becomes Ciel’s butler, answering to his 

every request as well as keeping him from harm. Together, they fight both human and 

supernatural oriented crime in London at the request of Queen Victoria as Ciel seeks 

revenge on those who sullied his family’s name (FUNimation Productions 2014; 

Kuroshitsuji Wiki n.d.). 

 

Kuroshitsuji was the canon of choice as it was not only originally a Japanese work but 

because of its Victorian England setting. Furthermore, as it was licensed in North 

America (FUNimation Productions 2014), it had been officially translated into English, 

with its English title Black Butler interchangeable with Kuroshitsuji among English-speaking 

fans. The importance of it being set in Victorian England is that any Japanese code-

switching should be author oriented with any code-switching decisions coming from the 

author of the fanfiction rather than influenced by factors in the story, such as characters 

speaking Japanese as they are in Japan.  

 

It was important for the canon to be originally Japanese as it would hopefully encourage 

fanfiction authors to use Japanese code-switching to create a common ground by using a 

common language in order to indicate they share similar background knowledge and 

values (Brown & Levinson, as cited in Stott 2006, p.33), an important aspect of the 

markedness model and code-switching in regards to in-groups as explained in Section 

2.1.2. There seems to be an unspoken assumption within Japanese-based fandoms that 

everyone in that fandom understands at least some basic parts of the Japanese language 

that are used frequently in the canon (for example, honorifics which are often kept in fan-

                                                      
 

3 There are some subject matter restrictions, however nothing that would probably affect code-switch 
frequency, and incidentally a lot of my data ignored these (see https://www.fanfiction.net/guidelines). 
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made subtitles as they can be difficult to translate into English). On the other hand, it 

could be expected that fanfiction in an English-based fandom would be less likely to 

include Japanese code-switching as it would be somewhat presumptuous to assume all 

readers and authors would understand Japanese. This essentially forms at least in part the 

aforementioned shared knowledge and values of the fandom. 

 

4.1.2 Corpora 

 

The data selection process for corpus compilation was relatively systematic. The 

following steps were taken in order to select the authors (15 in total): 

 

1. Kuroshitsuji English fanfiction was filtered by one of the following character filters: 

 Sebastian and Ciel (demon/human; servant/earl) 

 Grell and Will (death gods; boss/employee) 

 Eric and Alan (death gods; work colleagues; close friends; musical 

exclusive characters) 

2. Fanfiction was sorted by popularity with the most popular fanfics appearing at 

the top of the list (in the hope that more popular fanfics would ease the tagging 

process) 

3. Several authors were chosen from each filter, with those fitting the following 

criteria remaining: 

 The author had to have at least one fanfic that was  

i. not a collaboration with another author 

ii. not a translation of song lyrics 

iii. predominantly English 

 The author had to give permission for their work to be used for this 

research4 

4. The collective work of each author was selected for the corpora abiding by the 

following criteria: 

 All fanfics had to be primarily in English 

 The total number of words collected for each author was to be no more 

than 40 000 

                                                      
 

4 Only one author refused to have their work included. 
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 In the case an author had more than 40 000 words in total, fanfics were 

chosen in order of their word count, from lowest to highest in order to 

ensure diversity among the author’s own work to avoid subject matter 

skewing an author’s results. 

 In the case an author only had fics over 40 000 words, fanfics were 

divided equally to total 40 000 words. A few examples follow: 

i. One author had three fanfics totalling over 80 000 words each. 

Roughly 13 300 words were taken from each (2 x 13 333, 1 x 

13 334) 

ii. One author had one fic of 4 366 words and two over 40 000. As 

per the process already stated, the first fic of 4 366 words was 

taken, with 17 817 words from each of the remaining two to make 

40 000 words. 

 Collaborations were not included 

 Only fanfiction was included. This could include prose or poetry but 

translations of song lyrics (for example) were not included. 

 All parts of the fanfic were collected and were included in the word count. 

This included the title, summary, disclaimer, chapter titles, the story itself 

and author notes. 

 

It should be noted that the filtering was not entirely consistent (i.e., there were not five 

authors per filter to make up fifteen authors). However, as the authors had a different 

number of words covering different subjects and characters as well as the high probability 

that the filtered characters would intersperse, this did not seem to be of importance. The 

reason for using the filtering system at all was initially to get a cross-section of character 

relationships, in case it influenced code-switching frequencies. For example, if all fanfics 

were centred around the shinigami, who are essentially businessmen of the underworld, 

there may have been an unusually high usage of the honorific suffix –senpai (used to show 

respect to someone who has been in the field longer) that would be prevalent in business-

life in Japan. This attempt at a broad cross-section was made more important by the fact 

that this study does not go into depth of the influence of story content on code-switching. 
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It should also be noted that fanfics were sorted primarily by popularity in order to choose 

authors, not individual fanfics. Once sorted by popularity, the collective work of authors 

whose fanfics were at the top of the list were collected for corpora compilation. 

 

Author notes, that is, comments added usually to the end of chapters or pages by the 

author of the fanfic, were included, as mentioned earlier, due to their more ‘authentic’ 

nature as they are used as a means of communication between the author and their 

audience outside of the fanfic’s narrative. The author notes found in the data were mostly 

interactions with reviewers, added after the fic had been originally posted, although many 

of them were used to explain code-switches or other aspects of the story. Due to this 

interaction between members of the community of practice, any code-switches found 

therein were useful for this research. 

 

Each fanfic was put into a separate file to be used as part of the corpus. An example of 

the metadata added to the top of each follows: 

 [Author: BLO] (Author name) 

 [Title: Seclusions] (Title of fanfic) 

 [Year: 2011p] (Year published, if no later update) 

 [Year 2011u] (Year last updated) 

 [Source: https://www.fanfiction.net/s/7176832/1/Seclusions] (Source) 

 [Words: 3172] (Total number of words)  

 [Words 3172abr] (Abridged at 3172 words) 

 

4.1.3 Questionnaire 

 

Questionnaires were sent to the authors chosen for the corpora first and foremost to see 

which corpora the authors belonged to. Originally this included education, age and Canon 

Type, however, in the end age was disregarded as it was difficult to tell how old an author 

was when they wrote a particular fanfic. The questionnaires were also used to draw out 

the author’s self-reflection on how they used code-switching and how they felt when 

others used it. The purpose of the questions regarding the author’s own opinions, was to 

find patterns between the way in which the Learner types code-switched and their 

attitudes towards it. They were also used as a way to find out why Passive Non-Learners 

code-switched at all.   
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The questionnaire was created and distributed online to the authors as a Google Form, 

making it easily accessible. It was created with simplicity in mind, with a mixture of both 

multiple choice and open-ended questions to encourage the authors to write as little or 

as much as they felt necessary. The questions asked how the author felt or thought and 

asked them not only to reflect on their own Kuroshitsuji fanfiction code-switching 

frequency and choices, but also on the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction of others as well as non-

Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in general. The full questionnaire can be found in Appendix C-1 and 

a list of questions along with which research question they refer to can be found in 

Appendix C-2. 

 

4.2 Methodology 
 

This section will illustrate in detail the methods used to both gather and analyse the data. 

It will begin with a brief introduction to corpus linguistics and will be followed by the 

methods used for: identifying code-switches, compiling the corpora, statistical analysis of 

the results, forming the questionnaires for both corpus compilation and qualitative 

analysis, and statistical relevance. 

 

The methods used for this study draw upon the methodologies in Fotos’ (1995) and 

Stott’s (2006) studies. Due to the study’s focus on written code-switching, Stott’s (2006) 

identification of code-switches was very important to this thesis, whereas Fotos’ (1995) 

use of corpus linguistics was appropriate for the overall quantitative analysis method. 

 

4.2.1 Corpus Linguistics 

 

As this paper incorporates corpus linguistic techniques, it is necessary to outline what 

exactly corpus linguistics is and how it is relevant to the current study.  

 

The use of corpus linguistics has been around since at least the 1940s, although the term 

‘corpus linguistics’ did not appear until the 1980s (McEnery, Xiao & Tono 2006, p.3), and 

has become increasingly popular over the past 30 or so years, not only in linguistic 

research but in the realm of lexicography and language learner dictionaries (McEnery, 

Xiao & Tono 2006). 
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In linguistic research, corpus linguistics uses corpora which are representative databases 

compiled of samples of spoken or written text which are then compared using electronic 

concordance tools (e.g. AntConc). Corpora are especially useful for looking at actual use 

of language, important not only for linguistic or anthropological research but also for 

applied linguistics such as lexicography (Biber & Conrad 2001). There are generally two 

main types of corpus linguistic research: that which compares a specific (often smaller) 

corpus to a large standard corpus (such as the British National Corpus) and that which 

compares two (or more) similarly sized corpora (Rayson, Berridge & Francis 2004). 

Although corpora are clearly used for quantitative analysis, they can also be used for 

qualitative research by using certain aspects of the corpora to answer frequency questions 

(Biber & Conrad 2001, p.333). For example, Biber and Conrad (2001, pp.332-3) show 

that after finding which verbs occur most frequently in their corpora, the text surrounding 

the verbs can then be analysed to see which functions the verbs have and why they may 

therefore appear more frequently than other verbs.  

 

Due to different corpus sizes, McEnery, Xian and Tono (2006, pp.53-5) state how it is 

important to normalise frequency results and use a test for statistical significance to 

restore any imbalances which could otherwise skew them. There are a vast array of 

statistical significance tests but the two that are likely to be the most commonly used are 

the chi-square test and the log-likelihood test (McEnery, Xian and Tono, p.55). 

 

As this thesis looks at the differences in frequencies between several groups separated by 

their Learner status, it is logical to use corpora and concordance tools to analyse their 

frequencies. In order for a corpus concordance tool to recognise the metadata of the 

language it is analysing (for example, an adjective), tags need to be added to each word. 

These tags are then used by the concordance tool to find certain frequencies (McEnery, 

Xian & Tono (2006). 

 

4.2.2 Code-switch Identification 

 

The method used for code-switch tagging drew from three sources: Stott (2006), the 

British National Corpus and the CLAWS POS tagger (CLAWS part-of-speech tagger n.d.). 

While the code-switch identification followed Stott’s (2006) method, the tagset itself was 

loosely modelled on the BNC tagset (Leech & Nicholas 2007) and the tagging format 

followed that of CLAWS (CLAWS part-of-speech tagger n.d.). Each code-switch tag was 
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created as a new element was found, meaning the code-switch tag list (which can be found 

along with case examples in both Section 5 and Appendix A-1) reflect the code-switches 

that were evident in the data rather than those which were being looked for. Tagging was 

carried out in this manner in order to avoid overlooking a code-switch accidentally. 

Likewise, all code-switches were tagged by hand as not only was it difficult to find tagging 

software that recognised Japanese words, but typographical errors occurring frequently 

in fanfiction – probably due to the general lack of third party editing – would have made 

it difficult for the software to function accurately. 

 

Code-switches were decided upon in such a way that searching for groups of tags would 

be made easier for further research: 

_J*  All Japanese code-switches 

_JH*  All Japanese honorifics 

_JP* All Japanese parts of speech 

_JG* All Japanese grammar 

_EG* All English grammar 

_JM* All miscellaneous Japanese code-switches 

 

Before going into detail about certain code-switch identification decisions, let us first take 

a look at the base criteria for tagging code-switches. To be tagged as a code-switch, a 

word had to be: 

- Japanese 

- Not found in a reputable English dictionary 

- Not part of an explanation of the code-switch 

- Not explained 

- Not the name of a person or place 

 

It is important to note that code-switches were tagged as individual units, not whole 

phrases, unless idiomatic or incorrectly spaced. This was done simply in order to keep the 

research focussed as inter- and intrasententiality were not a focus of this study. 

 

Furthermore, code-switches were tagged depending on their function in the sentence, 

rather than how they function in Japanese or how they are listed in a Japanese dictionary, 
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although these were consulted for initial identification. For example, shinigami is a 

Japanese noun meaning ‘god of death’ (WWWJDIC n.d.; Shogakukan PROGRESIVE 

Japanese-English Dictionary 2002). However, in the data it was also found acting as an 

adjective as in the example “She is half shinigami”5 (Eri05.txt) and was therefore marked 

as an adjective (JPAJ). Another example is that of senpai which is classified in Japanese as 

a noun meaning one’s senior (WWWJDIC n.d.). In the data it was found used as an 

honorific title “Thank you senpai” (Beg03.txt), an honorific suffix “Eric-senpai what 

good will that do?” (Eri04.txt), and a noun “Ronald is taught a valuable lesson by his 

senpai” (Beg03.txt), in which case they were marked accordingly (emphasis added). 

 

As already mentioned, Stott’s (2006) criteria for identifying code-switches was used for 

this methodology, which meant various decisions concerning code-switch identification 

followed his. As an example, a decision had to be made on how to treat borrowed words. 

Borrowed words can be seen in two lights: in the first they are established loan words 

that appear in the dictionary of the language that has acquired them; in the second, they 

are words borrowed by an in-group which then become part of the in-group language 

(Stott 2006, p.33). Following Stott (2006, p.33) as well as Azuma (1997), in the first case 

they were not tagged as code-switches; in the second, they were included, as otherwise 

the research would most likely have little to no instances of code-switching to analyse and 

as Azuma (1997, p.18) states, code-switching and borrowing form a continuum and 

separating them can be difficult. 

 

As with Stott’s (2006) methodology, to check if code-switches were indeed established 

loan words, they were cross-referenced with four reputable dictionaries or dictionary 

resources: The Official Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary of British English, 

Macmillan Dictionary, Oxford Dictionaries and Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English. If 

they were found in any of these dictionaries they were accepted to be part of the English 

lexicon and were therefore not tagged as code-switches.6 

 

Stott (2006, p.35) also excluded Japanese words that were explained or translated into 

English by the author, as they violated the point that code-switches are used to show a 

                                                      
 

5 Function was decided upon using the substitution test (e.g. “She is half pink”). 
6 A list of loanwords found in the corpora along with dictionary citations can be found in Appendix A-2. 
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common knowledge within the in-group. While my own data mostly followed this 

procedure, some were counted as code-switches depending on how they were explained 

due to narrative freedom in fanfiction. For example, a code-switch that is immediately 

translated for emphasis (e.g. “Shi no Toge. He was suffering from the Thorns of Death.”) 

was not counted as an explanation of a code-switch as the repetition was interpreted as 

being used here for dramatic effect. However, a code-switch explained more explicitly 

(e.g. “He was suffering from Shi no Toge (Thorns of Death).”) was not identified as a 

code-switch. Ultimately these were decided on a case-by-case basis.  

 

Incorrect usage of Japanese code-switches – although surprisingly not very common – 

were tagged as if they were correct. This included anything from spelling mistakes to 

incorrect verb form to entirely incomprehensible sentences. For example, “kizutsukeru 

semasen” (Gli03.txt) has been written with the verb in its basic form (kizutsukeru) with 

the negative present indicative of the auxiliary verb ‘seru’ (used as a causative or in 

honorific language to grant permission (WWWJDIC n.d.)) placed afterwards (semasen). 

Because auxiliary verbs were not marked separately from other verbs in the data, this 

would have been tagged as one verb as “kizutsukeru semasen_JPVE” as, if written 

correctly, it would be written as one word: 

 

kizutsukesasemasen 

hurt-NEG-let-NEG 

  (I) will not let (someone) hurt (you)  

 

Incidentally, this serves only as an example as the code-switch itself is translated directly 

after in the text and therefore was not tagged at all. 

 

Furthermore, if the code-switch was not controllable by the author, it was not tagged. 

For example, when an author explained that their fanfic was written for the “Summer of 

Shinigami fic swap” (Zon02.txt), the word “shinigami” was not tagged as the title was 

created by someone else and calling it the “Summer of Death God fic swap” was not an 

option available to the author. Interestingly, another author called it the “Summer of the 

Shinigami Fanfic Exchange” (Sti10.txt) showing that, although the English words were 

interchangeable, the Japanese was not. 
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Names were also generally not counted as code-switches. This included both author 

created Japanese names and Japanese names that appeared in the canon (namely, Tanaka). 

This was one of the decisions that had to be made arbitrarily; the only reason being that 

they do not wholly fit the meaning of a code-switch as used in this study.   

 

There were however names that more aptly fit the idea of a code-switch: Japanese name 

versions (JMNV). JMNVs were basically names that had been written with Japanese 

phonetics as if they were being read in Japanese. One example of this is Shieru, which 

reflects the way the protagonist, Ciel’s name is written in Japanese (シエル /ɕieɾɯᵝ/).  

They were also used for the Japanese name of the canon Kuroshitsuji as the English 

licenced title Black Butler is just as prevalent in the fandom – seen in the sheer amount of 

Black Butler websites that exist. It was also used for any use of Sebas(u)-chan (a pun in the 

canon formed from the Japanese pronunciation of Sebastian (セバスチャン / 

sebasɯᵝtɕan/) with the diminutive suffix ちゃん /tɕan/ (chan)) as opposed to its English 

form Sebastian, Sebby or Bassy, depending on context or author preference. JMNVs, 

being names, were mostly found in the data as proper nouns, in which case they were 

only tagged with _JMNV. However, they were also occasionally found as attributive 

nouns, in which case they were tagged as _JMNV _JPAT. 

 

Occasionally other languages were found in the text such as Latin and German but were 

not tagged as only Japanese code-switching was the focus of this study. There were also 

words from the canon that sounded English but also had no Japanese or English 

equivalent. For example, the word デスサイズ  (desusaizu) “death scythe” or 

“deathscythe” is a garden tool used by the shinigami in the canon to separate a person’s 

memory and their soul thus ending their life (Kuroshitsuji Wiki n.d.). It is written in the 

Japanese script katakana in the canon which probably signals that it is meant to be a 

foreign word as katakana is used for loanwords and foreign names (MIT 2010) and as it 

is a word inherently made of two English words, it was not counted as a code-switch. 

Although Stott (2006, p.39) argues that these types of words would not be understood by 

English speakers and therefore should be counted as code-switches, the term ‘deathscythe’ 
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would be understood by English speakers even though it is not a word that can be found 

in an English dictionary7. 

 

Lastly, although most code-switches tagged were Japanese, the English plural and genitive 

(possessive ‘s) were included if they were used in conjunction with a Japanese code-switch 

(e.g. “the nearly-there Shinigamis” (Blo04.txt) and “A shinigami’s job” (Eri04.txt)). Other 

switches into English such as in the following example “the black clad shinigami_JPNO 

sighed_EPVE” (Eri04.txt) where EPVE would mark an English verb following a 

Japanese code-switch were not included as they would have created unnecessary noise 

and detract from the focus of this study. Ultimately, Japanese code-switches were the 

most important feature, with English code-switches acting as an interesting element that 

could be looked into for further research.8 

 

4.2.3 Corpora Compilation and Analysis 

 

Before showing the steps taken to compile and analyse the corpora, it is first important 

to introduce the corpora formed.  As mentioned in the previous section, questionnaires 

were sent to authors not only to discover their attitudes towards code-switching, but also 

to find out which Learner and Canon Type corpora they belonged in. These corpora 

formed the following corpus pairs for analysis seen in Table 1. 

 

The Canon Type corpora (JA, ES, JM, EM, FM and OEM in Table 1) were compared to 

see if there was a correlation between exposure to the Japanese used in the canon, either 

through the anime audio, the manga text or code-switching that commonly occurs in fan-

made subtitles, and code-switch frequency in Passive Non-Learners. There were originally 

more Canon Type corpora but due to a lack of authors, comparing them would have 

resulted in meaningless data.9 

 

 

                                                      
 

7 For a more detailed argument see Stott (2006, p.39-40). 
8 Not all decisions regarding code-switch identification could be presented here due to a lack of space, 
however those lacking were mostly arbitrarily made on a case-by-case basis with the more important ones 
discussed here. 
9 A complete list of these group types and their frequencies can be found in Appendix A-3 and B-2 
respectively. 
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Table 1. Corpora pair comparisons. 

Learners  vs Non-Learners 

Those who had learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (e.g. university) 

 Those who had not learnt Japanese at 
an educational institute 

Active Non-Learners vs Passive Non-Learners 

Those who had not learnt Japanese at 
an educational institute but had 
taught themselves (e.g. with books, 
Internet, watching Japanese media in 
Japanese with English subtitles) 

 Those who claimed to have never 
learnt Japanese whether at an 
educational institute or on their own and 
were unaware that watching Japanese 
media in Japanese was a language 
learning tool 

JA (Japanese Audio) vs ES (English Subtitles) 

Those who had seen the Kuroshitsuji 
anime with Japanese audio but 
without English subtitles 

 Those who had seen the Kuroshitsuji 
anime but had only seen it with English 
subtitles 

JM (Japanese Manga) vs EM (English Manga) 

Those who had read the original 
Japanese Kuroshitsuji manga 

 Those who had only read the Kuroshitsuji 
manga in English (either official or fan-
translated) 

FM (Fan-translated Manga) vs OEM (Official English Manga) 

Those who had read English fan-
made translations of the Kuroshitsuji 
manga 

 Those who had only read the official 
English translated Kuroshitsuji manga 

 

The following steps10 were taken to both compile and analyse the corpora for quantitative 

analysis. 

1. Each fanfic collected was copied and pasted into a separate .txt file with 

the works of each author separated into folders representing the 

different corpora above. 

2. Each fanfic was scanned for any code-switches according to the criteria 

above which were tagged depending on their function. 

3. The Learner corpus was loaded into the concordance tool AntConc. 

4. Each code-switch tag was searched for separately, with raw frequencies 

recorded in a table. 

5. Raw frequencies were added together to find the total number of code-

switches in the corpus. 

6. Standardised frequencies were calculated per 10 000 words for each tag 

as well as the corpus as a whole. 

                                                      
 

10 These steps were based on the information found in McEnery, Xiao and Tono (2006)’s corpus 
linguistics resource book on how to form and analyse a corpus 
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7. Steps 3-6 were repeated for the remaining corpora. 

8. Statistical significance was checked for by use of a log-likelihood 

calculator 

9. Raw frequencies were used to make pie graphs to look for differences 

in code-switch distribution for each corpus. 

 

4.2.3.1 Log-likelihood Calculator 

 

As stated earlier, statistical significance was tested for using the log-likelihood calculator 

found on the Lancaster University UCREL pages (see Rayson n.d.). The log-likelihood 

calculator is but one method for testing statistical significance and was the method of 

choice for this study as it has a high level of accuracy for corpora comparison and is 

suitable for corpora of differing sizes (Rayson, Berridge & Francis 2004; McEnery, Xiao 

& Tono 2006). The way in which the log-likelihood calculator works is by calculating the 

expected values (E) and then comparing these with the observed values (O). This is done 

with the following steps: 

 

1. Constructing a contingency table for the corpora to be compared (Table 2) 

2. Calculating the expected values of a word for each corpus (Figure 1) 

3. Calculating the G2 value using the expected values (Figure 2) 

 

Table 2. Contingency table of corpora for comparison. 

 Corpus 1 Corpus 2 Total 

Frequency of word a b a+b 

Frequency of other words c-a d-b c+d-a-b 

Total c d c+d 

 (Rayson & Garside 2000) 
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Figure 1. Calculation for expected values. 

  (Rayson & Garside 2000) 

The N value here corresponds to the number of words in each corpus (therefore, c and 

d respectively). O corresponds to the observed values. This equation could also be 

written as: E1 = c*(a+b) / (c+d) and E2 = d*(a+b) / (c+d) (Rayson & Garside 2000). 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Calculation of G2 value. 

(Rayson & Garside 2000) 

 

In short, the G2 value (log-likelihood value) can be calculated with the following equation: 

LL = 2*((a*log (a/E1)) + (b*log (b/E2))) 

 (Rayson & Garside 2000) 

 

The G2 value is then used to find the statistical significance: the higher the G2 value, the 

more likely it is to be statistically significant. In order for a result to be sufficiently 

statistically significant, the G2 value must be no lower than 3.8, resulting in a p value of 

<0.05 which puts the significance in the 95th percentile or more. An example of G2 values 

(critical value) relating to p values and percentiles can be seen below: 

95th percentile; 5% level; p < 0.05; critical value = 3.84  

99th percentile; 1% level; p < 0.01; critical value = 6.63  

99.9th percentile; 0.1% level; p < 0.001; critical value = 10.83  

99.99th percentile; 0.01% level; p < 0.0001; critical value = 15.13  

(Rayson n.d.) 
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The log-likelihood calculator was not only used to restore imbalances in the results caused 

by the differing corpus sizes but was also used to highlight certain aspects of the results. 

As with all methods, there are some downfalls to the log-likelihood calculator that will be 

addressed in Section 7. 

 

4.2.4 Questionnaire Use for Qualitative Analysis 

 

The qualitative analysis did not follow any particular steps per se but an explanation of 

how the questionnaires were used is important nonetheless. The method used for 

qualitative analysis was based on the methodology presented in an article by Burnard et 

al. (2008) which involved grouping the author responses into the various Learner corpora 

and then searching for any comparisons or similarities between the corpora comparisons 

listed above. The responses given by the authors were then sorted into particular general 

statements depending on whether their responses fell under the cateogory of language, 

canon or fanfic content; or the community of practice. More information on this 

categorisation can be found in Section  5.3. 

 

The questionnaires were used to answer the questions concerning why code-switching 

occurred in the fanfiction of Non-Learners and why there were differences in frequencies 

and distribution between the corpora.  
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5 RESULTS 

 

The following section is a collection of the results found carrying out the methodologies 

in the preceding section. It begins with a comparative statistical analysis of the frequencies 

found in the fanfiction of Learners with Non-Learners, Active Non-Learners with Passive 

Non-Learners and three Canon Type groups: Japanese Audio with English Audio, 

Japanese Manga with English Manga and finally Fan-translated Manga with Official 

English Manga. The proceeding section will contain a short tabular summary of the 

author attitudes found in the questionnaire responses, first in relation to language – 

including code-switch preference, code-switch frequency preference and canonical 

influence – and then in relation to the community of practice – including audience, author 

image, fanfic image and the image of the community of practice – in order to uncover 

the reasoning behind code-switch decisions with a certain emphasis on the effect these 

have on Non-Learners and the reasoning for their code-switch frequencies. 

 

5.1 Code-switching as It Was Found in the Text 
 

The following are several examples of how code-switching appeared in the corpus text 

as well as how they were tagged11. One or all of the following levels of code-switch 

distribution could occur in the same text. 

 

Sparse Code-switching 

 

In instances of sparse code-switching, code-switches hardly appeared at all, with only a 

code-switch or two appearing every paragraph or page, often with only one or two 

code-switches or code-switch types being used. 

 

When he woke the second time, there was less thrashing and more groaning in 

agony. He tried to open his eyes, only to close them immediately at the bright light 

of a large window that doubled as the ceiling to the shinigami_JPAT  infirmary. 

                                                      
 

11 Emphasis and tags added, text is otherwise exactly how it was in the original including misspellings 

and punctuation. 
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Two doctors stared at him, one in a long white jacket, and the moment he could 

open his eyes properly he found himself being prodded and tugged at in two 

directions. One hand pried his eyelids open and the connecting face checked his 

pupils, and another pair of hands was pressing down on his chest and under his 

arms. Refraining from whimpering – he refused to be weak when he had no idea 

what was going on- he simply winced and grit his teeth together as another needle 

was inserted into the vein on his hand and the pain exploded. 

 

A hand grasped his own, squeezed it reassuringly, and Alan squeezed back so hard 

he was certain that the hand had to have been made of wood to withstand his 

grasp. He knew it was Eric, even without looking he just knew Eric was the one 

next to his bed. A needle inserted itself into his neck, and for the second time in 

an hour Alan blacked out. 

 

The third time that his eyes opened, the pain had dulled to nothing more than an 

ache in his chest. His eyes searched the room urgently, and he exhaled in relief at 

the lack of doctors or shinigami_JPNO _JGPL  crowding around his bed. Had 

he been hallucinating? Had he simply fallen unconscious from bad wounds on that 

collection? 

(Blo04.txt) 

 

Moderate Code-switching 

 

In instances of moderate code-switching, code-switches typically appeared every few 

lines or so, being not overly frequent but not distributed sparsely in the text either. 

Typically, the same few code-switches – either a particular word such as senpai or certain 

code-switch types such as JHSU – were used consistently. 

 

Kimiko followed him over and positioned herself next to him. They sat in silence 

for a few minutes before Ronald asked "Kimiko what  is your division like? Are 

you like William-senpai_JHSU  when it comes to work or are more 

understanding?" 

"What brought this on and what makes you think I am head of the division?" she 

narrowed her eyes. 

"I have been wondering for awhile now and Alan mentioned that you were 

William-senpai_JHSU 's_EGGE  superior." 
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"First off William,no matter how cold he seems,does care about all of you. I'm 

sure it might not seem like it but he really does. Second, my division is a lot larger 

than yours and I am not the one in charge,that would be Mirkou-

senpai_JHSU ,but I rank just under him. He is a great man and he is very 

understanding and forgiving. Come on we should finish here before it starts to 

rain." she changed the subject after looking up at the sky. 

(Eri04.txt) 

 

"Sebastian, wait!" 

Stopping dead in his tracks, Sebastian looked back. 

"Bocchan_JHTI ?" 

It all happened so fast even the demon was surprised. As soon as he turned around, 

Sebastian was tackled by a smaller figure. 

"..What's wrong with me?" Ciel mumbled as he buried his face into his butler's 

coat, hands clenching hard on the fabric. "What the hell's going on…?" 

"Please…calm down, bocchan_JHTI ," Sebastian said, partially stunned with his 

master's sudden outburst. 

(Two01.txt) 

 

Condensed Code-switching 

 

In instances of condensed code-switching, code-switches were typically distinctly 

frequent with several code-switches over a few lines – often with whole sentences in 

Japanese. These code-switch passages tended to employ more types of code-switches 

than other text passages. 

 

 

"The Main Branch told me they were sending us another reaper. They never stated 

who." William's voice did not change 

She sighed "Kimiko Masa Ariyama. Shinigami_JPNO  from the Japan Division. 

I ranked just under our supervisor,Miroku-senpai_JHSU ." 

"I see. Miroku-senpai_JHSU  sent you. Please forgive my ignorance I did not 

realize... nor did I recognize you." 

Kimiko held up her hand and her eyes softened a bit "There is no need for an 

apology. Mirkou-senpai_JHSU  should be the one saying sorry,"she chuckled "he 

always was careless about this kind of thing." 
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"But you must admit he is a excellent mentor. I assume you know your way around. 

Correct?" he smiled at some memories 

"Of course I do. Now who are these reapers?" 

William seemed to have forgotten the others because his smile fell "Hmm? Oh 

right these four...they work under me but are personal friends of mine. This is 

Alan Humphries he scored the highest next to mine or Grell's." 

"Sore_JPPR  wa_JPPA  anata_JPPR  ni_JPPA  aete_JPVE ureshii_JPAJ  

desu_JPVE ." he stood and bowed 

Taken aback that someone knew this gesture she hesitated for a moment then 

bowed back "Yorokobi_JPNO  wa_JPPA  subete_JPAV no_JPPA 

kzandearu_JPVE  ,Mr. Humphries. I am surprised to learn that you know that."  

Alan only smiled. 

(Eri04.txt) 

 

It is clear from the above examples that the matrix language is that of English and can be 

assumed that Japanese code-switches are marked, although it is possible certain code-

switches are considered unmarked in the community of practice (see Section 6.) It should 

be noted that code-switches were often used inconsistently, with authors switching 

between the Japanese and English versions freely. Code-switch frequencies were also 

inconsistent, with authors sometimes code-switching often in one fic and then hardly at 

all in others. 
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Table 3. Code-switch tag set with case examples. 

Tag Code-switch Name Description Case Example English Translation Text 

EGGE 
English genitive  
(possessive 's) 

when used after a JPNO 
A shinigami_JPNO 's_EGGE job is to quietly collect the 

souls of the dying 
A death god's job is to quietly collect the souls of the dying. Eri04.txt 

EGPL English plural when used after a JPNO 
those are for the shinigami and the nearly-there 

Shinigamis_JPNO _EGPL 
those are for the death gods and the nearly-there death gods Blo04.txt 

JGPL Japanese plural 
lack of plural as per Japanese grammar, 

only used with a JPNO 
the four shinigami_JPNO _JGPL were fighting against 

several medium level demons 
the four death gods were fighting against several medium level 

demons 
Eri04.txt 

JHSU Japanese honorific suffix 
when used after both English and 

Japanese words 
"Thanks Grell-senpai_JHSU ." Ronald whispered 

(no direct translation: senpai is used to show respect to those who 
have worked longer or who are in a higher position at work or 

school and can be used as either a suffix or a separate title) 
Beg04.txt 

JHTI Japanese honorific title 
translating to English words such as 

'Mr' or 'Sir' as well as 'Mother' or 'Older 
Sister' 

do you wish to talk about it, bocchan_JHTI? do you wish to talk about it, Young Master? Lov03.txt 

JMNV Japanese name version 

Japanese version of the canon; includes 
abbreviations 

Disclaimer: I don't own Kuroshitsuji_JMNV Disclaimer: I don't own Black Butler Lov02.txt 

Japanese version of a character name 
from the canon 

Eriku_JMNV ! Pay attention! 
Eric! Pay attention! (Eriku is the romanisation of Eric written in 

Japanese エリク) 
Gli03.txt 

JPAJ Japanese adjective as it would be classified in English She is half shinigami_JPAJ She is half death god Eri05.txt 

JPAV Japanese adverb  Yorokobi wa subete_JPAV no kzandearu, Mr. Humphies. 
The pleasure is all mine, Mr. Humphries. (rough translation as 

original phrase is incorrect) 
Eri04.txt 

JPAT Japanese attributive noun 
as it would be classified in English; a 

noun used as an adjective before 
another noun 

But that didn't mean he completely let go of his 
tsundere_JPAT tendencies. 

(no direct translation: tsundere is a noun referring to the personality 
of someone with a cold exterior but is loving and giving on the 

inside) 
Cal01.txt 

JPIE 
Japanese 

interjection/expression 

interjection 
Ne_JPIE, Ciel, do you know the real meaning of 

Valentine's day? 
Hey, Ciel, do you know the real meaning of Valentine's day? Two01.txt 

expression 
leaning against each other's forehead, they whispered 

"Ai shiteru_JPIE " 
leaning against each other's forehead, they whispered "I love 

you" 
Lov05.txt 

JPNO Japanese noun as it would be classified in English Would you rather I called you my hikari_JPNO ? Would you rather I called you my light? Eri02.txt 

JPPA Japanese particle as it would be classified in Japanese 
He got you off the hook when you told that demon about 

the Shi no_JPPA Toge 
He got you off the hook when you told that demon about the 

Thorns of Death 
Eri01.txt 

JPPR Japanese pronoun  Sore_JPPR wa anata_JPPR ni aete ureshii desu 
I am glad to meet you (rough translation as there is no direct 

translation for sore (it/that) here) 
Eri04.txt 

JPVE Japanese verb 
includes auxiliary and modal in all 

declensions 
Sore wa anata ni aete_JPVE ureshii desu_JPVE 

I am glad to meet you (rough translation as desu is a copula verb 
which in this case acts as the verb 'to be' for the adjective ureshii 

(glad)) 
Eri04.txt 
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5.2 Quantitative Results: Code-switch Frequency 
 

For each quantitative comparison made (i.e. everything excluding the questionnaire 

results), there will be a table showing the statistical significance of the findings followed 

by code-switch distribution graphs. A brief analysis of the results will follow each 

comparison section, and will be looked at in greater depth in Section 6. 

 

The quantitative results section below serves as the basis to the current study. Before 

looking into why Non-Learners code-switch, it is first necessary to see if they actually do 

as well as how frequently they do it. Learners in this section serve as a constant to the 

results; to see if there is a difference or similarity between Learners and Non-Learners. 

The Canon Type corpora frequencies serve as an insight into the possibility of Canon 

Type having an influence on the code-switching of Non-Learners. 

 

Non-Learners were divided into Passive and Active Non-Learners in order to see if the 

learning of Japanese (albeit not formally) had an influence on code-switch frequency and 

later code-switch attitudes. This was due to the Passive Non-Learners holding the most 

interest in this study, where Active Non-Learners could be argued to be a type of Learner. 

 

5.2.1 Learners vs Non-Learners 

 

The first statistical comparison is between the frequencies of Learners and Non-Learners 

to see if the Non-Learners code-switch in the same way and at the same capacity as 

Learners. To begin with, the raw and standardised frequencies as well as the statistical 

significance of the differences between the Learners and Non-Learners can be found in 

Table 4. 

 

Looking at the table below, it is evident that although there were some statistically 

significant differences between a few of the code-switches there was no statistically 

significant difference in the overall code-switch frequency between the Learner and Non-

Learner corpora. Also evident from the table is that the Non-Learners had a higher 

standardised frequency for all code-switches found except EGGEs (English Genitives) 

where Learners had a much higher standardised frequency, which evidently held the most 

statistically significant difference out of the rest of the Learner/Non-Learner data. 
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Table 4. Statistical significance of differences between Learner and Non-Learner code-switch frequencies. 

 

  
Raw Frequency 

Standardised Frequency 
per 10000 words 

Log-likelihood12 
  

Code-switch13 Learners Non-Learners Learners Non-Learners 
G2 

Value 
p-Value 

Statistically 
Significant? 

EGGE 27 18 1.70 0.47 18.30 p < 0.0001 Y 

EGPL 0 1 0.00 0.03 0.69 p > 0.05 N 

JGPL 18 78 1.13 2.02 5.56 p < 0.05 Y 

JHSU 27 86 1.70 2.23 1.62 p > 0.05 N 

JHTI 36 90 2.26 2.33 0.03 p > 0.05 N 

JMNV 36 93 2.26 2.41 0.11 p > 0.05 N 

JPAJ 2 8 0.13 0.21 0.44 p > 0.05 N 

JPAT 24 66 1.51 1.71 0.29 p > 0.05 N 

JPAV 0 1 0.00 0.03 0.69 p > 0.05 N 

JPIE 4 28 0.25 0.73 5.09 p < 0.05 Y 

JPNO 93 245 5.84 6.35 0.48 p > 0.05 N 

JPPA 0 8 0.00 0.21 5.53 p < 0.05 Y 

JPPR 0 2 0.00 0.05 1.38 p > 0.05 N 

JPVE 0 3 0.00 0.08 2.07 p > 0.05 N 

Total 
Codeswitches 

267 727 16.77 18.85 2.74 p > 0.05 N 

Total Word 
Count 

159243 385599     
 

 

This lack of overall statistical significance is evident in the distribution graphs of the 

Learners and Non-Learners as seen in Figures 3 and 4 respectively. 

 

The distributions in the code-switches between the two groups were, surprisingly, very 

similar. The only real difference was in the EGGEs and JGPLs (Japanese Plurals), both 

of which were incidentally statistically significant. The Non-Learners also had a broader 

range of code-switches although the frequencies of the additional code-switches not 

evident in the Learner corpus were very small in comparison to the other code-switches 

found in the data. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
 

12 Log-likelihood was calculated using the log-likelihood calculator found at 
http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html 
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                         Figure 3. Code-switch distribution in Learner fanfiction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Figure 4. Code-switch distribution in Non-Learner fanfiction. 

 

5.2.2 Active Non-Learners vs Passive Non-Learners 

 

The next group comparison is that of the division of Non-Learners into Active and 

Passive Non-Learners. This was in order to further examine why Non-Learners code-

switch at all by exploring the possibility of there being a difference between those who 

had studied Japanese informally and those who claimed to have not studied it at all. As 

with the Learner and Non-Learner corpora, the raw and standardised frequencies of the 

Active and Passive Non-Learner corpora were recorded in a table and tested for statistical 

significance (see Table 5). 
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Table 5. Statistical significance of differences between Active Non-Learner and Passive Non-Learner code-switch 
frequencies. 

  Raw Frequency 
Standardised Frequency 

per 10000 words 
Log-likelihood 

  

Code-switch 
Active 

Non-Learners 
Passive 

Non-Learners 
Active  

Non-Learners 
Passive 

Non-Learners 
G2 

value 
p-Value 

Statistically 
Significant? 

EGGE 15 3 0.56 0.26 1.68 p > 0.05 N 

EGPL 1 0 0.04 0 0.71 p > 0.05 N 

JGPL 77 1 2.85 0.09 46.46 p < 0.0001 Y 

JHSU 61 25 2.26 2.17 0.03 p > 0.05 N 

JHTI 63 27 2.33 2.34 0.00 p > 0.05 N 

JMNV 70 23 2.59 1.99 1.24 p > 0.05 N 

JPAJ 8 0 0.30 0 5.69 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAT 55 11 2.04 0.95 6.18 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAV 1 0 0.04 0 0.71 p > 0.05 N 

JPIE 20 8 0.74 0.69 0.02 p > 0.05 N 

JPNO 239 6 8.84 0.52 128.04 p < 0.0001 Y 

JPPA 8 0 0.30 0 5.69 p < 0.05 Y 

JPPR 2 0 0.07 0 1.42 p > 0.05 N 

JPVE 3 0 0.11 0 2.13 p > 0.05 N 

Total 
Codeswitches 

623 104 23.05 9.02 97.12 p < 0.0001 Y 

Total Word 
Count 

270241 115358     
 

 

Although there was not much difference between the Learner and Non-Learner corpora 

statistically, the Active and Passive Non-Learners told a different story. The statistically 

significant difference in the total code-switch frequency was extremely high at the 99.99th 

percentile with the Active Non-Learners code-switching a lot more frequently than the 

Passive Non-Learners. There were also several particular code-switches that had 

statistically significant differences, with most of them being parts of speech (JPAJs, JPATs, 

JPNOs and JPPAs; Japanese Adjectives, Japanese Attributive Nouns, Japanese Nouns 

and Japanese Particles respectively). Although the standardised frequency of JGPLs 

(Japanese Plurals) was much greater in the Active Non-Learners than the Passive Non-

Learners, the use of JPNOs was even greater. 

 

The trends observed above are also seen in the distribution graphs Figures 5 and 6. At a 

quick glance it is immediately evident how different the code-switch distribution is 

between the Active and Passive Non-Learner corpora. Parts of speech (JP*) accounted 

for just over half of Active Non-Learner code-switches but not even a quarter of the 

code-switches of Passive Non-Learners; while honorifics (JH*) on the other hand 

accounted for half of the Passive Non-Learner code-switches but only a fifth for Active 
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Non-Learners. There were also a few other notable differences such as JMNVs (Japanese 

Name Versions) having a greater distribution in Active Non-Learners and JGPLs having 

a greater distribution in Passive Non-Learners. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Figure 5. Code-switch distribution in Active Non-Learner fanfiction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Figure 6. Code-switch distribution in Passive Non-Learner fanfiction. 
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From the results above, the following conclusions can be made: 

- Non-Learners did indeed code-switch. 

- There was no statistically significant difference in the total frequency or 

distribution of code-switches between Learners and Non-Learners. 

- There was, however, a statistically significant difference in both the 

total frequency and distribution of code-switches between Active Non-

Learners and Passive Non-Learners. 

- Active Non-Learners had a larger distribution of parts of speech than 

Passive Non-Learners. 

- Passive Non-Learners had a larger distribution of honorifics than 

Active Non-Learners. 

 

Naturally, it is not enough to come to such conclusions looking at this data on its own; it 

is also necessary to look into why such differences or similarities occur. To do so three 

areas will be looked at: 

- Canon Type Familiarity 

- Code-switching Attitudes in Relation to Language 

- Code-switching Attitudes in Relation to a Community of Practice 

  

The first will be looked at using frequency data of different canon types. The other two 

will be examined using the authors’ questionnaire responses in Section 5.3. 

 

5.2.3 Canon Type Familiarity 

 

To see if Canon Type familiarity, in other words the canon type authors had experienced 

(for example, the original Japanese manga), influenced their code-switch decisions, Non-

Learners were divided into several corpora depending on which version they were familiar 

with. As this study focussed mostly on the code-switching of Non-Learners, only the 

Non-Learners were divided into such groups. 

 

As illustrated earlier, due to a lack of numbers only three canon group comparisons were 

made. These can be seen in the extracted Table 1 below: 
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Extracted from Table 1. Corpora pair comparisons. 

JA (Japanese Audio) vs ES (English Subtitles) 

Those who had seen the Kuroshitsuji 

anime with Japanese audio but without 

English subtitles 

 Those who had seen the Kuroshitsuji 

anime but had only seen it with English 

subtitles 

JM (Japanese Manga) vs EM (English Manga) 

Those who had read the original 

Japanese Kuroshitsuji manga 

 Those who had only read the 

Kuroshitsuji manga in English (either 

official or fan-translated) 

FM (Fan-translated Manga) vs OEM (Official English Manga) 

Those who had read English fan-made 

translations of the Kuroshitsuji manga 

 Those who had only read the official 

English translated Kuroshitsuji manga 

 

The first comparison is between JA and ES Non-Learners. Their frequencies can be seen 

in Table 6. 

 

As with the Active and Passive Non-Learner comparison, the overall difference in code-

switch frequency was statistically significant with ES Non-Learners code-switching more 

frequently than JA Non-Learners. Furthermore, most of the code-switches were found 

to be more frequent in the ES corpus than the JA corpus, although only four of these 

were statistically significant. 

 

Like the other corpora already compared, the similarities in the table are seen more clearly 

in the overall distribution graphs (Figures 7 and 8) where the code-switch sections in each 

graph take up roughly the same amount of space. 
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Table 6. Statistical significance of differences between JA and ES code-switch frequencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Figure 7. Code-switch distribution in JA fanfiction. 

 

 

 

  Raw Frequency 
Standardised Frequency 

per 10000 words 
Log-likelihood 

  

Code-switch JA ES JA ES G2 Value p-Value 
Statistically 
Significant? 

EGGE 8 10 0.67 0.38 1.46 p > 0.05 N 

EGPL 0 1 0.00 0.04 0.74 p > 0.05 N 

JGPL 19 59 1.60 2.21 1.61 p > 0.05 N 

JHSU 19 67 1.60 2.51 3.29 p > 0.05 N 

JHTI 15 75 1.26 2.81 9.51 p < 0.01 Y 

JMNV 28 65 2.35 2.44 0.02 p > 0.05 N 

JPAJ 0 8 0.00 0.30 5.90 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAT 13 53 1.09 1.99 4.18 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAV 0 1 0.00 0.04 0.74 p > 0.05 N 

JPIE 5 23 0.42 0.86 2.45 p > 0.05 N 

JPNO 68 177 5.72 6.64 1.12 p > 0.05 N 

JPPA 0 8 0.00 0.30 5.9 p < 0.05 Y 

JPPR 0 2 0.00 0.08 1.48 p > 0.05 N 

JPVE 0 3 0.00 0.11 2.21 p > 0.05 N 

Total 
Codeswitches 

175 552 14.71 20.66 16.4 p < 0.0001 Y 

Total Authors 3 8     
 

Total Word 
Count 

118952 266647     
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                 Figure 8. Code-switch distribution in ES fanfiction. 

 

The next comparison is between the JM and EM corpora, of which the code-switch 

frequencies can be seen in Table 7 below: 

 

Table 7. Statistical significance of differences between JM and EM code-switch frequencies. 

  Raw Frequency 
Standardised Frequency 

per 10000 words 
Log-likelihood 

  

Code-switch JM EM JM EM G2 Value p-Value 
Statistically 
Significant? 

EGGE 6 12 0.76 0.43 1.20 p > 0.05 N 

EGPL 0 1 0.00 0.04 0.50 p > 0.05 N 

JGPL 22 55 2.79 1.97 1.78 p > 0.05 N 

JHSU 1 85 0.13 3.05 34.51 p < 0.0001 Y 

JHTI 0 90 0.00 3.23 44.88 p < 0.0001 Y 

JMNV 28 55 3.55 1.97 5.93 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAJ 0 8 0.00 0.29 3.99 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAT 10 52 1.27 1.87 1.37 p > 0.05 N 

JPAV 0 1 0.00 0.04 0.50 p > 0.05 N 

JPIE 10 18 1.27 0.65 2.70 p > 0.05 N 

JPNO 79 166 10.02 5.96 13.46 p < 0.001 Y 

JPPA 1 7 0.13 0.25 0.48 p > 0.05 N 

JPPR 0 2 0.00 0.07 1 p > 0.05 N 

JPVE 0 3 0.00 0.11 1.5 p > 0.05 N 

Total 
Codeswitches 

157 555 19.91 19.93 0 p > 0.05 N 

Total Authors 2 8     
 

Total Word 
Count 

78864 278521     
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For the most part, the JM and EM frequency results were similar to the JA and ES results 

in the way that both EM and ES had predominantly greater standardised frequencies than 

their counterparts. The JM and EM frequencies were a little more balanced, however, 

with both corpora having higher standardised frequencies than the other when comparing 

to the previous comparison, where the ES corpus had consistently higher standardised 

frequencies than the JA corpus. In other words, statistical significance was not only due 

to one corpus having higher standardised frequencies than its counterpart.  There were 

also more statistically significant differences between JM and EM Non-Learners, than the 

JA and ES Non-Learners. 

 

One point of particular interest is the JPNO standardised frequency in the JM corpus 

which was much higher than that of the EM corpus. Contrary to the JA/ES results 

however, the overall code-switch frequency difference was not statistically significant. 

 

As with the other distribution graphs, these differences can be seen in Figures 9 and 10 

below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Figure 9. Code-switch distribution in JM fanfiction. 
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                  Figure 10. Code-switch distribution in EM fanfiction. 

 

It is evident from the figures above that the JPNO and JH* distributions were drastically 

different in each of the corpora with more code-switch types occurring in the EM corpus 

and other code-switches sharing a similar distribution across both corpora. 

 

The next and final Canon Type comparison further divides the EM group into the FM 

and OEM corpora. The frequency analysis can be found in Table 8. 

 

The table shows that the Non-Learners who had only read the official English manga 

code-switched in general less than those who had read fan-translations of the manga. That 

is not to say the OEM Non-Learners did not code-switch at all; in fact they had a rather 

high overall standardised frequency when comparing to previous groups where they fell 

between the lowest and highest total standardised frequencies, especially considering the 

nature of officially translated English manga which tends to avoid code-switching. There 

were also several statistically significant code-switch differences, most notably that of 

JGPLs, JPNOs and JHTIs (Japanese Honorific Titles). 
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Table 8. Statistical significance of differences between FM and OEM code-switch frequencies. 

  Raw Frequency 
Standardised Frequency 

per 10000 words 
Log-likelihood 

  

Code-switch FM OEM FM OEM 
G2 

Value 
p-Value 

Statistically 
Significant? 

EGGE 15 2 0.55 0.42 0.14 p > 0.05 N 

EGPL 1 0 0.04 0.00 0.32 p > 0.05 N 

JGPL 74 0 2.74 0.00 23.78 p < 0.0001 Y 

JHSU 70 15 2.59 3.18 0.50 p > 0.05 N 

JHTI 63 27 2.33 5.73 13.30 p < 0.001 Y 

JMNV 61 12 2.26 2.55 0.14 p > 0.05 N 

JPAJ 8 0 0.30 0.00 2.57 p > 0.05 N 

JPAT 54 3 2.00 0.64 5.29 p < 0.05 Y 

JPAV 1 0 0.04 0.00 0.32 p > 0.05 N 

JPIE 14 8 0.52 1.70 6.18 p < 0.05 Y 

JPNO 219 6 8.10 1.27 37.93 p < 0.0001 Y 

JPPA 7 0 0.26 0.00 2.25 p > 0.05 N 

JPPR 2 0 0.07 0.00 0.64 p > 0.05 N 

JPVE 3 0 0.11 0.00 0.96 p > 0.05 N 

Total 
Codeswitches 

592 73 21.89 15.48 8.51 p < 0.01 Y 

Total Authors 7 2     
 

Total Word 
Count 

270492 47144     
 

 

As with all of the previous comparisons, the FM and OEM distribution graphs reflect the 

results found in the table (see Figures 11 and 12). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Figure 11. Code-switch distribution in FM fanfiction. 
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                  Figure 12. Code-switch distribution in OEM fanfiction. 

 

The graphs above show how drastically different the code-switch distributions were. Not 

only did the parts of speech (JP*) in the FM fanfiction and honorifics (JH*) in the OEM 

fanfiction greatly outweigh each other, there were no JGPLs in the OEM corpus at all 

and the FM corpus had a greater variety of code-switches. The parts of speech were also 

more evenly distributed in the OEM corpus than in the FM corpus where the JPNOs 

took up a larger amount of the parts of speech distribution. 

 

Based on the data above, the following conclusions can be made: 

- Non-Learners who had seen the canon anime with English subtitles 

code-switched more than those who had seen it without. 

- Non-Learners who had read the original manga in Japanese and those 

who had read it translated into English code-switched in a similar way. 

- Non-Learners who had read fan-translated manga of the canon code-

switched a lot more frequently than those who had only read the 

officially translated manga in English. 

- Non-Learners who had only read the officially translated manga in 

English still had a rather high code-switch frequency. 

- Non-Learners who had read fan-translated manga of the canon used 

more parts of speech than honorifics. 

- Non-Learners who had only read the officially translated manga in 

English used a lot more honorifics than parts of speech. 
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5.3 Qualitative Results: Code-switching Attitudes 

 

Up to this point, the results have only shown how Non-Learners code-switch; it is 

therefore necessary to also look into possible reasons why.  To do this, questionnaires 

were sent to the authors whose work was used to form the various corpora in this study. 

There were 15 authors in all: four Learners, seven Active Non-Learners and four Passive 

Non-Learners. As mentioned earlier, it was important to include not only the Non-

Learners but also the Learners in this section as they too are part of the community as 

their attitudes may have influence on the code-switch decisions of Non-Learners. 

 

The questionnaires were used not only to sort the authors into their various corpora but 

also to discover their attitudes towards code-switching in certain situations to see if there 

was a correlation between the code-switch frequencies – particularly that of the Non-

Learners – and the attitudes in the various Learner groups. 

 

It was found that the authors’ attitudes fit into two groups: one relating to language issues 

– such as a word not translating well from Japanese into English or one type of code-

switch being less distracting than another – and one relating to the community of practice 

– such as avoiding code-switches so as not to annoy readers or using certain code-

switches as they were deemed familiar enough within the fandom and would not attract 

backlash in the comments of the reviewers. 

 

The statements made by authors were rather uniform in that they managed to fit into 

certain general statements (attitudes). The attitudes are presented in two tables below: one 

in relation to language and the other in relation to the community of practice, each of 

which is followed by author statements (examples) found in the questionnaire responses. 

To save space, only one example is taken from each Learner group to represent that group. 

This means that even if an example is found for a particular group under a general 

statement, it does not necessarily mean every respondent in that group had the same 

attitude. However, it can be assumed that if a group does not have a representative 

example for a particular attitude, there were no examples found in the questionnaire 

responses for that Learner group. A larger, more comprehensive table can be found in 

Appendix C which includes all examples found in the questionnaire responses for each 

attitude as well as in Appendix C-7 which includes the full completed questionnaires.  
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Each of the tables below will be followed by a summary which will include observations 

found in the table as well as observations found in the more thorough tables found in 

Appendix C such as how prevalent a certain attitude was found in a particular Learner 

group. Closer analyses of these results will be used in Section 6. 

 

The questions in the questionnaire asked the authors how they felt about others’ code-

switching, how they felt about their own code-switching and their own assumptions as to 

how or why they code-switch.  It is important to note that most questions were open-

ended questions asking how an author felt about code-switching usage. As such, it should 

not be assumed that only a certain number of authors from each Learner group would 

agree with the general statements (attitudes) found, but instead the number represents 

how many from a particular Learner group mentioned something that fit that statement 

without coercion. It is also important to note that the tables show how many authors 

from a particular Learner group made statements that fit a certain attitude, but these 

numbers do not reflect how many statements each author made. 

 

5.3.1 Code-switching Attitudes in Relation to Language  

 

This section encompasses all attitudes of the authors from all Learner groups that were 

related to the fanfiction content itself, in relation to the canon and in terms of language 

as a whole.  

 

The responses in this section were generally able to answer one of the following three 

questions: 

1. Were certain code-switches preferred over others? 

2. Were there certain fanfic or canonical situations or factors that affected 

the decision to code-switch? 

3. Was there a preference to the overall frequency of code-switching? 
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General Statement Examples 
Learner 
Group 

Author 
Code, SF 

Observations/Other 
Comments 

Negative Attitudes         

Certain code-switches were avoided if they stuck out 
more than other code-switches. 

"I try to avoid honorifics whenever possible, even sometimes using "Sebby" instead of Sebas-chan. I 
feel like honorifics stick out too much in a fic in English that takes place in London." 

L BEG, 43 1/4 Learners 

Certain code-switches were undesirable for no given 
reason. 

"[…] I don't see any reason to write a western name or non-Asian name with Japanese pronunciation." L DIS, 3 1/4 Learners 

Code-switching was mostly undesirable or 
inappropriate as it was unfaithful to the canon due to 
the canon's setting of Victorian England with 
predominantly English characters. 

"If the characters aren't from Japan or have no background history to the country, language or culture, 
I feel it's strange to throw in Japanese meanings, such as Bocchan, senpai, or the honorifics after a 
person's name, as they don't fit into the context." 

L DIS, 3 4/4 Learners 
3/7 Active Non-Learners 
2/4 Passive Non-Learners 
 
/ is used here by the author to 
show emphasis 

"The story is set in Victorian England. It is only appropriate, therefore, to use the regional and time 
specific […] words and titles. To make it feel more natural, and more /in the story/." 

ANL WHI, 3 

"[…] we are in London and if the series didn't have Japanese audio [the protagonist] would be Earl 
Phantomhive, so that's what I call him." 

PNL TUB, 2 

Too much code-switching was inappropriate, 
distracting or awkward. 

"[…] it is a bit awkward if japanese [sic] words are over used or dominate nearly the whole chapter" L CUT, 8 
1/4 Learners 
2/7 Active Non-Learners 
1/4 Passive Non-Learners 

"If it is over done [sic] sometimes it can distract from the story." ANL SHA, 28 

"It usually depends on how much or how little they use. More often than not, it pulls me out of the 
world." 

PNL CAL, 5 

’Random’ code-switching was undesirable as it was 
annoying, disruptive or served no purpose. 

"I do not throw in random words like "I hate you, Baka!" in my fics because It's [sic] mixing languages 
without reason." 

ANL STI, 12 

2/7 Active Non-Learners 
2/4 Passive Non-Learners "If I understand the terms well enough then it is fine, however, some use unique Japanese phrases and 

sentences related to the anime which confuses myself and other readers as well. Some even insert 
random Japanese words into English sentences." 

PNL ONY, 4 

Code-switching was undesirable if it was inconsistent. "Uuuugh stop saying "heichou" if all the rest of your terminology/titles are in English." ANL WHI, 3 1/7 Active Non-Learners 

Certain code-switches were avoided if the author felt 
they disrupted the flow of the fanfic. 

"[I prefer to use one code-switch over another] to keep the story flowing in a certain way." ANL GLI, 12 3/7 Active Non-Learners 

Code-switches were avoided as the author's native 
language was English and therefore their English 
counterparts were easier to use. 

"My native tongue is English [which] make[s] me lean towards using English terms and 
pronunciation." 

ANL STI, 12 2/7 Active Non-Learners 

Code-switches were unacceptable if they had a 
different image in another Japanese canon familiar to 
the author. 

"[I prefer to use "demon" over "akuma" as] I might be holding over my internal impressions of 
"akuma" from D. Gray-Man, where akuma are something seriously different." 

PNL TUB, 2 1/4 Passive Non-Learners 

Code-switching was avoided if the author felt the 
fanfic was meant to serve as a translation of the 
original Japanese work. 

"I guess I try to keep as close to proper English as I can, seeing as I picture them talking in Japanese 
anyway, so it should look something like a translation." 

PNL CAL, 5 1/4 Passive Non-Learners 

Table 9. Negative author attitudes in relation to language. 
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General Statement Examples 
Learner 
Group 

Author 
Code, SF 

Observations/Other 
Comments 

Positive/Neutral Attitudes         

Code-switches were acceptable if the author did not believe they 
translated well into English, lost their original Japanese meaning or 
nuance, or were too difficult to write in English. 

"[Because Kuroshitsuji is set in England] there is no need whatsoever for Japanese. Some 
things, however, are difficult to translate accurately, such as Grell's "Sebaschan"." 

L ZON, 13 3/4 Learners 
3/7 Active Non-Learners 
3/4 Passive Non-Learners 
Even the more 
conservative authors  
allowed code-switches in 
this case. 

"[...] I usually am fine with [code-switching], especially when the words that are used are 
ones that don't necessarily translate well from Japanese to English." 

ANL SHA, 28 

"Ah I break my rule [of using the English translations due to the canon setting]. I guess 
it's because "Deathgod" [as opposed to "shinigami"] seems too clunky for me. I would 
probably use "God of Death" if I had to translate it anyway, which is a pain to type." 

PNL TUB, 2 

Code-switches were acceptable if the image given in the canon was 
different to that which native English speakers are familiar with. 

"Those who have seen japanese [sic] manga/anime will have [a] different image of 
japanaese [sic] shinigami (mostly handsome or human looking) and english [sic] 
grimreaper [sic] (skeleton cloaked with scythe) so I decided to use [the] japanese [sic] 
version because of the image or meaning associated with it." 

L CUT, 8 1/4 Learners 

Code-switches were acceptable as the canon was originally a Japanese 
work and therefore more faithful to the canon. 

"I feel as if the writer is trying to not deviate from [the] japanese [sic] anime to show they 
are keeping it with the [canon] or they try not to be too AU [Alternate Universe] with 
their stories." 

L CUT, 8 

1/4 Learners 
1/7 Active Non-Learners "It doesn't bother me if it's [in] context, like if it's fanfiction of another 

manga/anime/japanese [sic] game but it will irritate me if it's completely out of place. 
(Like, say, someone putting completely random [Japanese] script into a Skyrim fanfic." 

ANL BLO, 34 

Code-switches were acceptable if their English counterparts reminded 
the author of another canon they were familiar with. 

"[I mostly use] Shinigami for Death God, mainly because I like the word shinigami, and 
because Death God makes me think of the Soul Reapers/Death Gods from Bleach." 

ANL SHA, 28 1/7 Active Non-Learner 

Code-switches were acceptable if used for characterisation. 

"I use things like "William-senpai" (in the case of Ronald) and "Sebas-chan" (In [sic] the 
case of Grell) simply because I see those as character traits." 

ANL STI, 12 
2/7 Active Non-Learners 
2/4 Passive Non-Learners 
No learners at all is 
interesting (add to 
discussion) 

"[…] when I'm reading something […] if there are certain things like Grell's "Sebas-
chan" I can somehow imagine his voice saying it, you know?" 

PNL LOV, 20 

Code-switching was something the author did without thinking or as 
force of habit. 

"[…] I think it better form in my own stories to just stick to the one language unless I 
have a character actively speaking Japanese! The only exception is Shinigami where 
[using] it just became habit." 

ANL BLO, 34 1/7 Active Non-Learners 
1/4 Passive Non-Learners 

"I really just type [code-switches] up automatically […] All in all… I just do it" PNL LOV, 20 

Code-switching acceptance was dependant on the fanfic content. "It simply depends on the story […]" ANL ERI, 54 1/7 Active Non-Learners 

Code-switches were used if the author was familiar with the Japanese 
language canon types. 

"[…] I can't deny that I use Japanese terms once in a while, they are for charactorization 
[sic] reasons to help stick to the canon I know as I watched the anime and musicals in 
Japanese, not English." 

ANL STI, 12 1/7 Active Non-Learners 

Code-switching did not bother the author, although they may have had 
opinions regarding it elsewhere in their questionnaire. 

"i'm [sic] not as picky as some people are, and I usually am fine with [code-switching]" ANL SHA, 28 3/7 Active Non-Learners 

Code-switching was enjoyable if the author felt it gave life to the story. 
"[Code-switching is] awesome. Like I said before, I feel like it gives essence…life to the 
story." 

PNL LOV, 20 1/4 Passive Non-Learners 

Table 10. Positive author attitudes in relation to language. 
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Looking at Tables 9 and 10 above, several observations can be made. First of all, the two 

general statements (henceforth referred to as “attitudes”) with the highest number of 

authors had at least half (or just under half in the case of the Active Non-Learners) the 

authors of each Learner group with the same attitude: one positive: “code-switches were 

acceptable if the author did not believe they translated well into English, lost their original 

Japanese meaning or nuance, or were too difficult to write in English” and one negative: 

“code-switching was mostly undesirable or inappropriate as it was unfaithful to the canon 

due to the canon's setting of Victorian England with predominantly English characters”. 

In fact, all from the Learner group mentioned that code-switching was undesirable due 

to the canon’s setting. Other high contenders included the attitude that too much code-

switching was inappropriate, distracting or awkward; ‘random’ code-switching was 

undesirable as it was annoying, disruptive or served no purpose; and code-switches were 

acceptable if used for characterisation – each with 4/15 authors. All other attitudes had 

three or less authors. 

 

Looking at the Learner groups more carefully, the attitudes of the Learners overall were 

conflicted with some Learners stating they enjoyed code-switching with others giving 

special circumstances to code-switches deemed necessary, although more negative 

attitudes were found than positive overall. Despite the allowance of code-switches due to 

translation difficulties, there were no Learners who stated code-switches were acceptable 

for characterisation purposes. Furthermore, there was no mention of seemingly ‘random’ 

code-switching as per the other groups. 

 

Meanwhile, none of the Active Non-Learners had statements that fell into one attitude, 

meaning their attitudes were divided with some Active Non-Learners accepting and 

enjoying code-switches and some not. As with the Learners, however, certain code-

switches being acceptable due to a lack of suitable English translations as well as being 

inappropriate due to the canon’s Victorian English setting were commonly found 

attitudes in the Active Non-Learner author responses. 

 

As for the Passive Non-Learners, like the Active Non-Learners, a notion of ‘random’ 

code-switching was found, with two from each group stating it was unfavourable if it 

occurred more than was seen as necessary. As with the other two groups, code-switches 

were avoided or unacceptable due to the canon’s non-Japanese setting but acceptable if 
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there was no suitable English translation. As with the Active Non-Learners, Passive Non-

Learners had attitudes covering both ends of the positive-negative spectrum, with at least 

one author liking or disliking code-switching. Both Active and Passive Non-Learners had 

the same amount of statements fitting certain attitudes in both the positive (or neutral) 

and negative, whereas Learners had mostly negative attitudes. 

 

5.3.2 Code-switching Attitudes in Relation to the Community of Practice  

 

This section encompasses all attitudes of the authors from all Learner groups that were 

related to the Kuroshitsuji fandom, the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction community or the fanfiction 

community as a whole. 

 

The responses in this section were generally able to answer one of the following four 

questions: 

1. Were code-switch choices made with the reader in mind? 

2. Did code-switch choices affect the image of the author? 

3. Did code-switch choices affect the image of the fanfic? 

4. Did the image of the aforementioned communities affect code-

switching decisions? 
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Table 11. Negative author attitudes in relation to the community of practice.

General Statement Examples 
Learner 
Group 

Author 
Code, SF 

Observations/ 
Other Comments 

Negative Attitudes         

Code-switches were avoided if the author felt the readers would 
not understand them as they would be confusing or distracting. 

"As [the] majority of readers are from English speaking countr[ies], Western/Europe countries or 
predominantly English based, [Japanese honorifics] would be unfamiliar or strange or less meaningful to 
them since honorific[s] are used to indicate the type of person one is e.g. status, amount of respect etc" 

L CUT, 8 
1/4 Learners 
1/7 Active  
Non-Learners 
1/4 Passive  
Non-Learners 
 

"[I prefer to use one codeswitch over another] to avoid confusing the reader" ANL GLI, 12 

"If I understand the terms well enough then it is fine, however, some use unique Japanese phrases and 
sentences related to the anime which confuses myself and other readers as well." 

PNL ONY, 4 

Code-switches were unacceptable and looked careless if the 
English version appeared in the Japanese canon. 

"MeyRin's name is MeyRin. It's written in English lettering in the original Japanese manga, plainly visible, 
on paperwork in Ciel's office. It helps when people pay attention." 

L ZON, 13 1/4 Learners 

Code-switching was undesirable if the author felt it made the 
author look immature. 

"For me the setting has to fit the language, otherwise it throws me off and in a way, I feel a bit childish." L DIS, 3 2/4 Learners 
2/4 Passive  
Non-Learners 

"A lot of times switching between two languages in a fanfiction when they're only supposed to be 
speaking one can make it seem childish." 

PNL CAL, 5 

Unnecessary code-switching made the author look like they 
were new to the anime community. 

"If it's gratuitous […] I think the author must be […] new to anime and doesn't realise how irritating it 
is" 

L BEG, 43 1/4 Learners 

Certain code-switches made it look like the author was trying to 
act in a certain way. 

"Whenever I see Ciel's name written in a [sic] romanji [sic] it feels childish to me and I feel as though the 
writer is trying to act cute." 

L DIS, 3 1/4 Learners 

Unnecessary code-switches made the author look like they were 
trying to show off. 

"If it's gratuitous […] I think the author […] doesn't realise how irritating it is and that is [sic] looks like 
they are trying to [sic] hard to show off." 

L BEG, 43 1/4 Learners 

Code-switching was avoided if the author felt it disrupted or 
bothered their readers, regardless of their own feelings towards 
code-switching. 

"[…] I want to use more Japanese, [but] I noticed many don't like the hassle of searching/scrolling down 
the page to look at the vocabulary" 

L CUT, 8 
1/4 Learners 
1/7 Active  
Non-Learners "I believe [I avoid code-switching] because I've seen that some people reading fanfiction get irritated 

when people use Japanese words in an English fanfiction, but if the fanfiction was written in Japanese, it 
would be fine." 

ANL SHA, 28 

Code-switching was undesirable if the author felt it gave the 
fanfiction community a bad image. 

"A lot of times switching between two language in a fanfiction when they're only supposed to be 
speaking one can make it seem childish, and is where a lot of poor opinions of fanfiction come from." 

PNL CAL, 5 
1/4 Passive  
Non-Learners 

Code-switching was undesirable if the author felt it make the 
author look like they were trying to make their fanfic look better 
than it was. 

"Sometimes […] I feel as if they're using the [Japanese] terms only as an attempt to make their story 
sound better if it's poorly written" 

ANL GLI, 12 
1/7 Active  
Non-Learners 

Code-switching was undesirable if the author felt it dropped the 
professional value of the fanfic. 

"To be honest? I feel [code-switching] drops the professional value of the story." ANL WHI, 3 
1/7 Active  
Non-Learners 
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Table 12. Positive author attitudes in relation to the community of practice. 

General Statement Examples 
Learner 
Group 

Author 
Code, SF 

Observations/Other 
Comments 

Positive/Neutral Attitudes         

Code-switches were acceptable if they were familiar or accepted 
within the Kuroshitsuji fandom. 

"I chose shinigami [over its English counterpart] because many readers are aware what this means" L CUT, 8 
1/4 Learners 
1/7 Active  
Non-Learners 
1/4 Passive  
Non-Learners 

"[…] people seem to be fine when shinigami/Death God is used, and no one's complained about 
the word usage." 

ANL SHA, 28 

"Shinigami is a well enough known word […] that I wouldn't feel like people would flounder with 
it. […] I don't know, for some reason this one doesn't bother me as much." 

PNL TUB, 2 

Code-switch usage depended on the audience. 

"[My decision to code-switch depends on] who I am aiming the story at. If I am writing it for the 
[English] dub fans I will use less Japanese (i.e. shinigami or Shi no Toge), but if I am writing for a 
more general fan I use more Japanese." 

ANL ERI, 54 1/7 Active  
Non-Learners 
1/4 Passive  
Non-Learners 

"[…] considering the fact that my fics are in English, I try to avoid doing things that will make my 
fic hard to read for people who, say, only speak English or have only ever watch [sic] the dub, 
etc." 

PNL TUB, 2 

Code-switching makes a fic more likeable. 
"I like to see other writers use Japanese in their stories. It is not something I look for, but if a story 
I am reading has it I tend to like them a bit more." 

ANL ERI, 54 
1/7 Active  
Non-Learners 

Code-switching was acceptable in the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction of 
others, but not in the author's own work. 

"I guess I don't mind [when other people code-switch in Kuroshitsuji fanfiction]? I'll still read it. 
The Japanese words that grace Kuroshitsuji fanfiction are generally not too jarring or irritating. If 
someone wants to call Ciel "Ciel hakushaku" or refer to him as "Botchan," it's not going to throw 
me off the fic." 

PNL TUB, 2 
1/4 Passive 
Non-Learners 

Code-switching was acceptable as it familiarises new fans with 
the canon. 

"[Code-switches] might be confusing for those people who are new fans but I think its [sic] a way 
of incorporating them with the language." 

PNL ONY, 4 
1/4 Passive  
Non-Learners 

Code-switching was originally used by an author as it was 
accepted in the community at the time but as they got older, 
they realised they did not enjoy code-switching themselves and 
stopped altogether. 

"I can admit to using Japanese words when I first started writing fanfiction, as the authors that I 
read at the time used them, so I deemed it okay to use them as well. It wasn't until a few years later 
that I realized I didn't like adding in the Japanese context or words if the situation didn't call for it, 
and I stopped writing Japanese words in my stories altogether." 

L DIS, 3 1/4 Learners 

Code-switches were acceptable if the author felt it would offer 
the reader more freedom of interpretation. 

"I chose [Shi no Toge] because in Japan[ese] it can have several meanings when translated to 
English such as Sting of Death or Thorn of Death. […] I would love to use both sting and thorn 
but it would look awkward if I do so I chose to use [the] Japanese version to [give the reader] 
freedome [sic] [to] choose between sting or thorn." 

L CUT, 8 1/4 Learners 
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As with the previous section, looking at Tables 11 and 12 above, several observations can 

be made. To begin with, it is immediately evident that a far greater variation of negative 

attitudes were found than positive as well as the number of authors with negative attitudes 

than positive in relation to the community of practice. The Learners had the greatest 

number of different attitudes than the Active and Passive Non-Learners. However, none 

of the groups had any unanimous attitudes towards code-switching relating to the 

community of practice and most attitudes had only one author. 

 

Looking closer at the Learner groups, the most common attitude for the Learners was 

that of unnecessary code-switching making the author look immature or new to the 

fandom. There were a lot more opinions regarding language, canon or fanfic content in 

the previous section than the community of practice. Despite this however, each 

individual Learner made statements that fit at least one attitude relating to the community 

of practice. Lastly, most attitudes of the Learners shed code-switching in a negative light 

in relation to the community of practice. 

 

The Active Non-Learners shared similar attitudes with the Learners. For example, most 

of their attitudes relating to the community of practice were negative; familiar code-

switches within the community were acceptable while unfamiliar were not due to being 

confusing or disruptive to the reader; and both groups felt code-switching affected the 

image of fanfiction in a negative way. Furthermore, both Learner and Active Non-Learner 

groups had authors that avoided code-switches due to how they thought the community 

viewed them, potentially putting aside their own preferences. Although not all Active 

Non-Learners had something to say about code-switching in regards to the community 

of practice like the Learners, over half of them (4 out of 7) did. 

 

The Passive Non-Learners had the same number of different attitudes towards code-

switching as the Active Non-Learners and 3 out of 4 of the Passive Non-Learners had 

attitudes that fell into this category. Poor image of both authors and the fanfiction 

community as a whole were common attitudes found in the Passive Non-Learner group, 

as with the other two Learner groups, as well as acceptance of familiar code-switches and 

avoidance of unfamiliar ones. There was also an attitude towards the inclusion of different 

readers familiar with various Canon Types or new readers to the fandom based on how 

code-switches were used which was also found in the Active Non-Learner group but not 
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the Learners. All in all, there were more neutral attitudes in regards to the community of 

practice in the Passive Non-Learner group than the other two groups, with code-

switching decisions depending mostly on audience and code-switch familiarity. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

 

This section will further explore the findings in the previous sections in relation to the 

research questions and expected results presented at the beginning of this study in Section 

3. It will start by comparing the expected results with the actual results using not only 

findings in the previous section but also Myers-Scotton’s (ed. 1998) Markedness Model 

and  community of practice theory in general, relating the findings to The Three Studies.  

 

Following this part of the discussion, concise answers to the research questions will be 

presented, working as a summary to the findings and will be followed by any implications 

of the results found.  

 

6.1 Discussion of Results  
 

6.1.1 Code-switching of Non-Learners 

 

It was hypothesised that Non-Learners would code-switch in Kuroshitsuji fanfiction and, 

looking at the frequency results, it is evident that they do. The Non-Learners in the data 

had an overall standardised frequency of 18.85 per 10 000 words, which was in fact higher 

– although not statistically significantly higher – than that of the Learners who had a 

standardised frequency of 16.77. The lack of statistical significance between the Learners’ 

and Non-Learners’ standardised frequencies could arguably give merit to the evidence 

that Non-Learners code-switch, as, not only did they code-switch, they code-switched at 

the same frequency as Learners. 

 

When comparing to The Three Studies, these results further illustrate the findings of 

Fotos (1995, p.13) that it is not only bilinguals who are able to code-switch, but limited 

proficiency bilinguals, and in the case of this study, Non-Learners are also able to code-

switch successfully. Likewise, in Azuma’s (1997, p.4) study it was found that what could 

be assumed to be Non-Learners code-switched. 

 

As for how Non-Learners code-switch, it was hypothesised that Non-Learners would use 

more Japanese honorifics, interjections and adjectives than other code-switches, brought 

about by the stereotype of a ‘weeaboo’ or ‘weaboo’ – a derogatory term for someone 

(normally white) with a particular interest in Japan or the Japanese language without 
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formal education in the language who uses Japanese words such as kawaii (cute), kakkoii 

(cool) or uwaaa! (wow!) randomly or excessively in otherwise English-speaking situations. 

Evidence of the prevalence of this stereotype can be found in some responses to the 

questionnaire: 

 

“Random Japanese words popping up ever fives [sic] line is just.. no. Too much. 

I can’t. Even my weaboo self had a limit, apparently.” 

 (TWO, Active Non-Learner, 25) 

 

“[…] when I stumble across writers who just use [a code-switch] for the hell of it, 

I get flashbacks of middle school girls: “OMG he’s so KAWAII~~~” Ugh.” 

(TUB, Passive Non-Learner, 2) 

 

As it turned out, however, although Non-Learners did have a high distribution of 

honorifics, interjections only took up 3.9% and adjectives took up even less with 1.1%. 

The overall range of code-switches employed by Non-Learners was surprising with 14 

code-switch types in total, even though just over half of these accounted for less than 4% 

each and 10% combined. Surprisingly, nouns had the highest frequency, accounting for 

more than a quarter of all the Non-Learner code-switches and most Non-Learner code-

switches fell into the category of Japanese parts of speech (which here included adjectives, 

attributive nouns, adverbs, interjections, expressions, nouns, particles, pronouns and 

verbs) which accounted for 49.7% of all code-switches found. These frequencies and 

distributions show that Non-Learners did not necessarily adhere to the weeaboo 

stereotype as, although they used honorifics often, they hardly used adjectives at all and 

interjections also had a very low frequency.  

 

When looking at The Three Studies, Azuma (1997, p.4) found that the disc jockeys code-

switched more frequently than the bilinguals and it was predicted in this study that a 

similar result would be found. This is not necessarily shown in the results of this paper, 

however, as Learners and Non-Learners code-switched more or less equally and even 

when dividing the Non-Learners into Active and Passive it was the Active Non-Learners 

who code-switched more frequently. Although it was not expected in this data, Azuma 

(1997, p.5) found that nouns were the most frequently switched category with a lack of 

auxiliary verbs and prepositions – results also found in the Non-Learner data of this study. 

Contrary to Azuma’s (1997) findings, however, adjectives were not common.  
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It was thought that Non-Learners would pick up the code-switches they used through 

the Canon Type they had experienced – particularly that of fan-translated subtitles, due 

to their tendency to include code-switches. It was therefore expected that Non-Learners 

who had seen or read fan-translated anime or manga or had been exposed to Japanese by 

watching or reading the anime or manga in Japanese, would code-switch more frequently 

than those who had only seen or read the anime or manga in English (for example, with 

English audio or Japanese audio with official English subtitles which tend to avoid code-

switches). In the frequency comparison between FM (Fan-translated Manga) and OEM 

(Official English Manga) Non-Learners, FM Non-Learners had a higher standardised 

frequency overall of 21.89 while OEM Non-Learners had a standardised frequency of 

15.48. Furthermore, the code-switch distributions were drastically different, with FM 

Non-Learners using more parts of speech – especially JPNOs (Japanese nouns) – than 

honorifics, unlike the OEM Non-Learners who did the opposite. This clear difference 

between FM and OEM Non-Learners suggests that Canon Type does have an influence 

on code-switch use. Due to a lack of authors however, this conclusion cannot be made 

looking at the Canon Type data alone.  

 

The questionnaire responses of the authors, however, help to clarify, stating not only how 

their own familiarity with certain Canon Types affects their code-switch choice but also 

how the reader’s familiarity with certain Canon Types affects it: 

 

“[…] I can’t deny that I use Japanese terms once in a while, they are for 

charactorization [sic] reasons to help stick to the canon I know as I watched the 

anime and musicals in Japanese, not English.” 

(STI, Active Non-Learner, 12) 

 

“[…] considering the fact that my fics are in English, I try to avoid doing things 

that will make my fic hard to read for people who, say, only speak English or 

have only ever watch [sic] the [English] dub, etc.” 

(TUB, Passive Non-Learner, 2) 

 

“[My decision to code-switch depends on] who I am aiming the story at. If I am 

writing it for the [English] dub fans I will use less Japanese (i.e. shinigami or Shi 

no Toge), but if I am writing for a more general fan I use more Japanese.” 

 (ERI, Active Non-Learner, 54) 
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Looking at these examples, it may appear that code-switching is avoided by Non-Learners 

in order to make their work more accessible to readers who are not familiar with a certain 

Canon Type. This attitude seems to be divided, however, as there was also a Non-Learner 

who stated they liked to use code-switching as it helped familiarise those who were new 

to the fandom, although their own code-switch standardised frequency was very low. 

 

"[Code-switches] might be confusing for those people who are new fans but I 

think its [sic] a way of incorporating them with the language."  

(ONY, Passive Non-Learner, 4) 

 

Attention should be brought to ERI’s use above of the term “general fan” to mean one 

who is familiar with the Canon Types that use more Japanese, such as the anime with 

Japanese audio and English fan-translated subtitles, and are therefore more familiar with 

any code-switches used. This suggests that code-switching in this community of practice 

is unmarked and expected or accepted meaning that it makes up part of the commonly 

shared knowledge in the community of practice. 

 

This leads to the expectation that Non-Learners would code-switch due to their desire to 

fit into the fandom or fanfiction community to show that they share the same knowledge 

of those in the in-group despite having never learnt Japanese formally; showing solidarity 

with a community of practice. Although it was difficult to find responses to the 

questionnaire that stated explicitly that the author code-switched because they wanted to 

belong to the community, there were a number of Non-Learner responses that showed 

that the community of practice – whether it be the Kuroshitsuji fandom, the Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction community, Japanese fandom, Japanese fandom fanfiction community, or the 

fanfiction community in general – did affect their code-switching one way or another. It 

was found that code-switches were used because they were familiar or accepted in the 

community as well as avoided because they were not familiar within the community or 

the author felt the community did not appreciate code-switching in general. These are 

important points even if not all Non-Learners mentioned them as they shape the 

community of practice and their – probably unspoken – rules of language etiquette. 
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Although it was not expected that code-switching attitudes in relation to language, canon 

or fanfic content would surface in the questionnaire responses, many Non-Learner 

attitudes fell into this category, showing that it is not only the community of practice that 

affects code-switch decisions but also the canon itself.  

 

When comparing to The Three Studies, the questionnaire responses further illustrated 

the findings of Fotos’ (1995, p.13) study where code-switching was, at least for the most 

part, not random and not due to a gap in the lexicon. This can be seen simply in the 

number of responses that gave rational explanations as to why they made certain code-

switch choices such as the following example: 

 

"I use [certain code-switches] simply because I see those as character traits. not 

[sic] just for the sake of throwing in Japanese words." 

(STI, Active Non-Learner, 12) 

 

Furthermore it was also suggested in Stott’s (2006) study that code-switching occurred 

due to a desire by the author – especially younger authors – to show solidarity with a 

particular in-group (Stott 2006, p.44), with the positive (or negative) feedback in regards 

to code-switching by the readers and authors affecting code-switching decisions as the 

authors knew their audience and their Japanese language abilities (Stott 2006, pp.37-8). 

The results in this study also showed this, with many authors – including Non-Learners 

– giving responses related to the community of practice and how they felt authors would 

appear or readers would feel depending on the code-switches employed by the author, 

for example, not wanting to bother the reader by using unfamiliar (marked) code-

switches: 

 

"I believe [I avoid code-switching] because I've seen that some people reading 

fanfiction get irritated when people use Japanese words in an English fanfiction, 

but if the fanfiction was written in Japanese, it would be fine."  

(SHA, Active Non-Learner, 28) 

 

It was also suggested by Stott (2006, p.39) that certain code-switches such as Japanese 

specific cultural terms may have been used in order to respect Japanese culture. It is 

possible that some of the results in this study would have reflected this, but as the canon 
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took place outside of Japan with mostly non-Japanese characters, it can be assumed this 

was not the main motivation when it came to code-switch decisions in the data of this 

study. However, respecting the Japanese language, which Stott (2006, p.39) also suggests, 

was a clear motivation for the authors in the data; the wish to keep the Japanese word if 

there was not a suitable English replacement or the desire to leave the interpretation of a 

particular code-switch up to the reader reflects this as seen in the Non-Learner example: 

 

"I have no preference for [the use of Sebas-chan]. I don't write Grelle [fics], but 

if I did I guess I would lean more toward "Sabas-chan"[sic] simply because the 

pun is so clever."  

(TUB, Passive Non-Learner, 2) 

 

Stott (2006, p.39) suggests the use of Japanese honorifics may further show respect 

towards the Japanese language, or Japanese culture. Although this direct attitude is not 

clear in the questionnaire responses, there were Non-Learner attitudes that showed 

Japanese honorifics did not translate well into English and therefore switching to them 

may show the author’s respect towards the Japanese language and culture, as seen in the 

following example: 

 

"The only things I keep, usually, are honorifics, and other words that might not 

have direct translations." 

(CAL, Passive Non-Learner, 5) 

 

Stott (2006) also suggests that authors may have code-switched to show off their Japanese 

knowledge – a motivation for using marked code-switches as presented in Myers-

Scotton’s Markedness Model (ed. 1998). Although this exact attitude was not found in 

the data, the appearance of showing off was found in a Learner response, showing that 

the appearance of conceit could be a factor of code-switch decisions: 

  

"If it's gratuitous […] I think the author […] doesn't realise how irritating it is and 

that is [sic] looks like they are trying to [sic] hard to show off." 

(BEG, Learner, 43) 
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Stott (2006, p.40) also suggests that writing English words (or in the case of the data here, 

names) with Japanese pronunciation is used for comic effect or parody, but this was not 

necessarily found in the data. Instead, it seems JMNVs were used for characterisation, for 

example to make a character sound cute when calling another character by their name 

and was indeed mentioned in a few questionnaire responses: 

 

"I like [Sebas-chan] far more than the Sebastian Darling, mainly do [sic] to the 

meaning in Japan[ese] for Sebas-chan. In that Grell is being more flippant (?) by 

referring to Sebastian in that manner with the 'chan' tagged onto the end of his 

name." 

(SHA, Active Non-Learner 28) 

 

In regards to Myers-Scotton’s (ed. 1998) Markedness Model, there was clear evidence in 

the questionnaire responses that certain code-switches were considered to be unmarked, 

such as those that were difficult to translate into English or those that had specific 

canonical images.  

 

One example of an accepted code-switch that was found in the questionnaire responses 

is that of shinigami. In the canon, shinigami are death gods more resembling office workers 

than the English notion of Death, who collect the souls of those whose time has come. 

They use deathscythes resembling gardening tools to view the cinematic record, a record of a 

person’s life, of the one to die in order to decide whether the person deserves death or if 

they may still be beneficial to the world (Toboso 2012, p.35). This image of a death god 

is specific to the canon; although there are shinigami in other Japanese works, they appear 

in different forms. Therefore, it would be expected that shinigami would probably be an 

accepted code-switch in this community of practice as, not only is it a specific canonical 

image, it is also very different to the English version. This can be seen in the following 

questionnaire responses: 

 

"Those who have seen japanese [sic] manga/anime will have [a] different image 

of japanaese [sic] shinigami (mostly handsome or human looking) and 

english[sic] grimreaper [sic] (skeleton cloaked with scythe) so I decided to use 

[the] japanese [sic] version because of the image or meaning associated with it." 

(CUT, Learner, 8) 
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"[I mostly use] Shinigami for Death God, mainly because I like the word shinigami, 

and because Death God makes me think of the Soul Reapers/Death Gods from 

Bleach." 

(SHA, Active Non-Learner, 28) 

 

"I would only use "shinigami" instead of death god or reaper because it is a specific 

Japanese term/entity." 

(WHI, Active Non-Learner, 3) 

 

"I use Shinigami often instead of reaper/grim reaper/death god because I don't 

feel that the English terms flow as well, or have quite the same "flavour"." 

(BEG, Learner, 43) 

 

 

As expected, not only did the code-switch example of shinigami appear quite often 

whenever an author gave their own example in the questionnaire, it was always shed in a 

positive light, that is, the author explained why it was acceptable or why they used it 

themselves. These reasons varied from familiarity in the fandom to being faithful to the 

canon to habitual use. For this reason, the code-switch shinigami serves as a concrete 

example of an accepted code-switch in the community of practice. Some authors even 

stated they simply just liked the word.  This shows that there is strong evidence 

throughout the questionnaire that shinigami is an unmarked code-switch across all Learner 

groups. This acceptability across all groups is important as it means that Non-Learner 

code-switching is affected by the community of practice as unmarked code-switches may 

be used by Non-Learners as a way to show solidarity with the community of practice.  

 

This marked/unmarked code-switch spectrum is also evident when looking at the range 

of responses from certain authors, where they are normally against code-switches except 

for certain situations or certain words or code-switch types, as seen in the examples 

below: 
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"Ah I break my rule [of using the English translations due to the canon setting]. I 

guess it's because "Deathgod" [as opposed to "shinigami"] seems too clunky for 

me. I would probably use "God of Death" if I had to translate it anyway, which 

is a pain to type." 

(TUB, Passive Non-Learner, 2) 

 

"[Because Kuroshitsuji is set in England] there is no need whatsoever for Japanese. 

Some things, however, are difficult to translate accurately, such as Grell's 

"Sebaschan"." 

(ZON, Learner, 13) 

  

6.1.2 Comparison of Code-switching of Active and Passive Non-Learners 

 

It was expected that Active and Passive Non-Learners would code-switch differently with 

Passive Non-Learners code-switching more frequently than Active Non-Learners. 

However, with a standardised frequency of 23.05, it can be seen in the results that 

although they did indeed code-switch differently, it was the Active Non-Learners who 

code-switched more frequently, with Passive Non-Learners only having a standardised 

frequency of 9.02. This code-switch difference is also evident in their varying distributions, 

where Passive Non-Learners used honorifics more frequently than other code-switches 

while Active Non-Learners used parts of speech (especially nouns) more frequently than 

other code-switches.   

 

To explain the differences between the two groups, it was expected that the group with 

the lower frequency would have a more negative attitude overall than the other group, 

while the group with the higher frequency would have a more positive attitude especially 

in relation to the community of practice thus showing they code-switched in order to fit 

into the community of practice. However, it is difficult to quantify the questionnaire 

responses into positive vs negative as certain authors said more than other authors and 

some authors had both negative and positive attitudes. Because of this it is difficult to say 

if one group had a more positive attitude towards code-switching than other.  

 

Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge the appearance of both positive and negative 

attitudes towards code-switching in all Learner groups and instead of looking at who had 
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more negative attitudes look at what kinds of negative (or positive) attitudes they had and 

use those to explore why code-switching differs between Active and Passive Non-

Learners. 

 

It is interesting that the Passive Non-Learners had a lower code-switch frequency despite 

having positive attitudes towards code-switching. Perhaps their lower frequency is not 

related to their attitudes but rather to their Japanese ability; perhaps they simply lack the 

language skills to code-switch into Japanese as much as they would otherwise like to. 

Fotos (1995, p.7) also suggested that proficiency may have affected her results where the 

limited proficiency bilinguals code-switched less than the bilinguals. 

 

In regards to the community of practice, it is evident that Passive Non-Learners made 

code-switch decisions based on the community of practice whether those decisions be 

positive: 

 

“Shinigami is a well enough known word […] that I wouldn’t feel like people 

would flounder with it. […] I don’t know, for some reason this one doesn’t 

bother me as much.” 

 (TUB, Passive Non-Learner, 2) 

 

“[Code-switches] might be confusing for those people who are new fans but I 

think its [sic] a way of incorporating them with the language.” 

(ONY, Passive Non-Learner, 4) 

 

or negative: 

 

“A lot of times switching between two languages in a fanfiction when they’re only 

supposed to be speaking one can make it seem childish.” 

(CAL, Passive Non-Learner, 5) 

 

It is also possible that the Passive Non-Learners wanted to code-switch but were aware 

of the attitudes towards code-switching in the community of practice and as a way to fit 

in, avoided code-switches that might have given them a bad image, or a bad review. This 

can be seen in the following example: 
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 "One of the reasons I don't codeswitch much is because I am not fluent in 

Japanese and I am terrified of making some stupid mistake or typo so everyone 

who reads it will come away with the impression, "Okay, wow, she thought she 

was cool sticking random words in there, but that was just stupid." 

 (TUB, Passive Non-Learner, 2) 

 

6.1.3 Comparison of Code-switching of Non-Learners and Learners 

 

It was expected that Learners and Non-Learners would code-switch differently with 

Learners code-switching less frequently than Non-Learners. However, although there 

were some statistically significant differences between certain code-switches, the overall 

frequency of both groups was not statistically significantly different. This is further seen 

in the very similar code-switch distributions of both groups. Despite this, the Non-

Learners had a broader range of code-switches (14) compared with the Learners (9), 

although the extra code-switches had rather low frequencies compared to the code-

switches found in both groups.  

 

It was expected that this difference in frequency would be reflected in the group with the 

lower frequency having a more negative attitude towards code-switching. As with the 

previous section, it is difficult to quantify the questionnaire responses but some patterns 

can still be found between the Learner and Non-Learner attitudes that may reflect the 

similar code-switch frequency. 

 

First of all, both Learners and Non-Learners had positive and negative attitudes falling 

into both the language and community of practice categories.  However, Learners and 

Non-Learners only shared an attitude nine times, with other attitudes including only one 

Learner group. There were also inconsistencies in the responses such as Learners having 

no statements that fit the attitude where code-switching was acceptable if done for 

characterisation, despite three out of four Learners accepting so-called ‘necessary’ code-

switching if a word was difficult to translate into English. 

 

When comparing these findings to previous research, it is interesting that Stott (2006, 

p.43) did not find that Japanese ability affected code-switch frequency as, when looking 

at Learners compared to Non-Learners (although this does necessarily denote their 
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Japanese ability), the overall frequency and distributions are not statistically significant 

either. However, as Passive and Active Non-Learners did code-switch differently and 

with statistically significant frequency differences, the results of this study both contradict 

and agree with Stott’s (2006) findings. Perhaps looking more closely at Japanese ability 

rather than how Japanese was learnt or not learnt would shed more light on this. 

 

It can be seen in the questionnaire responses that Learners may have an effect on the 

language rules of the community of practice as they had quite a number of attitudes that 

fit into the community of practice category which can be seen in the few examples below: 

 

"[…] I want to use more Japanese, [but] I noticed many don't like the hassle of 

searching/scrolling down the page to look at the vocabulary" 

(CUT, Learner, 8) 

 

"MeyRin's name is MeyRin. It's written in English lettering in the original Japanese 

manga, plainly visible, on paperwork in Ciel's office. It helps when people pay 

attention." 

(ZON, Learner, 13) 

 

"I can admit to using Japanese words when I first started writing fanfiction, as the 

authors that I read at the time used them, so I deemed it okay to use them as 

well. It wasn't until a few years later that I realized I didn't like adding in the 

Japanese context or words if the situation didn't call for it, and I stopped writing 

Japanese words in my stories altogether." 

(DIS, Learner, 3) 

 

It is difficult to explain the similarity in frequencies with the similar – but different – 

attitudes found with this particular data set. Regardless, it is clear that community of 

practice is important to code-switch decisions among all Learner groups (shown in the 

most extreme by CUT’s statements above) and perhaps this is reflected in the similar 

code-switch distributions between Learners and Non-Learners, where both Learners and 

Non-Learners use unmarked code-switches to show solidarity with the community of 

practice. As Myers-Scotton (ed. 1998, pp.5-6) explains, unmarkedness appears in a 

continuum, where there is no marked or unmarked choice but rather less or more 
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unmarked, but there is typically a dominant unmarked choice which appears more 

frequently. The acceptability of shinigami and honorifics may account for the similarity in 

noun and honorific distributions among the Learners and Non-Learners.  

 

On a side note, it was mentioned in the materials section that code-switching was 

expected to be author oriented rather than canon or character oriented due to the canon’s 

setting of Victorian England. However, it was found in the questionnaire responses that 

code-switching decisions were still often centred around the characters and canon which 

could be seen in statements about characterisation and the decision to not code-switch in 

order to be more faithful to the canon as seen in the example below: 

 

"I see no reason whatsoever to use shitsuji instead of butler (for example) because 

being set in London, it makes perfect sense to me to use British English terms." 

(BEG, Learner, 43) 

 

6.2 Answers to the Research Questions 
 

This section will present conclusions to the research questions using the findings in the 

preceding discussion of the results and will act as a conclusion to the discussion section. 

 

Do Non-Learners use Japanese code-switching in fanfiction written in a Japanese 

fandom? 

 

With a total standardised frequency of 19.01 code-switches per 10,000 words, it is evident 

that Non-Learners do indeed code-switch.  

 

If so, how and why do they code-switch? 

 

Based on the data in this research, most Non-Learner code-switches fall into the category 

of Japanese parts of speech (which here includes adjectives, attributive nouns, adverbs, 

interjections, expressions, nouns, particles, pronouns and verbs) which account for 49.7% 

of all codes-switches found, with nouns making up the largest part of this group. The 

other largest group found in the Non-Learner data is honorifics, which make up 24.2% 

of all code-switches found, with honorific titles and suffixes being used more or less 
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equally. Using the Japanese plural with Japanese code-switches – that is, not using a plural 

at all – is also relatively frequent at 10% with Japanese name versions also occurring at a 

relatively frequent rate of 12.8%.  

 

On an added note, all code-switches found, including the Learner data, were written in 

roomaji – as opposed to Japanese kana – and were used correctly most of the time. 

 

Based on the canon type data we could come to the conclusion that canon type does 

influence Non-Learners to code-switch, especially when noting the higher frequency of 

code-switching in those familiar with the fan-translated manga of the canon compared to 

those who were only familiar with the officially translated English version. However, due 

to the small author groups and some other discrepancies (see Section 7.1.3) it is difficult 

to make conclusions based on this alone. 

 

Looking at the questionnaire responses however, shows that code-switch decisions are 

affected by language, fic content and the community of practice – which here can be 

either the Kuroshitsuji fandom or Japanese fandom fanfiction as a whole. Judging by these 

responses, Non-Learners choose to code-switch because they do not translate well into 

English, are more difficult to write in English, give life to the story, are seen as ‘necessary’ 

(c.f. random), the author enjoys seeing them in other authors’ work, they are familiar 

within the fandom, or simply become habit. They are also used to familiarise new fans 

with the canon as well as aim a fanfic at a certain audience familiar with the code-switches 

based on which canon medium they are familiar with. 

 

On the contrary, the questionnaire responses also show that Non-Learners choose not to 

code-switch because it disrupts the story, is inconsistent, is unfaithful to the canon’s 

English setting, the code-switch has a different concept in a different canon familiar to 

the author or the author’s native language is not Japanese. Furthermore, random code-

switching is avoided as it is seen as being unfavourable in the community and serving no 

purpose.  
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Do different types of Non-Learners (Active & Passive) use Japanese code-

switching differently in fanfiction written in a Japanese fandom? 

 

According to the data, Active and Passive Non-Learners do indeed code-switch 

differently. This can be seen not only in their varying distributions –– but also in their 

frequency differences, including their total code-switch frequency difference of 14.05 per 

10 000 words. 

 

If so, how and why do they code-switch differently? 

 

According to the results, Active Non-Learners use Japanese plurals, adjectives, attributive 

nouns, nouns and particles more frequently than Passive Non-Learners. The overall 

frequency difference is also very high between the two, with Active Non-Learners code-

switching more frequently than Passive Non-Learners. Over half of the code-switches 

used by Active Non-Learners are parts of speech while half of the code-switches used by 

Passive Non-Learners are honorifics. 

  

It is difficult to conclude as to why there is a difference between the two groups as there 

were not enough authors to divide the canon type corpora into Active and Passive Non-

Learners and the questionnaires have both positive and negative attitudes towards code-

switching. Although the difference is difficult to explain, it is clear that the community of 

practice plays an important role in code-switching decisions among both groups. 

 

Do Non-Learners and Learners use Japanese code-switching differently in 

fanfiction written in a Japanese fandom? 

 

Despite having some statistically significant differences in certain code-switch frequencies, 

overall, there was not a statistically significant difference between Learners and Non-

Learners. However, all standardised frequencies, even if not statistically significant, were 

higher in the Non-Learners save for one (English genitives). 
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If so, how and why do they code-switch differently? 

 

According to the results, there is no difference in the overall frequency of Learner and 

Non-Learner code-switching. However, Learners do use English genitives with Japanese 

code-switches more often than Non-Learners while Non-Learners use more Japanese 

plurals with English words, expressions and particles than Learners. The code-switch 

distribution is also similar between Learners and Non-Learners. 

 

Looking at the questionnaire responses, both Learner and Non-Learner groups have 

positive and negative attitudes but only nine of these appear in both groups. It was found 

that the attitudes of the Learners affect the community of practice due to the number of 

attitudes found in the community of practice category, thereby affecting Non-Learners 

to the point where their code-switch tendencies are similar, even if they have different 

reasons for using or avoiding code-switches in Kuroshitsuji fanfiction. Furthermore, the 

similar distributions may reflect the use of unmarked code-switches to show solidarity 

with the community of practice. 

 

6.3 Implications of Findings 
 

This section will address the implications of the answers to the research questions, noting 

both particular points of interest and their implications for further code-switching 

research. 

 

The questionnaire responses showed that negative attitudes towards Japanese code-

switching in fanfiction both in regards to language and the community of practice are 

prevalent in online fanfiction communities and are found in all Learner groups. While 

these negative attitudes do not seem to affect code-switch frequency overall, they do 

appear to influence the use of certain code-switches or certain code-switch types. This 

sparks the question of whether or not the negativity is inhibiting the creative growth of 

the community of practice due to the way linguistic conventions are learnt through the 

reviewing process in the fanfiction community (Thorne 2010 p,146), especially when 

considering that code-switches were found even in the work of those authors with the 

strongest negative attitudes: 
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"Japanese [script] has no business being in a Kuroshitsuji fan fic. It takes place in 

England. I can read and write Japanese and have never found a need for it in this 

fandom." 

(ZON, Learner, 13) 

 

The importance of addressing this negativity is further expressed by Stott: 

 

 rather than frowning upon code-switching and criticizing its use, it is important 

to recognize its normality in the world and […] it is hoped that attitudes may be 

made less negative. That is not to say code-switching should be actively 

encouraged, but rather that these [people] should be more accepting of the 

linguistic behaviour of the society in which they find themselves. 

 (Stott 2006, p. 48) 

It is also important to be aware of these negative attitudes in terms of language 

acquisition; if authors are avoiding code-switches because they do not want to receive bad 

reviews, they are not being allowed the freedom to explore Japanese in an otherwise safe 

environment. This is important as, as Thorne (2010, p.146) mentions, writing fanfiction 

has a “significant impact on participating teens’ second language development”.  

 

These results also showed that Non-Learners are not only able to code-switch successfully 

but at the same rate as Learners. The way in which they acquire the language to code-

switch could be useful for areas such as cognitive linguistics and language acquisition as 

well as second language teaching. Perhaps code-switching in fan-made subtitles or writing 

fanfiction could be used as language learning tools and subsequently used to fight against 

the negative attitudes found in these communities. As Thorn (2010, p.156) states, 

“Convergent language learning outcomes are likely to occur in fan fiction authoring 

through reader-peer feedback and an emphasis on formal accuracy in the context of 

fictional narrative”. 

 

Finally, this study incorporated unconventional research materials for data collection and 

looked at new types of language learners useful for further research including online 

communities as communities of practice, fanfiction, English to Japanese code-switching 

in non-native Japanese speakers, Canon Type and Active and Passive Non-Learners.  
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7 LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

 

As with any study there were a number of limitations with this research. Those worthy of 

note appear in this section as well as ideas as to how this study could be developed for 

further research. 

 

7.1 Materials 
 

7.1.1 Corpus Size 

 

Forming larger corpora with a larger number of authors per corpus may have wielded 

different results and in terms of Canon Type analysis, meaningful results. This would also 

help to avoid any skewing of the data if, for example, one author code-switched a lot 

more than the other authors in the corpus. 

 

7.1.2 Story Content 

 

Although it is perhaps somewhat difficult to choose fanfics depending on their story 

content as story content often intersects, perhaps other aspects of fanfiction such as genre 

or rating could be looked into. This study did try to avoid story content affecting the final 

results by selecting different characters used in the fanfiction, however this was not 

carried out as systematically as it could have been. Furthermore characters tended to 

appear with other characters regardless of filtering and certain characters did not 

necessarily guarantee certain narrative aspects such as setting would be used. 

 

7.1.3 Demographics 

 

When dividing the authors into their respective Canon Type corpora, it was not realised 

until too late that certain authors may have appeared in different Canon Type corpora as 

well as what they were already included in. For example, one author may have been in the 

EM (English Manga) group but they may also have been in the EA (English Audio) group. 

The corpora pairs for Canon Type were formed only in terms of language, so, for example, 

authors were put into the various manga groups looking only at the manga they were 

familiar with, rather than taking into consideration other mediums they may have been 

familiar with such as anime. So although a comparison between OEM and FM was made, 
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it is possible there were authors in the EA corpus that were also in the FM corpus, 

meaning they may have picked up code-switches through the fan-translated subtitles they 

had experienced and inadvertently skewed the final results. This undoubtedly made the 

Canon Type frequencies unreliable. 

 

Age was also originally a factor in the research but it was hard to know how old an author 

was when they wrote the fanfic and for this reason was ultimately excluded from the final 

results. This would be an interesting focus in further research, especially as there were 

attitudes in the results that expressed how code-switching in a certain way made the 

author look immature. 

 

7.1.4 Questionnaire 

 

Most questions in the questionnaire were open-ended, meaning some authors wrote more 

than others. It was therefore difficult to quantify the qualitative results (for example, more 

Active Non-Learners avoided code-switching because it made the author sound 

immature than Passive Non-Learners) as it was unclear if an author was of a similar 

opinion but simply did not state it. For that reason, the qualitative results are only meant 

to serve as an insight into the thinking of some of the authors to try to find an answer to 

the research questions presented in this study. They also hope to serve as a stepping stone 

to further research, perhaps where opinions are given and authors can tick which ones 

they agree with. In hindsight this may have been a better way to conduct the study, but 

at the same time, some rather surprising responses emerged that were unexpected. 

Perhaps a follow-up questionnaire may have wielded optimum results.  

 

It would also be interesting to see if the Non-Learners – especially Passive Non-Learners 

find a particular code-switch easier to use than another, for example, perhaps honorifics 

are easier to use even without learning Japanese and that is why they are more prevalent 

in the results than nouns. Asking about the ease of code-switching may have resulted in 

an answer to this. 
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7.2 Methods 
 

7.2.1 Code-switch Tagging 

 

Due to the necessity to keep the study focussed, many – sometimes arbitrary – decisions 

had to be made regarding how code-switches were to be identified and given their 

corresponding tag; possibly unintentionally limiting the results. For example, it was 

decided that code-switches would be tagged as individual units and as such, 

intrasententiality and intersententiality were not analysed. 

 

Code-switches were also not analysed in terms of the actual word used, only in terms of 

their syntactical unit. However, it could be interesting to see how often a code-switch was 

used over its English counterpart, for example, the difference in frequency between 

reaper_EPNO (English noun) and shinigami_JPNO. This may in turn help to solve the 

issue of topic influence. Similarly it could be interesting to look at the actual code-switch 

word frequencies rather than their syntactic unit. For example, the frequency of shinigami 

rather than the frequency of JPNOs. 

 

There were also a few code-switch-like features that appeared in the data but were 

ultimately excluded from this study as there were already so many factors being analysed. 

These included vertically read Japanese emoticons (^_^) as opposed to the horizontally 

read Western emoticons :) and Japanese specific punctuation (e.g. “cute~” where ~ 

signifies a softening melodic tone). As this study hopes to extend code-switching research 

to written data as well as spoken, these elements could prove rather fruitful in further 

research, perhaps even altering the definition of code-switching. 

 

7.2.2 Log-likelihood Calculator 

 

This research made use of a log-likelihood calculator to test for statistical significance, 

however different results may have been found if different tools had been used, for 

example Fisher’s Test or ANOVA (both used by Stott (2006)). In fact, it would be 

interesting to use the exact same analysis method as Stott (2006) to see if the results would 

be the same, not only in the ways already present in the analysis here. As it has been 

expressed by McEnery, Xiao and Tono (2006, p.56) that the log-likelihood calculator does 
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not work as well for low frequencies, the statistical significance found in this study should 

perhaps be examined using a different tool for statistical significance. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

 

This study looked at the Japanese code-switching frequencies of Learners and Non-

Learners found in fanfiction based in a Japanese fandom. It incorporated both corpus 

linguistic techniques for quantitative analysis and questionnaires for qualitative analysis in 

order to find out how and why certain groups of Learners code-switched.  

 

It was found that, while Learners and Non-Learners code-switched with a similar 

frequency overall, Passive and Active Non-Learners code-switched quite differently. 

Although Canon Type was also analysed to find trends in how code-switches are acquired 

by Non-Learners, and differences in code-switching frequencies were found in relation 

to Canon Type, it was difficult to come to a conclusion based on Canon Type due to a 

small number of authors in each group. It was suggested, however, that Canon Type be 

analysed closer in further research.  

 

It was found that Non-Learners and Learners shared some attitudes towards code-

switching such as the necessity of code-switching when English translations were 

unsuitable as well as a dislike towards perceived unnecessary code-switching as the canon 

had an English-speaking setting. It was found that code-switching in fanfiction occurred 

on a linguistic level, with code-switching decisions being made in regards to language or 

the canon setting, such as a lack of English translation or the characters speaking English 

in the canon as well as in regards to the community of practice, where code-switch 

decisions were made, for example, in regards to audience and the author’s own image. All 

Learner and Non-Learner groups had attitudes towards code-switching that related to the 

community of practice thus proving that code-switching in fanfiction occurs due to either 

a desire to fit into the community of practice or to help others fit into the community of 

practice, with the author or reader often in mind.  

 

Although it was hypothesised that Non-Learners – especially Passive Non-Learners – 

would code-switch more frequently with honorifics, expressions and adjectives as to fit 

the stereotype of a ‘weeaboo’ (interestingly also found in the author attitudes), while they 

did use honorifics rather frequently, it was actually found that Non-Learners used nouns 

a lot more frequently than any other code-switch. 
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The main purpose of this study was not only to show that those who have not learnt a 

particular language are still able to – and do – code-switch, but to also show the 

importance of the community of practice in regards to code-switching. This was shown 

by the similar trends in all groups in terms of attitude as well as the similar code-switch 

frequency when comparing Learners to Non-Learners. 
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TOOLS 

 

Dictionaries Used for Loanword Identification 

 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English n.d., Pearson Education Limited, 

<http://www.ldoceonline.com>. 

Macmillan Dictionary 2009-2014, Macmillan Publishers Limited, 

<http://www.macmillandictionary.com>. 

The Official Collins COBUILD Advanced Learner's Dictionary of British English 2014, 

HarperCollins Publishers Limited, 

<http://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english-cobuild-learners>. 

Oxford Dictionaries n.d., Oxford University Press, 

<http://www.oxforddictionaries.com>. 

 

 

Analytic Tools 

  

AntConc 

Log-likelihood calculator n.d., <http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html>. 
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Primary Sources 

(Attached as CD) 

 

Full Author Corpus 

 

Learner Group Corpora: 

Active Non-Learner Corpus 

Learner Corpus 

Passive Non-Learner Corpus 

 

Canon Type Corpora: 

Anime Manga Canon Type Corpus 

English Audio Canon Type Corpus 

English Manga Canon Type Corpus 

English Subtitle Canon Type Corpus 

Extra Canon Type Corpus 

Fan-translated Manga Canon Type Corpus 

Fan-translated Subtitle Canon Type Corpus 

Japanese Audio Canon Type Corpus 

Japanese Manga Canon Type Corpus 

Official English Manga Canon Type Corpus 

Official English Subtitle Canon Type Corpus 
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Appendix A-1. Code-switch tag set with case examples.

Tag Code-switch Name Description Case Example English Translation Text 

EGGE 
English genitive  
(possessive 's) 

when used after a JPNO 
A shinigami_JPNO 's_EGGE job is to quietly collect 

the souls of the dying 
A death god's job is to quietly collect the souls of the dying. Eri04.txt 

EGPL English plural when used after a JPNO 
those are for the shinigami and the nearly-there 

Shinigamis_JPNO _EGPL 
those are for the death gods and the nearly-there deathgods Blo04.txt 

JGPL Japanese plural 
lack of plural as per Japanese grammar, 

only used with a JPNO 
the four shinigami_JPNO _JGPL were fighting 

against several medium level demons 
the four death gods were fighting against several medium level 

demons 
Eri04.txt 

JHSU Japanese honorific suffix 
when used after both English and 

Japanese words 
"Thanks Grell-senpai_JHSU ." Ronald whispered 

(no direct translation: senpai is used to show respect to those who have 
worked longer or who are in a higher position at work or school and 

can be used as either a suffix or a separate title) 
Beg04.txt 

JHTI Japanese honorific title 
translating to English words such as 

'Mr' or 'Sir' as well as 'Mother' or 'Older 
Sister' 

do you wish to talk about it, bocchan_JHTI? do you wish to talk about it, Young Master? Lov03.txt 

JMNV Japanese name version 

Japanese version of the canon; includes 
abbreviations 

Disclaimer: I don't own Kuroshitsuji_JMNV Disclaimer: I don't own Black Butler Lov02.txt 

Japanese version of a character name 
from the canon 

Eriku_JMNV ! Pay attention! 
Eric! Pay attention! (Eriku is the romanisation of Eric written in 

Japanese エリク) 
Gli03.txt 

JPAJ Japanese adjective as it would be classified in English She is half shinigami_JPAJ She is half death god Eri05.txt 

JPAV Japanese adverb  
Yorokobi wa subete_JPAV no kzandearu, Mr. 

Humphies. 
The pleasure is all mine, Mr. Humphries. (rough translation as original 

phrase is incorrect) 
Eri04.txt 

JPAT Japanese attributive noun 
as it would be classified in English; a 

noun used as an adjective before 
another noun 

But that didn't mean he completely let go of his 
tsundere_JPAT tendencies. 

(no direct translation: tsundere is a noun referring to the personality of 
someone with a cold exterior but is loving and giving on the inside) 

Cal01.txt 

JPIE 
Japanese 

interjection/expression 

interjection 
Ne_JPIE, Ciel, do you know the real meaning of 

Valentine's day? 
Hey, Ciel, do you know the real meaning of Valentine's day? Two01.txt 

expression 
leaning against each other's forehead, they whispered 

"Ai shiteru_JPIE " 
leaning against each other's forehead, they whispered "I love you" Lov05.txt 

JPNO Japanese noun as it would be classified in English Would you rather I called you my hikari_JPNO ? Would you rather I called you my light? Eri02.txt 

JPPA Japanese particle as it would be classified in Japanese 
He got you off the hook when you told that demon 

about the Shi no_JPPA Toge 
He got you off the hook when you told that demon about the Thorns 

of Death 
Eri01.txt 

JPPR Japanese pronoun  Sore_JPPR wa anata_JPPR ni aete ureshii desu 
I am glad to meet you (rough translation as there is no direct 

translation for sore (it/that) here) 
Eri04.txt 

JPVE Japanese verb 
includes auxiliary and modal in all 

declensions 
Sore wa anata ni aete_JPVE ureshii desu_JPVE 

I am glad to meet you (rough translation as desu is a copula verb 
which in this case acts as the verb 'to be' for the adjective ureshii (glad)) 

Eri04.txt 
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Appendix A-2. List of loanwords found. 

*Dictionaries listed here refer to those in TOOLS  

 

 

Appendix A-3. Full Canon Type corpora descriptions. 

 

Loanword Dictionary* Other remarks 

anime 
Longman, Oxford Dictionaries, 
Collins COBUILD, Macmillan 

  

bishie   

Anglicised shortening of the Japanese word 'bishounen' (pretty boy). 
While bishi could not be found in an English dictionary, it (or any 
Japanese equivalent such as "bishi") could not be found in a Japanese 
dictionary either as was therefore not included. 

chi   
Although also used in Japanese to show annoyance, the author explicitly 
stated that it was Korean 

cosplay Oxford Dictionaires   

futon 
Oxford Dictionaries, Collins 
COBUILD, Longman, 
Macmillan 

  

gyuu-tataki-don   
Names of food were not included if they had no English counterpart 
(e.g. sushi, tempura). 

katana Oxford Dictionaries   

koi 
Collins COBUILD, Oxford 
Dictionaries, Macmillan 

  

manga 
Longman, Macmillan, Oxford 
Dictionaries, Collins 
COBUILD 

  

onsen Oxford Dictionaries   

origami 
Oxford Dictionaries, Collins 
COBUILD, Longman, 
Macmillan 

  

ryokan 
Oxford Dictionaries, 
Macmillan 

  

yukata 
Collins COBUILD, Oxford 
Dictionaries 

  

EA (English Audio) vs FS (Fan-translated Subtitles) 

Those who have seen only seen the 
Kuroshitsuji anime with English audio 

 Those who have seen the Kuroshitsuji anime 
with fan-translated subtitles 

OES (Official English Subtitles) vs FS (Fan-translated Subtitles) 

Those who have only seen the Kuroshitsuji 
with the official English subtitles. 

 Those who have seen the Kuroshitsuji anime 
with fan-translated subtitles 

JA (Japanese Audio) vs ES (English Subtitles) 

Those who have seen the Kuroshitsuji anime 
with Japanese audio but without English 
subtitles 

 Those who have seen the Kuroshitsuji anime 
but have only seen it with English subtitles 

EXTRA (Miscellaneous Media) vs AM (Anime Manga) 

Those who have seen or heard other 
Kuroshitsuji media (e.g. musicals, drama CDs, 
doujinshi (fan-made manga)) 

 Those who have only seen or read the 
Kuroshitsuji anime and/or manga 

JM (Japanese Manga) vs EM (English Manga) 

Those who have read the original Japanese 
Kuroshitsuji manga 

 Those who have only read the Kuroshitsuji 
manga in English (either official or fan-
translated) 

FM (Fan-translated Manga) vs OEM (Official English Manga) 

Those who have read English fan-made 
translations of the Kuroshitsuji manga 

 Those who have only read the official 
English translated Kuroshitsuji manga 
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Appendix B-1. Japanese code-switch frequency of authors of Kuroshitsuji (“Black Butler”) fanfiction. 

(*) Raw frequency 
(**) Per 10 000 words, rounded to nearest whole number 

 

 

Learner EGGE EGPL JGPL JHSU JHTI JMNV JPAJ JPAT JPAV JPIE JPNO JPPA JPPR JPVE 
Total 
CS (*) 

SF (**) 
Total Word 

Count 

BEG 23 - 4 27 36 9 2 7 - - 64 - - - 172 43 40 000 

CUT - - 1 - - 17 - 9 - 4 1 - - - 32 8 40 000 

DIS - - 2 - - 9 - - - - 2 - - - 13 3 39 330 

ZON 4 - 11 - - 1 - 8 - - 26 - - - 50 13 39 913 

Learner Total 27 - 18 27 36 36 2 24 - 4 93 - - - 267 17 159 243 

Non-Learner 
 

Active 

BLO 4 1 30 - - 3 - 24 - - 73 - - - 135 34 40 000 

ERI 2 - 24 35 1 - 8 12 1 1 75 7 2 3 171 54 31 664 

GLI 1 - 3 1 - 10 - 5 - 6 20 1 - - 47 12 39 749 

SHA 5 - 19 - - 18 - 5 - 4 59 - - - 110 28 39 115 

STI 2 - - 9 15 9 - 4 - 1 9 - - - 49 12 39 837 

TWO 1 - 1 16 47 22 - 2 - 8 3 - - - 100 25 39 876 

WHI - - - - - 8 - 3 - - - - - - 11 3 40 000 

ANL Total 15 1 77 61 63 70 8 55 1 20 239 8 2 3 623 23 270 241 

Passive  

CAL - - 1 - - 10 - 4 - - - - - - 15 5 28 214 

LOV 2 - - 15 27 11 - 2 - 8 6 - - - 71 20 35 391 

ONY 1 - - 10 - 1 - 4 - - - - - - 16 4 40 000 

TUB - - - - - 1 - 1 - - - - - - 2 2 11 753 

PNL Total 3 - 1 25 27 23 - 11 - 8 6 - - - 104 9 115 358 

Grand Total 45 1 96 113 126 129 10 90 1 32 338 8 2 3 994 18 544 842 

 EGGE EGPL JGPL JHSU JHTI JMNV JPAJ JPAT JPAV JPIE JPNO JPPA JPPR JPVE 
Total 
CS (*) 

SF (**) 
Total Word 

Count 
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  Raw Frequency 
Standardised Frequency 

per 10000 words 

Codeswitch EA FS OES JA ES EXTRA AM JM EM FM OEM EA FS OES JA ES EXTRA AM JM EM FM OEM 

EGGE 0 17 1 8 10 18 0 6 12 15 2 0 0.49 0.25 0.67 0.38 0.50 0.00 0.76 0.43 0.55 0.42 

EGPL 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 

JGPL 0 75 3 19 59 77 1 22 55 74 0 0 2.17 0.75 1.60 2.21 2.15 0.35 2.79 1.97 2.74 0.00 

JHSU 0 85 1 19 67 86 0 1 85 70 15 0 2.46 0.25 1.60 2.51 2.41 0.00 0.13 3.05 2.59 3.18 

JHTI 0 90 0 15 75 90 0 0 90 63 27 0 2.60 0.00 1.26 2.81 2.52 0.00 0.00 3.23 2.33 5.73 

JMNV 0 83 10 28 65 83 10 28 55 61 12 0 2.40 2.52 2.35 2.44 2.32 3.54 3.55 1.97 2.26 2.55 

JPAJ 0 8 0 0 8 8 0 0 8 8 0 0 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.29 0.30 0.00 

JPAT 0 61 5 13 53 62 4 10 52 54 3 0 1.76 1.26 1.09 1.99 1.73 1.42 1.27 1.87 2.00 0.64 

JPAV 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 

JPIE 0 22 6 5 23 28 0 10 18 14 8 0 0.64 1.51 0.42 0.86 0.78 0.00 1.27 0.65 0.52 1.70 

JPNO 0 225 20 68 177 245 0 79 166 219 6 0 6.51 5.03 5.72 6.64 6.86 0.00 10.02 5.96 8.10 1.27 

JPPA 0 7 1 0 8 8 0 1 7 7 0 0 0.20 0.25 0.00 0.30 0.22 0.00 0.13 0.25 0.26 0.00 

JPPR 0 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.07 0.00 

JPVE 0 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 3 3 0 0 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.11 0.00 

Total 

Codeswitches 
0 680 47 175 552 712 15 157 555 592 73 0 19.66 11.82 14.71 20.70 19.92 5.32 19.91 19.93 21.89 15.48 

Total Authors 0 10 1 3 8 10 1 2 8 7 2            

Total Word 

Count 
0 345850 39749 118952 266647 357385 28214 78864 278521 270492 47144            

Appendix B-2. Full table of Japanese code-switch frequency of Canon Type corpora. 
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Appendix C-1: Questionnaire 

 

The Usage of Japanese Code-switching in English 

Kuroshitsuji (Black Butler) Fanfiction 

 

This is a questionnaire on the use of Japanese code-switching in Kuroshitsuji (Black Butler) 

fanfiction for my Master’s thesis.  

I’ve already collected all your data, but I also need to know your answers and opinions for the 

questions below. 

Please be as honest as you can – no one else will see your answers and I will separate them from 

your screenname when discussing them in my paper. 

Feel free to write as much or as little as you wish. There are no right or wrong answers! 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask (you can PM me through fanfiction.net as 

we have been already). 

There will be a space at the end of the questionnaire to write anything extra you may wish to add, 

so please feel free to! 

 

 

Basic Information 

I need this information so I can analyse your work properly. No one else will see your responses 

and your name will not be connected to them. 

 

Your Fanfiction.net screenname 

Please write the screenname you used to PM me with 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How old are you? 

o Under 13 

o 13-15 

o 16-18 

o 19-21 

o 22-24 

o 25+ 
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Your Relationship with Kuroshitsuji (Black Butler) 

 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you seen/read/heard? 

Tick all that apply. If choosing ‘other’ please specify which language you heard it in and if there 

were any translations. I will not be making any connections between your answers here and your 

screenname in my thesis. It will only be used statistically. This means I will be the only person 

who will know your answers. 

□ Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)) 

□ Manga (English fan translations) 

□ Manga (in Japanese) 

□ Anime (with English voice acting) 

□ Anime (with Japanese voice acting and no subtitles) 

□ Anime (with Japanese voice acting and Japanese subtitles) 

□ Anime (with Japanese voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)) 

□ Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles) 

□ Musical(s) (in Japanese with no subtitles) 

□ Musical(s) (in Japanese with Japanese subtitles) 

□ Musical(s) (in Japanese with official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)) 

□ Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles) 

□ Drama CD(s) (in Japanese without English translations) 

□ Drama CD(s) (in Japanese with official English translations (e.g. came with the 

CD)) 

□ Drama CD(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade translations) 

□ Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga originally in English) 

□ Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese) 

□ Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese translated into English) 

□ Live Action Movie (in Japanese with no subtitles) 

□ Live Action Movie (in Japanese with Japanese subtitles) 

□ Live Action Movie (in Japanese with official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)) 

□ Live Action Movie (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles) 

□ Other: ________________________________________________________ 
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Your Japanese Education Background 

 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt Japanese at? 

Please check all that apply. 

□ Primary school (e.g. elementary school) 

□ Secondary school (e.g. highschool) 

□ Place of higher education (e.g. university, college, polytechnic, vocational school) 

□ I have been teaching myself Japanese 

□ I have never learnt Japanese 

□ Japanese is my native language 

□ Other:_________________________________________________________ 

 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an educational institute (in total)? 

o 1-2 years 

o 3-4 years 

o 5-6 years 

o 7+ years 

o I haven’t learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

o Other: ________________________________________________________ 

 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese (in total)? 

o 1-2 years 

o 3-4 years 

o 5-6 years 

o 7+ years 

o I haven’t been teaching myself Japanese 

o Other: ________________________________________________________ 
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Experience with Japanese 

 

Have you ever done any of the following? 

Please check all that apply! 

□ Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles 

(or subtitles of another language you understand well) 

□ Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles 

□ Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and Japanese subtitles 

□ Watched movies, anime stageplays etc. in an audio you understand (but not 

Japanese) and Japanese subtitles 

□ Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and subtitles in a 

language you do not understand very well (e.g. another language you are learning) 

□ Read manga in Japanese 

□ Read books in Japanese 

□ Read blogs, Twitter feeds, Facebook posts etc. in Japanese 

□ Used online courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. LiveMocha) 

□ Used offline courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. Pimsleur, Japanese in 

Mangaland, Nakama) 

□ Had a Japanese spouse/relative 

□ Been in a Japanese immersion programme in Japan 

□ Travelled to Japan frequently (but not to take Japanese courses) 

□ None of the above 

□ Other: ________________________________________________________  

 

Have you ever been to Japan? 

o Yes 

o No 

 

Additional information about your trip to Japan 

This is not compulsory, but feel free to add anything here. For example, you were only 3 when 

you went to Japan and no longer remember it. 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Your Own Usage of Japanese in Kuroshitsuji Fanfiction 

 

How often do you think you use Japanese in your English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

This is only about your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction written in English. Pick a number from 1 

to 5 where 1 is not at all and 5 is all the time. 

 

                 1  2   3  4   5 

Not at all  ○  ○  ○  ○  ○  All the time 

 

Additional information 

Feel free to write anything that comes to mind about how much you think you use Japanese in 

your English fanfiction (for example, why you chose number 2 and what that means to you). 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Which would you rather use in your own English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

In each pair, A represents the first word, B represents the second. This is only about which you 

PREFER to USE. It’s not a test! 

 

 A B 
No preference/ 

Either is fine 

Bocchan | Young Master ○ ○ ○ 

Hakushaku | Earl ○ ○ ○ 

Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene ○ ○ ○ 

-senpai | Mr/Lord ○ ○ ○ 

Shitsuji | Butler ○ ○ ○ 

Shinigami | Deathgod ○ ○ ○ 

Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death ○ ○ ○ 

Akuma | Demon ○ ○ ○ 

Keiyaku | Contract ○ ○ ○ 

Sebasu-chan | Sebastian 

(when Grell is talking) 
○ ○ ○ 

Shieru | Ciel ○ ○ ○ 

Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka ○ ○ ○ 
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Why do you think you prefer to use one over the other? 

Please writes as much as you can. 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of Ciel様 or    

Cielさま) 

Tick all that apply! If you don’t think you do code-switch, please choose any you think might be 

the reason if you did. 

□ I can’t read Japanese 

□ I can’t write in Japanese on my keyboard 

□ Switching to Japanese on my keyboard is too troublesome 

□ Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese 

□ I’ve only ever seen it written in roomaji 

□ I didn’t know Japanese had its own scripts 

□ I can read Japanese, but I don’t know how to spell the words I use in Japanese 

□ It looks better in roomaji 

□ Other: ________________________________________________________ 

 

Additional Information 

Feel free to add more here 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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When using Japanese words, did you do any of the following? 

Check all that apply! 

□ Asked a Japanese friend/relative to check or translate 

□ Asked a friend/relative fluent in Japanese as a second language to check or 

translate 

□ Asked a friend/relative studying Japanese to check or translate 

□ Checked a dictionary (either paper or online) 

□ Used Google Translate 

□ I can’t remember/None of the above 

□ Other: ________________________________________________________ 

 

Additional Information 

Feel free to add more to your answer here 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Other People’s Usage of Japanese in Kuroshitsuji Fanfiction 

 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English written by someone else, which 

would you rather read? 

In each pair, A represents the first word, B represents the second. This is only about which you 

PREFER to READ. 

 

 A B 
No preference/ 

Either is fine 

Bocchan | Young Master ○ ○ ○ 

Hakushaku | Earl ○ ○ ○ 

Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene ○ ○ ○ 

-senpai | Mr/Lord ○ ○ ○ 

Shitsuji | Butler ○ ○ ○ 

Shinigami | Deathgod ○ ○ ○ 

Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death ○ ○ ○ 

Akuma | Demon ○ ○ ○ 

Keiyaku | Contract ○ ○ ○ 

Sebasu-chan | Sebastian 

(when Grell is talking) 
○ ○ ○ 

Shieru | Ciel ○ ○ ○ 

Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka ○ ○ ○ 
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How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction writers use Japanese words in 

their English fanfiction? 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use 

Japanese words in their English fanfiction? 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Additional Information 

 

Feedback 

Please feel free to add anything about your answers in the questionnaire or to leave me feedback 

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



 
. 
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Appendix C-2: Questionnaire questions in relation to research 
questions 

 

 
Question Description/Explanation 

Relevant Research 

Question 
B

a
si

c
 I

n
fo

rm
a
ti

o
n

 

Your Fanficiton.net 

Screenname 

Collected in order to distinguish authors 

from each other so they could be placed 

into the correct corpus. 

N/A 

How old are you? 

Age was originally going to be analysed in 

this paper but was later left out as it was 

difficult to tell how old an author was when 

they wrote a particular fic. 

N/A 

Y
o

u
r 

R
e
la

ti
o

n
sh

ip
 

w
it

h
 K

u
ro

sh
it

su
ji

 

(B
la

c
k

 B
u

tl
e
r)

 

Which forms of 

Kuroshitsuji have 

you 

seen/read/heard? 

 

Collected in order to put authors into the 

correct Canon Type corpora. 

 

2B 

Y
o

u
r 

Ja
p

a
n

e
se

 E
d

u
c
a
ti

o
n

 B
a
c
k

g
ro

u
n

d
 

Which type of 

educational institute 

have you learnt 

Japanese at? 

Collected in order to separate authors into 

their Learner corpora. Originally, different 

types of educational institutes were going to 

be analysed but this was condensed due to a 

lack of authors in each group. 

1, 3 

How long have you 

learnt Japanese at an 

educational institute 

(in total)? 

Originally time spent learning Japanese at an 

educational institute was a factor in the 

analysis. 

N/A 

How long have you 

been teaching 

yourself Japanese (in 

total)? 

Originally time spent learning Japanese not 

an educational institute was a factor in the 

analysis. 

N/A 

E
x

p
e
ri

e
n

c
e
  

w
it

h
 J

a
p

a
n

e
se

 

Have you ever done 

any of the following? 

Collected in order to distinguish Active 

Non-Learners from Passive Non-Learners 
2A 

Have you ever been 

to Japan? 
Originally a factor in Non-Learner analysis. N/A 

Y
o

u
r 

O
w

n
 U

sa
g

e
 o

f 
Ja

p
a
n

e
se

 

 i
n

 K
u

ro
sh

it
su

ji
 F

a
n

fi
c
ti

o
n

 How often do you 

think you use 

Japanese in your 

English Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction? 

Originally, an author’s own perspective on 

their code-switch frequency was a factor in 

the analysis. 

N/A 

Which would you 

rather use in your 

own English 

Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction? 

Originally this question was going to be 

analysed in terms of the differences in how 

authors felt between their own usage and 

other authors’ usage but it also served to get 

the author thinking about what a code-

1B, 2B, 3B 



 
. 
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switch is and to give some points of 

reference to mention in their responses. 

Why do you think 

you prefer to use one 

over the other? 

Collected in find out author opinions about 

their own code-switching to form the 

qualitative analysis. 

1B, 2B, 3B 

Why do you use 

roomaji or roman 

letters for Japanese 

words in your 

Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction instead of 

Japanese script? 

Originally the reasoning behind roomaji 

usage over Japanese kana was a factor for 

qualitative analysis. 

N/A 

When using 

Japanese words, did 

you do any of the 

following? 

Originally a factor for qualitative analysis. N/A 

O
th

e
r 

P
e
o

p
le

’s
 U

sa
g

e
 o

f 
Ja

p
a
n

e
se

 i
n

 K
u

ro
sh

it
su

ji
 F

a
n

fi
c
ti

o
n

 When reading 

Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction in English 

written by someone 

else, which would 

you rather read? 

(See Which would you rather use in your 

own English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction?) 
1B, 2B, 3B 

How do you feel 

when other 

Kuroshitsuji 

fanfiction writers use 

Japanese words in 

their English 

fanfiction? 

Collected in find out author opinions about 

other authors’ code-switching to form the 

qualitative analysis. 

1B, 2B, 3B 

How do you feel 

when fanfiction 

writers of other 

fanfiction (not 

Kuroshitsuji) use 

Japanese words in 

their English 

fanfiction? 

Collected to find out any correlation 

between code-switching and community of 

practice as well as attitudes related to 

language and canon setting. 

1B, 2B, 3B 
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Appendix C-3. Complete table of negative author attitudes towards code-switching in relation to language. 

General Statement Examples 
Author 

Code, SF 
Learner  
Group 

Negative Attitudes       

Certain code-switches were avoided as they stuck out more than other code-switches. 
"I try to avoid honorifics whenever possible, even sometimes using "Sebby" instead of Sebas-chan. I feel like honorifics stick out too much in a fic in English that takes 
place in London." 

BEG, 43 L 

Certain code-switches were undesirable for no given reason. "[…] I don't see any reason to write a western name or non-Asian name with Japanese pronunciation." DIS, 3 L 

Code-switching was mostly undesirable or inappropriate as it was unfaithful to the 
canon due to the canon's setting of Victorian England with predominantly English 
characters. 

"I see no reason whatsoever to use shitsuji instead of butler (for example) because being set in London, it makes perfect sense to me to use British English terms." 

BEG, 43 

L 

"I feel like honorifics stick out too much in a fic in English that takes place in London." 

"[…] A bunch of Brits walking around talking about keiyakus and akumas is just silly." 

"kuroshitsuji [sic] manga [in] particular is set in Victorian era, England and I thought using too much japanese [sic] would be inappropriate in context." 

CUT, 8 
"I chose [some English translations over the Japanese word] because of the time period/era its [sic] set in. It's set in England, 19th century and I thought using japanese 
[sic] honorific[s] would be inappropriate in context as many [of the characters] would be unfamiliar or even if they are familiar the[y] would be unaware of the 
significance [and] difference between dono and sama in terms of deeper meaning and respect. 

"[…] it is a bit awkward if japanese [sic] words are over used or dominate nearly the whole chapter since it is set in England and I'm sure 19th century people didn't use 
japanese [sic] in everyday language." 

"I prefer the English versions when writing because the story itself takes place in England, and aside from Tanaka and perhaps Sebastian, no one else would really speak 
Japanese in the story." 

DIS, 3 

"If the characters aren't from Japan or have no background history to the country, language or culture, I feel it's strange to throw in Japanese meanings, such as 
Bocchan, senpai, or the honorifics after a person's name, as they don't fit into the context." 

"Most of the time, [code-switching] annoys me, because I know that the story is set in England and not Japan." 

"[…] the story is set in England and not Japan, so Sebastian would never call Ciel, bocchan or Shieru." 

"[…] I never have my characters speak or address each other with a Japanese meaning unless the story took place in Japan." 

"It bothers me if Japanese words are used if the story isn't set in Japan or within a Japanese canon setting. If a story is set elsewhere from Japan, it doesn't make sense 
for a character that isn't Japanese to drop random Japanese words." 

"Kuroshitsuji takes place in England. They're speaking English (even if [the original work is]…Japanese?) so there is no need whatsoever for Japanese." 

ZON, 13 
"Japanese [script] has no business being in a Kuroshitsuji fan fic. It takes place in England. I can read and write Japanese and have never found a need for it in this 
fandom." 

"The story is set in Victorian England. It is only appropriate, therefore, to use the regional and time specific […] words and titles. To make it feel more natural, and 
more /in the story/." 

WHI, 3 

ANL 
"Unless it takes place in Japan or the word […] doesn't translate well from Japanese to English, I'd prefer not to see it. I would still read it however." SHA, 28 

"My native tongue is English, and Kuroshitsuji takes place in England. Both make me lean towards using English terms and pronunciation." STI, 12 

"[…] aren't they supposed to be speaking English anyway? They are in England." CAL, 5 

PNL 

"I usually go with the English for my Kuro[shitsuji] fics because, while the show is Japanese, they are in London and [the protagonist] is an English earl. Calling him 
"Young Master" seemed much more appropriate and much less clunky than inserting a random "Botchan" here and there." 

TUB, 2 

"[…] usually I refer to Tanaka by last name only, with no modifier. I suppose he would be Mr. Tanaka if he were ever actually addressed by someone in one of my fics. 
His name is Japanese, but he has worked in an English household for a very long time. English household, English customs." 

"[…] I prefer Maylene [to Meirin or Mey-Rin] because it sounds and is spelled more British." 

"Most of my choices are setting specific […]. They're all English, they'd call [Sebastian] a demon [as opposed to "akuma"]." 

"[…] we are in London and if the series didn't have Japanese audio [the protagonist] would be Earl Phantomhive, so that's what I call him." 
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General Statement Examples 
Author 

Code, SF 
Learner  
Group 

Too much code-switching was inappropriate, distracting or awkward. 

"[…] it is a bit awkward if japanese [sic] words are over used or dominate nearly the whole chapter" 
CUT, 8 L 

"[…] I thought using too much japanese [sic] would be inappropriate in context" 

"If it is over done [sic] sometimes it can distract from the story." SHA, 28 
ANL 

"Random Japanese words popping up every fives [sic] lines is just.. No. Too much." TWO, 25 

"It usually depends on how much or how little they use. More often than not, it pulls me out of the world." CAL, 5 PNL 

"Random" code-switching was undesirable as it was annoying, disruptive or served no 
purpose. 

"I do not throw in random words like "I hate you, Baka!" in my fics because It's [sic] mixing languages without reason." 
STI, 12 

ANL "I use [certain code-switches] simply because I see those as character traits. not [sic] just for the sake of throwing in Japanese words." 

"Random Japanese words popping up every fives [sic] lines is just.. No. Too much. I can't. Even my weaboo self had a limit, apparently." TWO, 25 

"If I understand the terms well enough then it is fine, however, some use unique Japanese phrases and sentences related to the anime which confuses myself and other 
readers as well. Some even insert random Japanese words into English sentences." 

ONY, 4 

PNL 
"[…] putting one random Japanese word in a sentence has always rubbed me the wrong way (I will never type the sentence, "Would you like to sign a keiyaku?" It just 
feels weird…)" 

TUB, 2 

Code-switching was undesirable if it was inconsistent. "Uuuugh stop saying "heichou" if all the rest of your terminology/titles are in English." WHI, 3 ANL 

Certain code-switches were avoided as the author felt they disrupted the flow of the 
fanfic. 

"[…] if I don't realise what the word is I do get confused sometimes!" BLO, 34 

ANL 
"[I prefer to use one code-switch over another] to keep the story flowing in a certain way." GLI, 12 

"[I'm] bothered [when people code-switch]. Even though I have tried learning to speak it, I know little and I'd have to make use of a translator if its [sic] a word I don't 
know, which distracts from the flow of enjoying the story." 

STI, 12 

Code-switches were avoided as the author's native language was English and therefore 
their English counterparts were easier to use. 

"Using more of the English translations makes it easier when writing." SHA, 28 
ANL 

"My native tongue is English [which] make[s] me lean towards using English terms and pronunciation." STI, 12 

Code-switches were unacceptable if they had a different image in another Japanese 
canon familiar to the author. 

"[I prefer to use "demon" over "akuma" as] I might be holding over my internal impressions of "akuma" from D. Gray-Man, where akuma are something seriously 
different." 

TUB, 2 PNL 

Code-switching was avoided as the author felt the fanfic was meant to serve as a 
translation of the original Japanese work. 

"I guess I try to keep as close to proper English as I can, seeing as I picture them talking in Japanese anyway, so it should look something like a translation." CAL, 5 PNL 
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Appendix C-4. Complete table of positive/neutral author attitudes towards code-switching in relation to language. 

 

General Statement Examples 
Author 

Code, SF 
Learner  
Group 

Positive/Neutral Attitudes       

Code-switches were acceptable if the author did not believe they translated well into 
English, lost their original Japanese meaning or nuance, or were too difficult to write in 
English. 

"[Because Kuroshitsuji is set in England] there is no need whatsoever for Japanese. Some things, however, are difficult to translate accurately, such as Grell's 
"Sebaschan"." ZON, 13 

L 

"[…] some fandoms lose a lot when they are translated directly into English. Japanese vocabulary can imply things that English cannot." 

"I use Shinigami often instead of reaper/grim reaper/death god because I don't feel that the English terms flow as well, or have quite the same "flavour"." 
BEG, 43 

"I only use Japanese terms when I feel there isn't a good English equivalent." 

"[I chose Sebas-chan over Sebastian because] in English, there aren't really accurate way [sic] to translate seba-chan [sic]". CUT, 8 

"[...] I usually am fine with [code-switching], especially when the words that are used are ones that don't necessarily translate well from Japanese to English." 
SHA, 28 

ANL "Using more of the English translations makes it easier when writing, but a few of the Japanese words don't translate as well into English." 

"As much as many things sounded strange in English to me that point in time, many things also sound right only in English." TWO, 25 

"I would only use "shinigami" instead of death god or reaper because it is a specific Japanese term/entity." WHI, 3 

"The only things I keep, usually, are honorifics, and other words that might not have direct translations." CAL, 5 

PNL 

"When I [sic] use the Japanese terms it feels like it explains more than if I [sic] use the preferred english [sic] words." ONY, 4 

"I have no preference for [the use of Sebas-chan]. I don't write Grelle [fics], but if I did I guess I would lean more toward "Sabas-chan"[sic] simply because the pun is so 
clever." 

TUB, 2 
"Ah I break my rule [of using the English translations due to the canon setting]. I guess it's because "Deathgod" [as opposed to "shinigami"] seems too clunky for me. I 
would probably use "God of Death" if I had to translate it anyway, which is a pain to type." 

Code-switches were acceptable if the image given in the canon was different to that 
which native English speakers are familiar with. 

"Those who have seen japanese [sic] manga/anime will have [a] different image of japanaese [sic] shinigami (mostly handsome or human looking) and english[sic] 
grimreaper [sic] (skeleton cloaked with scythe) so I decided to use [the] japanese [sic] version because of the image or meaning associated with it." 

CUT, 8 L 

Code-switches were acceptable as the canon was originally a Japanese work and 
therefore more faithful to the canon. 

"I feel as if the writer is trying to not deviate from [the] japanese[sic] anime to show they are keeping it with the [canon] or they try not to be too AU [Alternate 
Universe] with their stories." 

CUT, 8 L 

"It doesn't bother me if it's [in] context, like if it's fanfiction of another manga/anime/japanese [sic] game but it will irritate me if it's completely out of place. (Like, say, 
someone putting completely random [Japanese] script into a Skyrim fanfic." 

BLO, 34 ANL 

Code-switches were acceptable if their English counterparts reminded the author of 
another canon they were familiar with. 

"[I mostly use] Shinigami for Death God, mainly because I like the word shinigami, and because Death God makes me think of the Soul Reapers/Death Gods from 
Bleach." 

SHA, 28 ANL 

Code-switches were acceptable if used for characterisation. 

"I like [Sebas-chan] far more than the Sebastian Darling, mainly do [sic] to the meaning in Japan[ese] for Sebas-chan. In that Grell is being more flippant (?) by referring 
to Sebastian in that manner with the 'chan' tagged onto the end of his name." 

SHA, 28 

ANL "I use things like "William-senpai" (in the case of Ronald) and "Sebas-chan" (In [sic] the case of Grell) simply because I see those as character traits." 

STI, 12 
"[…] I can't deny that I use Japanese terms once in a while, they are for charactorization [sic] reasons" 

"I use [certain code-switches] simply because I see those as character traits." 

"[…] when I'm reading something […] if there are certain things like Grell's "Sebas-chan" I can somehow imagine his voice saying it, you know?" 

LOV, 20 

PNL 

"[…] take Sebastian, for example. He [sic] saying "bocchan" is part of who he is… I don't know, I just feel like it helps with keeping him in character as much as 
possible. Lizzy too, […] her "Shieru~" never gets old" 

"[…] none of the characters really appear to even have Japanese heritage except Tanaka. So if Tanaka is saying [the Japanese phrase "Shi no Toge"], it can be in 
Japanese." 

TUB, 2 
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General Statement Examples 
Author 

Code, SF 
Learner  
Group 

Code-switching was something the author did without thinking or as force of habit. 

"[…] I think it better form in my own stories to just stick to the one language unless I have a character actively speaking Japanese! The only exception is Shinigami 
where [using] it just became habit." 

BLO, 34 ANL 

"I really just type [code-switches] up automatically […] All in all… I just do it" LOV, 20 PNL 

Code-switching acceptance was dependant on the fanfic content. "It simply depends on the story […]" ERI, 54 ANL 

Code-switches were used as the author was familiar with the Japanese language canon 
types. 

"[…] I can't deny that I use Japanese terms once in a while, they are for charactorization [sic] reasons to help stick to the canon I know as I watched the anime and 
musicals in Japanese, not English." 

STI, 12 ANL 

Code-switching did not bother the author, although they may have had opinions 
regarding it elsewhere in their questionnaire. 

"[Code-switching] doesn't really affect me in any way […]" BLO, 34 

ANL 

"I have no problems with [code-switching]." GLI, 12 

"i'm [sic] not as picky as some people are, and I usually am fine with [code-switching]" SHA, 28 

Code-switching was enjoyable as the author felt it gave life to the story. 
"[…] if there are certain things like Grell's "Sebas-chan" I can somehow imagine his voice saying it, you know? I feel like it adds life to the story." 

LOV, 20 PNL 

"[Codeswitching is] awesome. Like I said before, I feel like it gives essence…life to the story." 
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Appendix C-5. Complete table of negative author attitudes towards code-switching in community of practice. 

 

General Statement Examples 
Author 

Code, SF 
Learner  
Group 

Negative Attitudes       

Code-switches were avoided if the author felt the readers would not understand them 
as they would be confusing or distracting. 

"As [the] majority of readers are from English speaking countr[ies], Western/Europe countries or predominantly English based, [Japanese honorifics] would be 
unfamiliar or strange or less meaningful to them since honorific[s] are used to indicate the type of person one is e.g. status, amount of respect etc" 

CUT, 8 L 

"[I prefer to use one codeswitch over another] to avoid confusing the reader" GLI, 12 ANL 

"If I understand the terms well enough then it is fine, however, some use unique Japanese phrases and sentences related to the anime which confuses myself and 
other readers as well." 

ONY, 4 PNL 

Code-switches were unacceptable and looked careless if the English version appeared 
in the Japanese canon. 

"MeyRin's name is MeyRin. It's written in English lettering in the original Japanese manga, plainly visible, on paperwork in Ciel's office. It helps when people pay 
attention." 

ZON, 13 L 

Code-switching was undesirable as the author felt it made the author look immature. 

"If it's gratuitous […] I think the author must be young […] and doesn't realise how irritating it is" BEG, 43 
L 

"For me the setting has to fit the language, otherwise it throws me off and in a way, I feel a bit childish." DIS, 3 

"A lot of times switching between two languages in a fanfiction when they're only supposed to be speaking one can make it seem childish." CAL, 5 

PNL 
"I've always loved courtly things, so [using] Lord Phantomhive and Lady Elizabeth just makes me much happier than Phantomhive-senpai. Also, -senpai keeps 
reminding me of a highschool anime. "Maybe senpai will notice meee~"" 

TUB, 2 

"[…] when I stumble across writers who just use [a code-switch] for the hell of it, I get flashbacks of middle school girls: "OMG he's so KAWAII~~~" Ugh." 

Unnecessary code-switching made the author look like they were new to the anime 
community. 

"If it's gratuitous […] I think the author must be […] new to anime and doesn't realise how irritating it is" BEG, 43 L 

Certain code-switches made it look like the author was trying to act in a certain way. "Whenever I see Ciel's name written in a [sic] romanji [sic] it feels childish to me and I feel as though the writer is trying to act cute." DIS, 3 L 

Unnecessary code-switches made the author look like they were trying to show off. 

"If it's gratuitous […] I think the author […] doesn't realise how irritating it is and that is [sic] looks like they are trying to [sic] hard to show off." BEG, 43 L 

"One of the reasons I don't codeswitch much is because I am not fluent in Japanese and I am terrified of making some stupid mistake or typo so everyone who reads 
it will come away with the impression, "Okay, wow, she thought she was cool sticking random words in there, but that was just stupid." 

TUB, 2 PNL 

Code-switching was avoided as the author felt it disrupted or bothered their readers, 
regardless of their own feelings towards code-switching. 

"[…] I want to use more Japanese, [but] I noticed many don't like the hassle of searching/scrolling down the page to look at the vocabulary" CUT, 8 L 

"I believe [I avoid code-switching] because I've seen that some people reading fanfiction get irritated when people use Japanese words in an English fanfiction, but if 
the fanfiction was written in Japanese, it would be fine." 

SHA, 28 ANL 

Code-switching was undesirable as the author felt it gave the fanfiction community a 
bad image. 

"A lot of times switching between two languages in a fanfiction when they're only supposed to be speaking one can make it seem childish, and is where a lot of poor 
opinions of fanfiction come from." 

CAL, 5 PNL 

Code-switching was undesirable as the author felt it make the author look like they 
were trying to make their fanfic look better than it was. 

"Sometimes […] I feel as if they're using the [Japanese] terms only as an attempt to make their story sound better if it's poorly written" GLI, 12 ANL 

Code-switching was undesirable as the author felt it dropped the professional value of 
the fanfic. 

"To be honest? I feel [code-switching] drops the professional value of the story." WHI, 3 ANL 
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Appendix C-6. Complete table of positive author attitudes towards code-switching in community of practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

General Statement Examples 
Author 

Code, SF 
Learner  
Group 

Positive/Neutral Attitudes       

Code-switches were acceptable if they were familiar or accepted within the 
Kuroshitsuji fandom. 

"I chose shinigami [over its English counterpart] because many readers are aware what this means" CUT, 8 L 

"[…] people seem to be fine when shinigami/Death God is used, and no one's complained about the word usage." SHA, 28 ANL 

"Shinigami is a well enough known word […] that I wouldn't feel like people would flounder with it. […] I don't know, for some reason this one doesn't 
bother me as much." 

TUB, 2 PNL 

Code-switch usage depended on the audience. 

"[My decision to code-switch depends on] who I am aiming the story at. If I am writing it for the [English] dub fans I will use less Japanese (i.e. shinigami or 
Shi no Toge), but if I am writing for a more general fan I use more Japanese." 

ERI, 54 ANL 

"[…] considering the fact that my fics are in English, I try to avoid doing things that will make my fic hard to read for people who, say, only speak English 
or have only ever watch the dub, etc." 

TUB, 2 PNL 

Code-switching makes a fic more likeable. "I like to see other writers use Japanese in their stories. It is not something I look for, but if a story I am reading has it I tend to like them a bit more." ERI, 54 ANL 

Code-switching was acceptable in the Kuroshitsuji fanfiction of others, but not in 
the author's own work. 

"I guess I don't mind [when other people code-switch in Kuroshitsuji fanfiction]? I'll still read it. The Japanese words that grace Kuroshitsuji fanfiction are 
generally not too jarring or irritating. If someone wants to call Ciel "Ciel hakushaku" or refer to him as "Botchan," it's not going to throw me off the fic." 

TUB, 2 PNL 

Code-switching was acceptable as it familiarises new fans with the canon. "[Code-switches] might be confusing for those people who are new fans but I think its [sic] a way of incorporating them with the language." ONY, 4 PNL 

Code-switching was originally used by an author as it was accepted in the 
community at the time but as they got older, they realised they did not enjoy 
code-switching themselves and stopped altogether. 

"I can admit to using Japanese words when I first started writing fanfiction, as the authors that I read at the time used them, so I deemed it okay to use them 
as well. It wasn't until a few years later that I realized I didn't like adding in the Japanese context or words if the situation didn't call for it, and I stopped 
writing Japanese words in my stories altogether." 

DIS, 3 L 

Code-switches were acceptable if the author felt it would offer the reader more 
freedom of interpretation. 

"I chose [Shi no Toge] because in Japan[ese] it can have several meanings when translated to English such as Sting of Death or Thorn of Death. […] I 
would love to use both sting and thorn but it would look awkward if I do so I chose to use [the] Japanese version to [give the reader] freedome [sic] [to] 
choose between sting or thorn." 

CUT, 8 L 
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Appendix C-7: Full Questionnaire Responses14 
Author Code BEG 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with 
English voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), 
Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with no subtitles), 
Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese 
translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

Place of higher education (e.g. university, college, polytechnic, vocational school) 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an educational 
institute (in total)? 

1-2 years 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese (in 
total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information I chose 2 because I only use Japanese terms when I feel there isn't a good English equivalent. 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the other? 

I use Shinigami often instead of reaper/grim reaper/death god because I don't feel that the English terms 
flow as well, or have quite the same "flavor". I don't mind using Shi no Toge for the same reason, but thorns 
of death is fine.  I try to avoid honorifics whenever possible, even sometimes using "Sebby" instead of Sebas-
chan.  I feel like honorifics stick out too much in a fic in English that takes place in London.  I see no reason 
whatsoever to use shitsuji instead of butler (for example) because being set in London, it makes perfect sense 
to me to use British English terms. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for Japanese 
words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction instead of 

Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of Ciel様 or 

Cielさま) 

Switching to Japanese on my keyboard is too troublesome, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to 
read Japanese, It looks better in roomaji 

Additional Information It would never occur to me to write my minimal code switching in Japanese characters XD 

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

I can't remember/None of the above 

Additional Information   

                                                      
 

14 Excluding questions not relevant to the study such as “How old are you?” 
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Author Code BEG 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English written 
by someone else, which would you rather read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian (When Grell is talking)] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English fanfiction? 

If it's gratuitous (in my opinion anyway) I think the author must be young or new to anime and doesn't realize 
how irritating it is and that is looks like they are trying to hard to show off. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in their 
English fanfiction? 

For me it depends on the setting.  I am much more tolerant of Japanese terms in a fandom like Bleach, which 
takes place in Japan, so the use of honorifics and Japanese terms is appropriate and sounds more natural.  For 
instance I would much rather use "Shiro-chan" than "Whitey" or other awkward translations I have seen for 
Hitsugaya's nickname.  However a bunch a Brits walking around talking about keiyakus and akumas is just 
silly. 

Feedback One hell of a survey ;) 

 

 

Author Code BLO 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with Japanese 
voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English 
fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with no subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with official English 
subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade 
Kuroshitsuji manga originally in English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

Was taught Japanese by a friend who was a native speaker! 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and Japanese 
subtitles, Read blogs, Twitter feeds, Facebook posts etc. in Japanese 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

1 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 
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Author Code BLO 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

Easier, plus I think it better form in my own stories to just stick to the one language unless I have a character 
actively speaking Japanese! The only exception is Shinigami where it just became habit. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

I can't write in Japanese on my keyboard, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Asked a Japanese friend/relative to check or translate 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] No preference/Either is fine 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

It doesn't really affect me in any way, though if I don't realise what the word is I do get confused sometimes! 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

It doesn't bother me if it's context, like if it's fanfiction of another manga/anime/japanese game (like KH) but it 
will irritate me if it's completely out of place. (Like, say, someone putting completely random script into a Skyrim 
fanfic). 

Feedback   

 

 

Author Code CAL 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have never learnt Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 
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Author Code CAL 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

I guess I try to keep it as close to proper English as I can, seeing as I picture them talking in Japanese anyway, so 
it should look something like a translation. The only things I keep, usually, are honorifics, and other words that 
might not have direct translations. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

I can't read Japanese, I can't write in Japanese on my keyboard, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able 
to read Japanese, I've only ever seen it written in roomaji 

Additional Information 

A lot of times switching between two languages in a fanfiction when they're only supposed to be speaking one 
can make it seem childish, and is where a lot of poor opinions of fanfiction come from. Unless it makes a very 
clear point that they are speaking two different languages. And for Kuroshitsuji, well, aren't they supposed to be 
speaking English anyway? They are in England. 

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Checked a dictionary (either paper or online) 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

It usually depends on how much or how little they use. More often than not, it pulls me out of the world. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

The less the better, I think, unless words like 'nakama' are being used, because there isn't an English word that 
exists that can properly encompass the meaning. 

Feedback   
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Author Code CUT 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and Japanese subtitles) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

Primary school (e.g. elementary school) 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

1-2 years 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles, 
Read manga in Japanese 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information 

I chose number 2 because while I want to use more Japanese, I noticed many don't like the hassle of 
searching/scrolling down the page to look at the vocabulary. Also, kuroshitsuji manga particular is set in 
Victorian era, England and I thought using too much japanese would be inappropriate in context. If it was a 
manga that was set in Japan or influenced by Japanese culture e.g Naruto and had many techinical words in 
japanese like Naurto ninja techniques or japanese slangs I would be compelled to write several words or 
sentences if I felt the message of something can be delivered better than writing it in English since there's several 
words with meanings that can't be conveyed in such way in English as it could be in Japanese 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

A 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] A 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

Shi no toge- I chose this because in Japan it can have several meanings when translated to English such as Sting 
of Death or Thorn of Death. In my case, I would love to use both sting and thorn but it would look awkward if I 
do so I chose to use Japanese version to the freedome choose between sting or thorn. 
For Mey-Rin, contract, Earl, Mr Tanaka, Ciel, Demon, Mr/Lord, butler and young master I chose B because of 
the time period/era its set in. It's set in England, 19th century and I thought using japanese honorific would be 
inappropriate in context as many would be unfamiliar or even if they are familiar the would be unaware of the 
significance difference between dono and sama in terms of deeper meaning and respect. As majority of readers 
are from English speaking country, Western/Europe countries or predominantly English based, they would be 
unfamiliar or strange or less meaningful to them since honorific are used to indicate the type of person one is e.g 
status, amount of respect etc 
I chose A for Seba-chan because many are familiar with -chan and is associated with being close, affectionate 
term of nickname, cute etc and in English, there aren't really accurate way to translate seba-chan (sebby comes 
close but I thought it was quite awkward) so seba-chan delivers more cutness or comical effect than sebby. 
I chose shinigami because many readers are aware what this means. Those who have seen japanese manga/anime 
will have different image of japanese shinigami (mostly handsome or human looking) and english grimreaper 
(skeleton cloaked with scythe)so I decided to use japanese version because of the image or meaning associated 
with it. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Switching to Japanese on my keyboard is too troublesome, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to 
read Japanese, I've only ever seen it written in roomaji 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Checked a dictionary (either paper or online) 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 
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Author Code CUT 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

A 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] A 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

I feel as if the writer is trying to not deviate from japanese anime to show they are keeping it with the story or 
they try not to be too AU with their stories. But it is a bit awkward if japanese words are over used or dominate 
nearly the whole chapter since it is set in England and I'm sure 19th century people didn't use japanese in 
everyday language. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

I would feel more comfortable/familiar with the terms e.g Naruto because they do use japanese terms frequent 
since its set in japanese culture compared to japanese. 
I even wrote naruto ff and used several japanese terms myself because naruto is set in japan and there's some 
words that sounds more better, original, meaningful and not so awkward compared to English version 

Feedback   

 

 

Author Code DIS 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Manga (in Japanese), 
Anime (with English voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and no subtitles), Anime (with Japanese 
voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English 
fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji 
manga in Japanese translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

Place of higher education (e.g. university, college, polytechnic, vocational school), I have been teaching myself 
Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

1-2 years 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

5-6 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 

Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles, 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and Japanese subtitles, Read manga in Japanese, 
Read blogs, Twitter feeds, Facebook posts etc. in Japanese, Been in a Japanese immersion programme in Japan, 
Travelled to Japan frequently (but not to take Japanese courses) 

Have you ever been to Japan? Yes 

Additional information about your trip Japan 

I visited Japan for a month my second year of studying Japanese. About seven months later, I moved to Japan to 
live/work there for two years. One of the things I noticed was how much quicker Japanese people spoke 
compared to the audio lessons in my Japanese classes back home, which I expected, but it still caught me off 
guard my first few weeks. I also realized that anime actors sometimes tend to speak a little slower, or enunciate 
their words better compared to people I met on the street or in shops. 

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 
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Author Code DIS 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

I prefer the English versions when writing because the story itself takes place in England, and aside from Tanaka 
and perhaps Sebastian, no one else would really speak Japanese in the story. The same effects the stories I write, 
as most are set in a country or place that isn't Japan. If the characters aren't from Japan or have no background 
history to the country, language or culture, I feel it's strange to throw in Japanese meanings, such as Bochhan, 
senpai, or the honorifics after a person's name, as they don't fit into the context.  
 
I will at times, use some Japanese words, such as Shinigami when I'm writing a story set in a fantasy setting or I 
need a name for a company or restaurant. But I never have my characters speak or address each other with a 
Japanese meaning unless the story took place in Japan. For me, the setting has to fit the language, otherwise it 
throws me off and in a way, I feel a bit childish.  
 
I can admit to using Japanese words when I first started writing fanfiction, as the authors that I read at the time 
used them, so I deemed it okay to use them as well. It wasn't until a few years later that I realized I didn't like 
adding in the Japanese context or words if the situation didn't call for it, and I stopped writing Japanese words in 
my stories altogether. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Asked a Japanese friend/relative to check or translate, Asked a friend/relative fluent in Japanese as a second 
language to check or translate, Checked a dictionary (either paper or online), Used Google Translate 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

Most of the time, it annoys me, because I know that the story is set in England and not Japan, so Sebastian 
would never call Ciel, bocchan or Shieru. Whenever I see Ciel's name written in a romanji, it feels childish to me 
and I feel as though the writer is trying to act cute. To me, I don't see any reason to write a western name or 
non-Asian name with Japanese pronunciation. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

It bothers me if Japanese words are used if the story isn't set in Japan or within a Japanese cannon setting. If a 
story is set elsewhere from Japan, it doesn't make sense for a character that isn't Japanese to drop random 
Japanese words. I'm willing to make some exceptions for stories set in Japan so long as the words aren't taking 
over the story and the writer has a hundred different notes explaining what each word means. 

Feedback   
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Author Code ERI 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with English voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and 
English fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have been teaching myself Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

1-2 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Used offline courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. Pimsleur, Japanese in 
Mangaland, Nakama) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] A 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] No preference/Either is fine 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] A 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

It simply depends on the story and who I am aiming the story at. If I am writing it for the dub fans I will use less 
Japanese(i.e. shinigami or Shi no Toge), but if I am writing for a more general fan I use more Japanese. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

I can't write in Japanese on my keyboard, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Checked a dictionary (either paper or online) 

Additional Information I have a Japanese-English dictionary that I use to double check. 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] No preference/Either is fine 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] No preference/Either is fine 

[Keiyaku | Contract] No preference/Either is fine 

[Akuma | Demon] No preference/Either is fine 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] A 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

I like to see other writers use Japanese in their stories. It is not something I look for, but if a story I am reading 
has it I tend to like them a bit more. 
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How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

Same as above. 

Feedback   

 

 

Author Code GLI 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (in Japanese), Anime (with English voice acting), 
Anime (with Japanese voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), Musical(s) (in Japanese with no 
subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga 
originally in English), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji 
manga in Japanese translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have been teaching myself Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

1-2 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Read manga in Japanese, Read books in Japanese, Read blogs, Twitter feeds, 
Facebook posts etc. in Japanese, Used online courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. LiveMocha) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

3 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] No preference/Either is fine 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

To avoid confusing the reader and to keep the story flowing in a certain way. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead 

of Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese, I can read Japanese, but I don't know how to 
spell the words I use in Japanese 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Checked a dictionary (either paper or online), Used Google Translate 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 
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[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

I have no problems with it. Sometimes though I feel as if they're using the terms only as an attempt to make their 
story sound better if it's poorly written. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

I have no problems with this either. Though I haven't really seen it as much with non-Kuroshitsuji stories. 

Feedback   

 

 

Author Code LOV 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade 
subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga originally in English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have never learnt Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

4 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] No preference/Either is fine 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] A 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

I really just type it up automatically, I mean... take Sebastian, for example. He saying "bocchan" is part of who he 
is... I don't know, I just feel like it helps with keeping him in character as much as possible. Lizzy too, I mean... 
her "Shieru~" never gets old jaja. 
 
All in all... I just do it, I like it, you know? I have this thing that when I'm reading something (mainly fanfiction, 
of course) if there are certain things like Grell's "Sebas-chan" I can somehow imagine his voice saying it, you 
know? I feel like it adds life to the story. I can't really explain it. 
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Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

I can't read Japanese, I can't write in Japanese on my keyboard, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able 
to read Japanese, I've only ever seen it written in roomaji 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Checked a dictionary (either paper or online), Used Google Translate 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] No preference/Either is fine 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] No preference/Either is fine 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

It's awesome. Like I said before, I feel like it gives essence...life to the story. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

It depends on what the fanfiction is about, don't you think? 

Feedback   
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Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with English 
voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and no subtitles), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and 
English fanmade subtitles), Drama CD(s) (in Japanese with official English translations (e.g. came with the CD)), 
Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have never learnt Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

1 

Additional Information   

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] A 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] No preference/Either is fine 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

A 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] A 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] A 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

When i use the Japanese terms it feels like it explains more than if i use the preferred english words. It might be 
confusing for those people who are new fans but I think its a way of incorporating them with the language. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

I can't remember/None of the above 

Additional Information I usually read other people''s fan fiction and follow who they use the Japanese words in their sentences 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] No preference/Either is fine 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 
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[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

If I understand the terms well enough then it is fine, however, some use unique Japanese phrases and sentences 
related to the anime which confuses myself and other readers as well. Some even insert random Japanese words 
into English sentences. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

If i am not that familiar with the anime or manga then it is annoying. 

Feedback   

 

 

 

Author Code SHA 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Manga (in Japanese), 
Anime (with English voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and no subtitles), Anime (with Japanese 
voice acting and Japanese subtitles), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a 
DVD)), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with no 
subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with Japanese subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade 
subtitles), Drama CD(s) (in Japanese without English translations), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in 
Japanese) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have been teaching myself Japanese, As in watching anime with subtitles 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

watching anime with subs for 6 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 

Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles, 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc with Japanese audio and subtitles in a language you do not understand 
very well (e.g. another language you are learning), Read manga in Japanese 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information 

I think minimal.  Mostly the 'chan' for when Grell refers to Sebastian as Sebas-chan.   
 
And Shinigami for Death God, mainly because I like the word shinigami, and because Death God makes me 
think of the Soul Reapers/Death Gods from Bleach. 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 
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Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

I believe it is because I've seen that some people reading fanfiction get irritated when people use Japanese words 
in an English fanfiction, but if the fanfiction was written in Japanese, it would be fine.  Although people seem to 
be fine when shinigami/Death God is used, and no one's complained about the word usage. 
 
As for the Sebastian, I like it far more than the Sebastian Darling, mainly do to the meaning in Japan for Sebas-
chan.  In that Grell is being more flippant (?) by referring to Sebastian in that manner with the 'chan' tagged onto 
the end of his name. 
 
It is also so I don't confuse myself.  Using more of the English translations makes it easier when writing, but a 
few of the Japanese words don't translate as well into English. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

i don't think I've used this 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Checked a dictionary (either paper or online), See below 

Additional Information 

For other; 
 
I sometimes found definitions at the bottom of some other people's fanfictions that defined the words that they 
used. 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] No preference/Either is fine 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

If it is over done sometimes it can distract from the story.  i'm not as picky as some people are, and I usually am 
fine with it, especially when the words that are used are ones that don't necessarily translate well from Japanese 
to English. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

Unless it takes place in Japan or the word, again, doesn't translate well from Japanese to English, I'd prefer not to 
see it.  I would still read it, however.   
 
The honorifics at the end of a person's name isn't nearly as distracting as random Japanese words thrown in in 
place of English ones that would distract me and make me think what word is is supposed to be. 

Feedback 

I really like this, and I hope I gave enough information for it to be useful for you. 
 
I think it would be interesting to know how similar or different people's opinions are regarding usage of Japanese 
words in fanfiction.  Mainly due to the complaints some people will make regarding it in reviews. 
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Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with Japanese 
voice acting and Japanese subtitles), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a 
DVD)), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with no 
subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with Japanese subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with official English subtitles 
(e.g. on a DVD)), Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji 
manga originally in English), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese), Doujinshi (fanmade 
Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have been teaching myself Japanese, I have never learnt Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

3-4 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles, Watched movies, anime, stageplays 
etc. with Japanese audio and Japanese subtitles, Used offline courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. Pimsleur, 
Japanese in Mangaland, Nakama) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan N/A 

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information 

I use things like "William-senpai" (in the case of Ronald) and "Sebas-chan" (In the case of Grell simply because I 
see those as character traits. not just for the sake of throwing in Japanese words. I do not throw in random 
words like "I hate you, Baka!" in my fics because It's mixing languages without reason.  
 
I chose number two because I can't deny that I use Japanese terms once in a while, they are for charactorization 
reasons to help stick to the canon I know as I watched the anime and musicals in Japanese, not English. 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

My native tongue is English, and Kuroshitsuji takes place in England.  Both make me lean towards using English 
terms and pronunciation.  
 
(One thing though. Official English translation has Grell call Sebastian 'Bassy'. and while it is a term I hate, 
personally, it would have been more accurate in this poll for that section.) 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

I can't read Japanese, I can't write in Japanese on my keyboard, Switching to Japanese on my keyboard is too 
troublesome, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese, why would I want to? 

Additional Information 
I don't know how to read or write in Japanese, and I think it'd make a mess of my writing to do something like 
that. Also I don't know how to switch my keyboard over to Japanese. 

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

I can't remember/None of the above 

Additional Information I never use/write in Japanese. 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] No preference/Either is fine 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] No preference/Either is fine 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 
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[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

Bothered. Even though I have tried learning to speak it, I know little and I'd have to make use of a translator if 
its a word I don't know, which distracts from the flow of enjoying the story. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

The exact same as above. Fandom doesn't change my ability to be able to understand random Japanese words 
placed in the middle of an other-wise English fiction. 

Feedback 

If a character is not a native English-speaking character in a English-speaking setting, I'll have him switch into 
French when he's emotional or forgets to use English or forgets the people around him may not know French. (I 
try to write it where English-speaking readers can still know what he is saying with a little narrative to help.) 
 
Now, if I were to write a setting where everyone speaks a language other than English, I'll write it in English and 
add narration to remind readers that they are speaking in, say, German. Such as "I like your dress, miss." 
Undertaker whispered into her ear in German. or, I'll write it in English and place the speech between < and > 
symbols to show that it is not being spoken in English. 
 
I like my writing to be both realistic and understandable. even when using other languages. 
 
Skill-wise in each of these languages. I'm not the best. I enlist the help of a translator. I am working to learn them 
but it's slow. It doesn't matter the language. Japanese, German, French... I treat them all the same. 

 

 

Author Code TUB 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with English 
voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), Anime (with 
Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles), 
Drama CD(s) (in Japanese without English translations), Drama CD(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade 
translations), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga originally in English), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji 
manga in Japanese translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an educational 
institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

I haven't been teaching myself Japanese 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), My brother speaks Japanese fluently, but is not Japanese 

Have you ever been to Japan? Yes 

Additional information about your trip Japan I went to visit my brother while he was abroad a year or so ago.  We went to Kyoto and Kanazawa. 

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

1 

Additional Information 
I usually go with the English for my Kuro fics because, while the show is Japanese, they are in London and Ciel 
is an English earl.  Calling him "Young Master" seemed much more appropriate and much less clunky than 
inserting a random "Botchan" here and there. 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 
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[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

1) For Tanaka, I really don't have a preference because usually I refer to him by last name only, with no modifier.  
I suppose he would be Mr. Tanaka if he was ever actually addressed by someone in one of my fics.  His name is 
Japanese, but he has worked in an English household for a very long time.  English household, English customs. 
 
2) Contract, because a, putting one random Japanese word in a sentence has always rubbed me the wrong way (I 
will never type the sentence, "Would you like to sign a keiyaku?" It just feels weird...) and b, considering the fact 
that my fics are in English, I try to avoid doing things that will make my fic hard to read for people who, say, 
only speak English or have only ever watched the dub, etc. 
 
3) This one, I actually have no preference for.  I don't write Grelle, but if I did I guess I would lean more toward 
"Sabas-chan" simply because the pun is so clever.  But I also have no issue calling him "Sebby" like the English 
dub does. 
 
4) Earl, because again, he is a member of the English nobility.  If I were writing in Japanese or if the series took 
place in Japan and Ciel were a Japanese noble, I would of course call him "Phantomhive hakushaku."  But we are 
in London and if the series didn't have Japanese audio he would be Earl Phantomhive, so that's what I call him. 
 
5) Ciel, again because of the whole "In London" thing, but also because I'm not sure if Shieru means anything in 
Japanese, and I am very fond of the fact that his name means "sky" in French. 
 
6) Young master, for the same reasons as above.  They're in London! 
 
7) Butler, because that's what he is.  In my English-speaking, posh lordship, it would be odd for me to have 
Sebastian refer to himself as a "shitsuji" instead of a butler. 
 
8) I don't have a preference between Meirin and Mey-Rin, but I prefer Maylene because it sounds and is spelled 
more British. 
 
9) Demon.  Most of my choices are setting specific, as is this one.  They're all English, they'd call him a demon.  
Also, I might be holding over my internal impressions of "akuma" from D. Gray-Man, where akuma are 
something seriously different. 
 
10) I have never used this phrase, and to be honest I have no idea what it is.  But again, English because we are 
in England and none of the characters really appear to even have Japanese heritage except Tanaka.  So if Tanaka 
is saying it, it can be in Japanese. 
 
11) Ah! I break my rule.  I guess it's because "Deathgod" seems too clunky for me.  I would probably use "God 
of Death" if I had to translate it anyway, which is a pain to type.  Shinigami is a well enough known word, too, 
that I wouldn't feel like people would flounder with it.  And it's kind of the name of their organization?  I don't 
know, for some reason this one doesn't bother me as much. 
 
12) Lord, hands down.  I've always loved courtly things, so Lord Phantomhive and Lady Elizabeth just makes 
me much happier than Phantomhive-senpai.  Also, -senpai keeps reminding me of a high school anime.  "Maybe 
senpai will notice meee~" 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

I can't read Japanese, I can't write in Japanese on my keyboard, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able 
to read Japanese, I've only ever seen it written in roomaji, It looks better in roomaji 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Asked a friend/relative fluent in Japanese as a second language to check or translate, Asked a friend/relative 
studying Japanese to check or translate, Checked a dictionary (either paper or online), Used Google Translate 

Additional Information 

One of the reasons I don't codeswitch much is because I am not fluent in Japanese and I am terrified of making 
some stupid mistake or typo so everyone who reads it will come away with the impression, "Okay, wow, she 
thought she was cool sticking random words in there, but that was just stupid."  I have only ever REALLY 
codeswitched into French because I had a basic working knowledge of the language and could more or less tell 
when I was making a mistake.  And I only do it in dialogue, never in narrative, except if you come across a word 
that English has no word for, like Schadenfreude. 

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] No preference/Either is fine 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

I guess I don't mind? I'll still read it. The Japanese words that grace Kuroshitsuji fanfiction are generally not too 
jarring or irritating.  If someone wants to call Ciel "Ciel hakushaku" or refer to him as "Botchan," it's not going 
to throw me off the fic. 
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How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

I've always just found the impulse to stick a word of another language into an English sentence a little annoying.  
It's one thing if you're not a native speaker or honestly can't think of what the word is in English (or you're 
writing a character who speaks broken English), but when I stumble across writers who just use the word for the 
hell of it, I get flashbacks of middle school girls: ”OMG he's so KAWAII~~~" Ugh.  But again, this is only for 
narrative.  If it's done in dialogue there is usually a reason for it. 

Feedback I hope your thesis goes well! Good luck. :) 

 

 

Author Code TWO 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) 
(in Japanese with English fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese translated into 
English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have been teaching myself Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

1-2 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 

Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Read manga in Japanese, Read books in Japanese, Read blogs, Twitter feeds, 
Facebook posts etc. in Japanese, Used online courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. LiveMocha), Been in a 
Japanese immersion programme in Japan 

Have you ever been to Japan? Yes 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

3 

Additional Information 
apparently the me of that time thought some things sounded really strange in english. i was an idiot (still am ayyy) 
and probably very, very weaboo whoops 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

As much as many things sounded strange in English to me that point in time, many things also sound right only 
in English. Random Japanese words popping up every fives lines is just.. no. Too much. I can't. Even my 
weaboo self had a limit, apparently. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Switching to Japanese on my keyboard is too troublesome, Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to 
read Japanese, It looks better in roomaji 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Asked a friend/relative studying Japanese to check or translate, Used Google Translate, I can't remember/None 
of the above 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 
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[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

Author Code TWO 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

If it's not overdone its okay, but when it is I don't really have any comments I had been like that too I have no 
right to say a thing. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

It's really fine if it's not overdone and utterly unnecessary. If it is, I just feel really, really weird. 

Feedback 
What a traumatic road down memory lane wow wwww 
Good luck for your thesis! 

 

 

Author Code WHI 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Anime (with Japanese 
voice acting and English fanmade subtitles), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese translated into 
English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

I have been teaching myself Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

I haven't learnt Japanese at an educational institute 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

1-2 years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Used online courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. LiveMocha), Used offline 
courses/resources to learn Japanese (e.g. Pimsleur, Japanese in Mangaland, Nakama) 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

2 

Additional Information "Tanaka" is Japanese. >_> 

Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] A 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

The story is set in Victorian England. It is only appropriate, therefore, to use the regional and time specific... er, 
words and titles. To make it feel more natural, and more /in the story/. I would only use "shinigami" instead of 
death god or reaper because it is a specific Japanese term/entity. :) 
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Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Not everyone reading my fanfiction will be able to read Japanese 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

Asked a friend/relative fluent in Japanese as a second language to check or translate, Checked a dictionary (either 
paper or online) 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] No preference/Either is fine 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

To be honest? I feel it drops the professional value of the story. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

Same as above, unless it has context and is being used in a proper way. For example, I'd expect a lot of Japanese 
in a Kenshin fic, or an Oofuri fic, but not so much in, say, an SNK fic. (Uuuugh stop saying "heichou" if all the 
rest of your terminology/titles are in English.) 

Feedback This was awesome and I'm flattered to be involved, happy to help! :) 

 

 

Author Code ZON 

Which forms of Kuroshitsuji have you 
seen/read/heard? 

Manga (official English version (e.g. the actual books)), Manga (English fan translations), Manga (in Japanese), 
Anime (with English voice acting), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and no subtitles), Anime (with Japanese 
voice acting and official English subtitles (e.g. on a DVD)), Anime (with Japanese voice acting and English 
fanmade subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with no subtitles), Musical(s) (in Japanese with English fanmade 
subtitles), Drama CD(s) (in Japanese without English translations), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga 
originally in English), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji manga in Japanese), Doujinshi (fanmade Kuroshitsuji 
manga in Japanese translated into English) 

Which type of educational institute have you learnt 
Japanese at? 

Place of higher education (e.g. university, college, polytechnic, vocational school), I have been teaching myself 
Japanese 

How long have you learnt Japanese at an 
educational institute (in total)? 

1-2 years 

How long have you been teaching yourself Japanese 
(in total)? 

7+ years 

Have you ever done any of the following? 

Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and English subtitles (or subtitles of another 
language you understand well), Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and no subtitles, 
Watched movies, anime, stageplays etc. with Japanese audio and Japanese subtitles, Watched movies, anime 
stageplays etc in an audio you understand (but not Japanese) and Japanese subtitles, Read manga in Japanese, 
Read blogs, Twitter feeds, Facebook posts etc. in Japanese, Worked as a translator, use Japanese professionally, 
use Japanese in Korean band fandom 

Have you ever been to Japan? No 

Additional information about your trip Japan   

How often do you think you use Japanese in your 
English Kuroshitsuji fanfiction? 

1 

Additional Information 

This question is vague, since you say fan fiction in general rather than Kuroshitsuji. Kuroshitsuji takes place in 
England. They're speaking English (even if it's... Japanese?), so there is no need whatsoever for Japanese. Some 
things, however, are difficult to translate accurately, such as Grell's "Sebaschan". However, the source material 
also provides the answers for some of the questions below. MeyRin's name is MeyRin. It's written as such in 
English lettering in the original Japanese manga, plainly visible, on paperwork in Ciel's office. It helps when 
people pay attention. I also feel that your "Sebas-chan" vs Sebastian is unfair, since they are not equivalent. 
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Which would you rather use in your own English 
Kuroshitsuji fanfiction: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] B 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

No preference/Either is fine 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] No preference/Either is fine 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

Why do you think you prefer to use one over the 
other? 

See my previous answer. 

Why do you use roomaji or roman letters for 
Japanese words in your Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
instead of Japanese script? (e.g. Ciel-sama instead of 

Ciel様 or Cielさま) 

Japanese has no business being in a Kuroshitsuji fan fic. It takes place in England. I can read and write Japanese 
(though admittedly, I suck with kanji), and have never found a need for it in this fandom. 

Additional Information   

When using Japanese words, did you do any of the 
following? 

I'm a translator. 

Additional Information   

When reading Kuroshitsuji fanfiction in English 
written by someone else, which would you rather 
read: 

  

[Shinigami | Deathgod] B 

[Shitsuji | Butler] B 

[Bocchan | Young Master] B 

[-senpai | Mr/Lord] B 

[Hakushaku | Earl] B 

[Keiyaku | Contract] B 

[Akuma | Demon] B 

[Sebasu-chan | Sebastian]  
(When Grell is talking) 

B 

[Shieru | Ciel] B 

[Meirin | Mey-Rin/Maylene] B 

[Tanaka-san | Mr Tanaka] B 

[Shi no Toge | Thorns of Death] B 

How do you feel when other Kuroshitsuji fanfiction 
writers use Japanese words in their English 
fanfiction? 

I don't read Kuroshitsuji fan fiction. 

How do you feel when fanfiction writers of other 
fanfiction (not Kuroshitsuji) use Japanese words in 
their English fanfiction? 

It depends on the fandom. Many fandoms require vocabulary in another language due to the nature of the source 
material. As I've pointed out in my tutorials, some fandoms lose a lot when they are translated directly into 
English. Japanese vocabulary can imply things that English cannot. 

Feedback   

 

 

 


